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Abstract 
Although 3D Computer Graphics (CG) has become the dominant medium for 
modern animated feature films, many of the core principles of animation, which were 
developed at the Disney studios for hand-drawn cartoon-style 2D cel animation, have 
persisted and remain fundamental to the formulation of character motion in this new 
medium. Indeed, traditional principles of animation applied to 3D CG animation 
heavily influence the range of aesthetic motion styles in contemporary animation. As 
Isaac Kerlow (2009, 305) argues, the collective challenge of the animation industry 
is to now reinterpret and expand the original principles of animation and to add new 
principles to address contemporary animation technologies, styles, techniques and 
possibilities. 
This thesis will examine and establish how the principles of animation are 
incorporated into new technological styles of animation as the medium continues 
evolve. The 12 principles of animation that have traditionally guided the creation of 
believable character motion have been adapted from 2D animation to the 3D CG 
medium. This thesis will undertake a textual analysis of four Hollywood 3D 
animated feature films of various styles. It will examine how character motion has 
been constructed, with particular focus on the fundamental elements of composition, 
form and style. This thesis will provide a broad understanding of the remediation of 
the traditional principles of animation in 3D animation. A specific outcome of the 
research is a re-interpretation of the Disney principle of appeal and using this 
principle to differentiate how the other principles are applied in 3D animation used in 
animated movies. This is defined as aesthetic harmony and delineates the way in 
which character posing and transitions between poses contribute to the animated 
motion styles that animators work in today.
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1 
   
Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Introduction and Background: Motion Style in Animation 
In the short time since Pixar Animation created the first 3D computer-animated 
feature film, Toy Story (Lasseter 1995), 3D Computer Graphics (CG) has become the 
dominant medium for creating animated feature films. Creating an animated film 
using 3D CG technologies requires the enormous amount of technological innovation 
that has occurred over at least the 20-year-period prior to the release of Toy Story. 
Edwin (Ed) Catmull, computer scientist and president of both Pixar and Disney 
Animation, for example, has personally pursued the development of computer 
animation from as early as 1973 (Catmull 2014). This requirement for new 
technologies is largely due to the fundamental differences between the 3D CG and 
2D animation mediums. 
Until the development of Toy Story, animated films were predominantly 
created through two-dimensional drawn shapes, or physical puppets, with articulated 
joints. However, 3D computer-animated characters are constructed within the 
computer as virtual three-dimensional objects that can be manipulated by an 
animator like a virtual puppet and then rendered to screen with near photorealistic 
surface characteristics that respond to simulated light and shadow. As animator 
Richard Williams (2009, 20) notes, “If drawn, ‘classical’ animation is an extension 
of drawing, then computer animation can be seen as an extension of puppetry–high 
tech marionettes”. Despite these fundamental differences, however, both 3D and 2D 
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media require the frame-by-frame construction of motion for the purpose of 
delivering a performance. As Williams continues, “both share the same problems of 
how to give a performance with movement, weight, timing and empathy” (Williams 
2009, 20). Walt Disney understood this when he realised that if animation was going 
to capture and hold an audience’s attention for the full duration of the feature-length 
films to which he aspired, then the characters’ motions and, ultimately, their 
performance, would need to improve (Disney 1935). 
In what Wells (1998, 38) describes as “the constant drive towards ever greater 
notions of realism”, a team of Disney animators, who became known as “the nine old 
men”, closely analysed human and animal movement to understand how to 
effectively visualise the flow of action from one frame to the next and developed an 
image system that was aligned to the conventions of live-action cinema. The 
majority of the principles they developed relate to character motion and include:  
1. Squash and stretch 
2. Anticipation 
3. Staging 
4. Straight-ahead action and pose–to-pose 
5. Follow-through and overlapping actions 
6. Slow-in and slow-out 
7. Arcs 
8. Secondary action 
9. Timing 
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10. Exaggeration 
11. Solid drawing 
12. Appeal 
In his seminal paper, Principles of Traditional Animation Applied to 3D Computer 
Animation, John Lasseter1 (1987) argues that an understanding of the 12 principles of 
traditional animation is essential to produce effective 3D computer animation and 
that, regardless of the medium, the application of some of these principles remains 
the same. Williams (2009, 20) also argues for the continuing importance of the 
animation principles, writing that, “the old knowledge applies to any style or 
approach to the medium no matter what the advances in technology”. Indeed, highly 
influential animators have demonstrated, through their practice, that the 12 principles 
of animation can be successfully applied to the 3D CG medium to create visually 
engaging and believable characters. This is perhaps no more evident than in all of the 
current 3D CG films being produced by Pixar and Walt Disney Animation, which 
appear to emulate the style of motion developed for early Disney films and, 
consequently, are influenced by the traditional principles of animation. As Bishko 
(2007) explains, traditional animation principles tend to influence movement patterns 
and perpetuate the creation of cartoon-style motion. 
As traditionally trained animators, such as John Lasseter and Chris Wedge, 
adopted the emerging 3D technologies, they naturally relied on their understanding 
of the 12 principles of animation to improve their character believability. As a result, 
early 3D CG films had a tendency to be influenced by the movement patterns that are 
typical of Disney animation. The Disney influence has carried on into the 3D CG 
                                                
1 John Lasseter is the Chief Creative Officer of Disney and Pixar. 
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medium because, as Bishko (2007, 24) explains, the 12 principles of animation are 
well known by animators and have long been seen as benchmarks for best practice in 
character animation. However, whereas Disney was pursuing a very naturalistic style 
of cartoon motion, others outside the Disney studio, such as Warner Brothers (WB) 
and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM), applied the principles in vivid displays of broad 
character action. Consequently, the 12 principles of animation were expanded upon 
and modified to create new movement styles that strayed from the Disney aesthetic; 
importantly, these variations in motion style have continued into the 3D CG medium. 
Technological progress and creative experimentation have recently enabled the 
range of motion needed in 3D CG animation to expand beyond the early 
Disney/Pixar style and incorporate exaggerated cartoon patterns and naturalistic 
motion derived from captured performances. Several examples illustrate this: (1) 
Pixar films such as Up (Docter & Peterson 2009) feature a very naturalistic, subdued 
movement style, whereas DreamWorks, Madagascar (Darnell & McGrath 2005) 
features characters that move quickly between exaggerated poses; (2) Sony Pictures 
Animation’s Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs (Lord & Miller 2009) features a 
broad range of movement patterns that resist being formulaic by responding to the 
context of the scene and specific character, whereas Square Pictures, Final Fantasy: 
The Sprites Within (Sakaguchi & Sakakibara 2001) uses motion capture to try to 
replicate naturalistic human movement; and (3) Animal Logic, Legend of the 
Guardians: The Owls of Ga’Hoole (Snyder 2010) relies on interpretive animation 
derived from the close analysis of bird morphology and flight patterns, whereas 
DreamWorks, Kung Fu Panda (Osbourne & Stevenson 2008) adopts Disney-style 
cartoon patterns of movement that rely heavily on principles such as squash and 
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stretch. Such comparisons reveal considerable variation in movement styles, each 
carefully crafted by animators to achieve a certain visual aesthetic. 
Character motion and, therefore, its stylistic qualities, are readily visible to the 
audience as they watch a film; however, the reason for the stylistic differences is 
barely understood outside of the top animation studios and, for the most part, have 
not been wholly explained by either animation practitioners or theorists. For 
example, an audience member may recognise a Pixar or Sony Pictures Animation 
film when they see one; however, they may not fully understand what it is about the 
character movement that makes it recognisable as a Pixar or Sony Pictures 
Animation film. This may be attributed to the lack of contemporary animation 
literature discussing movement style within the 3D medium. Instead, it tends to be 
predominantly concerned with new technologies, the look of characters or narrative 
themes. Yet, as Bishko (2007, 34) explains, motion is integral to the animation 
medium; it must, therefore, be central to any discussion on animation style. This 
emphasis on motion can be focused on the movement style of the characters 
themselves, which, for the purpose of this study, is considered as the foundation 
upon which character performance is created. 
In narrative-driven animation, animated characters must deliver a 
“performance”, and it is the animator’s task to create this performance through the 
frame-by-frame construction of motion. Irrespective of style or medium, the goal of 
the 3D CG animator is to produce believability and the illusion of life in characters. 
They achieve the illusion of life by crafting the gestures and expressions of 
characters, over time, to create the illusion of movement, which makes the otherwise 
invisible “thoughts” and “emotion” of the character visible to the audience. Despite 
this central goal, however, much has been written on the look, techniques and 
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process of animation, but there is comparatively little written on performance, which 
animator Brad Bird describes as being “nothing less than the heart of the matter” 
(Bird in Hooks 2011, xi). That is, 3D animation has been widely written about in 
terms of technological innovation, narrative themes and graphic stylisation; however, 
very little scholarly analysis has focused on understanding the range of movement 
qualities and styles that have been developed through the 3D medium, nor the 
meanings that movement style bring to a film and the performance of the characters. 
In terms of animated performance, the 12 principles of animation have a 
tendency to favour cartoon stylisation as animators reproduce the patterns of 
movement featured in animation manuals and references, such as those produced by 
Richard Williams (2009). As Bishko (2007) argues, when there is a lack of 
consideration of their effects on meaning, animation falls short because the 
characterisation lacks authenticity. From the perspective of an animator, Brad Bird 
argues that movement is what defines character and the considerable lack of 
variation in character motion in contemporary animation impacts on the quality of 
the character’s performance and personality. According to Bird (Bird in Hooks 2011, 
xi), there is an abundance of variation in character types, species, appearance, age 
and other characteristics; however, there is a distinct lack of variation in the way they 
move. In his words, “[these characters] have in fact only one thing in common–they 
all move exactly alike” (Bird in Hooks 2011, xi). There is a clear need to expand our 
understanding of animated movement to promote innovation in character motion 
and, ultimately, to enhance animated performance. 
The tendency for character motion to be influenced, and potentially limited by 
existing movement patterns based on the 12 principles of animation, reinforces the 
argument of Isaac Kerlow (2009, 305). He argues that our collective challenge is to 
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now reinterpret the original 12 principles of animation in relation to new animation 
styles, techniques and objectives, and to potentially add new ones. 
 
1.2 Research Problem 
This thesis examines the application and impact of animation principles on 
movement styles in the 3D CG medium. There have long been divergent animation 
styles and recent advances in 3D CG technologies have enabled animators to expand 
the range of motion styles in contemporary animation. New technologies, such as 3D 
computer graphics, inverse kinematics and motion capture have changed the process 
of creating character movement. 3D CG animation continues to be approached 
through the lens of the traditional 2D animation principles developed at Disney 
Studio in the 1930s. Isaac Kerlow (2009) argues, that character animation theory 
now needs re-interpretation. Mr. Kerlow states that the traditional principles of 
animation developed in the 1930s remain relevant, but are no longer adequate for 
describing the range of styles, techniques and possibilities that have resulted from the 
continued evolution of animation production. In light of the technical and stylistic 
advances of 3D CG animation, this thesis considers the remediation of the 12 
principles of animation into the 3D medium. This thesis examines how the principles 
have been applied to contemporary films and investigates how they have been re-
interpreted for the new medium. 
 
1.3 Questions, Aim and Objectives 
This thesis responds to three central research questions, namely: 
1. What have been the basic principles of animation?  
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2. How are they being applied today, if they are?  
3. And how are they being modified and expanded to take advantage of new 
computer graphics technologies? 
The aim of this research project has been to make a contribution to the 
expanding lexicon of animation theory by providing insight into the transforming 
principles of character motion, given that the goal of the 3D CG animator is to 
produce believability and the illusion of life in characters. 
This aim was pursued by way of the following research objectives: 
1. Investigating Disney Animation’s approach to extending the classic Disney-
style to the 3D medium in the fairytale musical, Tangled (Greno & Howard 
2010) and analysing whether the 12 principles of animation have persisted or 
how they have changed. 
2. Analysing the stylised movement of the “Nicelander” characters in Walt 
Disney Animation’s film Wreck-it Ralph (Moore 2012) to determine whether 
the 12 principles of animation are present and, if so, how they have persisted 
or changed to facilitate the new “8-bit–inspired” style of motion. 
3. Analysing Sony Pictures Animation’s Hotel Transylvania (Tartakovsky 
2012) to investigate how the principles of animation developed outside of the 
Disney studios have influenced exaggerated cartoon-style motion in 3D CG 
animation. 
4. Examining the hyper-realistic cartoon style developed by Weta Digital in The 
Adventures of Tintin (Spielberg 2011) to determine what caused the (widely 
recognised) breakdown in the appeal of the character motion and whether this 
is related to breaking the principles or other causes. 
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5. Synthesising the research findings from the first four objectives and re-
interpreting and expanding upon existing animation theory by consolidating 
or extending the 12 principles of animation in relation to the 3D medium. 
 
1.4 Approach 
Methodologically, this research project has involved textual analysis, based on the 
approach described by Bordwell (1989) as the “historical poetics of cinema”. This is 
an empirical approach that is concerned with studying how a specific filmic text (in 
this case an animated film) is constructed by focusing on the context of production as 
well as the observable constituent parts and recurrent patterns and associations of the 
finished product. As an approach, historical poetics involves developing an 
understanding of the context within which a text has been constructed and then the 
systematic analysis of its elements to develop an understanding of the principles that 
have guided its creation. 
Other animation theorists have employed a similar approach. For example 
Wells (2003, 218) explains that “all media ‘texts’ are constructed. To understand all 
the components within each construction it is necessary to deconstruct the text and 
analyse its elements”. In a more recent study into visual effects, Flueckiger (2014) 
linked her approach specifically to that of Bordwell’s poetics by describing her 
research as an “investigation into the theoretical and epistemological foundations of 
the technology” (Flueckiger 2014). 
In this study, the method used to undertake each textual analysis involved 
digital annotation to identify the principles of animation, as they could be directly 
observed frame-by-frame. The analysis of motion, frame-by-frame, is a well-known 
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method within the field of animation studies, and it is most often referred to as 
”action analysis” (Webster 2012). Action analysis was used extensively at the Walt 
Disney Studio during the 1930s. Indeed, it was the research method used at the Walt 
Disney Studio when the original 12 principles of animation were discovered. It is 
useful here because it provides a way to analyse the movement patterns that are 
present in the finished film and, in so doing, establishes a deeper understanding of 
approaches to character motion across a range of styles in 3D CG animation. 
 
1.5 Objects of study 
The sample of films selected for this study was restricted to Hollywood animated 
feature films produced after 2011. These films were chosen for this study because of 
the presence of a recognisably different style of character motion in each film while 
remaining within the domain of what Wells (1998, 35) describes as “orthodox 
animation”. Wells lists seven criteria that define animation as “orthodox”:  
configuration, specific continuity, narrative form, evolution of context, unity of style, 
absence of artist and dynamics of dialogue. Orthodox animation is discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis; however, it is useful at this point to think about the 
selection of films as being animated films that reflect the most commonly seen form 
of animation, each with a shared tendency towards a hyper-realistic styling. 
 
1.6 Contribution to New Knowledge and Significance of the Research 
3D character animation is a particular branch of knowledge within the broader field 
of animation studies and is concerned with creating the illusion of life in otherwise 
inanimate virtual 3D puppets. Despite being an entirely new medium for creating 
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animation, 3D CG animation continues to be approached through the lens of the 
traditional 2D animation principles developed at the Disney studio in the 1930s. 
Isaac Kerlow (2009) argues, therefore, that character animation theory now needs re-
interpretation and expansion. He explains that the traditional principles of animation 
developed in the 1930s remain relevant, but are no longer adequate for describing the 
range of styles, techniques and possibilities that have resulted from the continued 
evolution of animation production. By responding to this emergent problem, this 
thesis makes a significant contribution to the field of animation studies by showing 
how the principles of animation have endured or changed to create believable digital 
beings in the 3D CG medium and across a range of styles. 
This has significance to the field of character animation and animation studies 
because this study results in a deeper understanding of where in the 3D CG 
animation process an animator can shape movement style to support character 
believability. It also has significance to the wider film industry because films 
featuring 3D animated characters are highly profitable projects and those with 
knowledge of how to create believable characters are well-positioned to establish a 
niche within the animation and post-digital and visual effects (PDV) industries by 
specialising in digital character animation and integration, which remains one of the 
most creative and technologically challenging areas of PDV.2 
 
1.7 Thesis Structure 
Following this introduction, the literature review in Chapter 2 establishes the 
theoretical base that underpins the research before drilling down to a more narrow 
focus on character motion and, what Wells (1998) describes as, “orthodox” 
                                                
2 Refer to my journal article for a broader discussion on this opportunity: Carter, C., 2014. 
Digital beings: an opportunity for Australian visual effects. Animation Studies 
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animation. In particular, the concept of apparent motion perception and its 
significance to the study of motion in animation is explained. Mise-en-scène is also 
introduced, as it provides a foundation for understanding the fundamental issues of 
animation aesthetics. The discussion then turns to the notion of character 
believability and the 12 principles of animation, which are the central focus of this 
study. This leads into an acknowledgment of the relationship that character motion 
has to performance by illustrating how motion makes performance possible in 
animation and, thus, highlights the significance of research into motion. To 
contextualise the research within the field of commercial 3D CG animation 
production, Chapter 2 concludes with an explanation of the role and goals of the 
animator as well as contemporary production processes and technologies. 
Chapter 3 then outlines the project’s research methodology. An overview of 
Bordwell’s Historical Poetics is presented and explained in relation to textual 
analysis and action analysis. This is followed by an explanation of the primary 
method and process of digital annotation, as well as the secondary method employed 
in the research, which involved content analysis of video recordings of animators 
critiquing each other’s work. 
Chapter 4 addresses the first research question, which queries the extent to 
which Disney’s 12 principles of animation have been transposed into the design and 
production of 3D CG animation. This is achieved via a textual analysis of Disney’s 
Tangled, which reveals how the Walt Disney Animation studio approached the 
application of traditional animation principles to the 3D CG medium. 
Chapter 5 remains focused on Walt Disney Animation, but introduces the 
limited movement style, which was invented to reflect 8-bit characters in the feature 
film Wreck-it Ralph. The analysis presented in this chapter reveals the tensions that 
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arise when animators try to use the 3D medium to emulate the limited motion style 
developed in the 1980s for 2D sprite-based animation while retaining character 
believability. It addresses the central research questions by revealing the 12 
principles at work even when animators work with a limited and stylised movement 
vocabulary. 
Chapter 6 examines the adaptation of techniques typically seen in more 
extreme cartoon-style motion and “pushed posing”, exemplified by early Warner 
Brothers animated short films. This is achieved via an analysis of Hotel Transylvania 
by Sony Pictures Animation, which features a stylised form of animation adapted 
from the extended principles of extreme cartoon-style motion to the 3D medium. 
Chapter 7 shifts the research focus away from cartoon-style motion towards 
hyper-realism in The Adventures of Tintin. It explores the challenges around creating 
believable characters using photorealistic surface textures and motion derived from 
motion capture. Alternative models for evaluating the success of digital characters 
are considered to overcome the shortcomings of the traditional principles when 
discussing non-cartoon-style motion. As a result, this chapter contributes to the 
research project by showing how the digital character’s fundamental elements of 
shape, surface and motion all interact to create a meaningful whole. 
The thesis concludes with Chapters 8 and 9 and a discussion on the cumulative 
effect of the research findings. This results in an extension of the 12 principles of 
animation to include a new principle, “aesthetic harmony”. Aesthetic harmony is 
described in terms of the character’s basic elements of shape, surface and motion 
working together to best support the character’s actions, which also must correspond 
with the context of the shot to create a unified whole capable of sustaining the 
illusion of life. A summary of the research project and implications of this new 
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knowledge for the field of animation studies are discussed along with opportunities 
for future research that were identified as a result of this study. 
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Chapter 2 Literature and Contextual Review 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The eclectic nature of character animation practice requires the animator to draw 
upon a wide range of skills and knowledge and encompasses fundamental concepts, 
such as controlling the illusion of apparent motion, as well as more abstract concepts 
associated with character behaviour and performance. Furthermore, as an 
industrialised and technologically mediated art form, animation also requires the 
animator to function within a highly collaborative and technical field that influences 
their creative decision making process as they craft the motion, gestures and 
expressions of animated characters with the aim of creating an authentic and, 
therefore, believable performance. Thus, the range of literature surveyed here is 
centred on the animator’s practice of crafting apparent motion, frame-by-frame, with 
the goal of creating the illusion of life. The following chapter provides a broad 
framework for understanding the field of contemporary animation practice with 
discussions centred around four key themes: the fundamental illusion of motion in 
the cinema and its connection to animation theory; character believably and the 12 
principles of animation; the relationship that motion shares with crafting a believable 
performance; and, finally, the animator’s role and goals within the production 
context. 
Together, these four themes provide a foundation for understanding the 
significance of believability to the crafting of motion in animation practice; the 
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principles of animation developed by animators to communicate their understandings 
to one another; and the complexities faced by the animator when crafting motion 
frame-by-frame. This literature review also identifies gaps in the field and the need 
to continue investigating character motion and to expand the traditional principles of 
animation and leverage the range of animation styles made possible by the continued 
technological and aesthetic progression in 3D animation. 
 
2.2 The Perception of Motion 
As a medium that, by its very nature, is centred on the perception of motion, perhaps 
the greatest irony in animation is the fact that nothing actually moves. Character 
animation is a form of mediated performance by characters, which is only made 
visible in the mind of the audience through what has come to be known as “apparent 
motion”. In the physical world, we typically perceive an object to be in a state of 
motion when it changes position relative to other objects within our field of vision. 
In cinema, however, motion is created synthetically through a visual system when a 
sequence of static images (each with subtle changes) is presented in rapid succession. 
When viewing a projected film,3 what we observe is a sequence of images (frames), 
separated by moments of darkness. The moment of darkness allows the projector to 
slide the next image in the sequence into position before presenting it to the 
audience. Provided that the rate at which the images are displayed (frame rate) is fast 
enough (typically 24 frames per second) we perceive uninterrupted, continuous 
motion. 
                                                
3 I use the term “film” and the concept of projected frames loosely here to denote any form of 
moving image on the screen. 
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It was a common belief in the early years of animation that the perception of 
cinematic motion was made possible by a phenomenon of the eye known as the 
persistence of vision (Anderson & Fisher 1978) whereby an after-image is thought to 
persist on the retina for a short period of time after it is no longer present. Animation 
and film theory developed from this understanding of how film motion is perceived. 
However, contemporary perceptual psychologists tell us that this understanding of 
motion is wrong. The impression of movement is not due to the persistence of vision 
phenomenon but instead occurs in a similar way to our perception of continuous 
motion in the physical world. Indeed, we cannot distinguish the difference between 
what is known as short-range apparent motion (the illusion of motion) and real 
motion. Consequently, the illusion of motion in the cinema and, therefore, also in 
animation, is perceived by the mind as real motion (J. Anderson & B. Anderson 
1993, Nichols and Lederman 1980). Animator Barry Purves (2010, 19) has used the 
experimental film Pas de Deux, created by Norman McLaren (1968), to show how 
animation would actually appear if the persistence of vision theory was correct 
(Figure 1.). This reveals that if persistence of vision was responsible for the illusion 
of motion in cinema, then what we would see is imagery that stacks up and blends 
together (J. Anderson & B. Anderson 1993). 
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Figure 1: Single frame from Pas de Deux (McLaren 1968). 
 
This new understanding of human perception means that virtually every account of 
the perception of movement in film texts has been based on a false premise. Joseph 
and Barbara Anderson explain why: 
"Persistence of Vision" found its way into film literature in two ways: 1) 
through a lack of careful scholarship among film writers, and 2) because of 
a considerable amount of confusion about the nature of apparent motion 
among early investigators of the phenomenon. (J. Anderson & B. 
Anderson 1993, 6) 
This new understanding about the perception of apparent motion should have had a 
profound impact on animation theory and practice. As animation theorist Paul St. 
George (2009) argues, since persistence of vision and cinema are in opposition, 
correctly explaining how animation and cinema produce the illusion of continuous 
motion would inform animation practice and may even lead to the creation of new 
forms of practice. Regardless, animation practitioners and theorists continue to quote 
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the persistence of vision theory as the cause of the illusion of motion (St. George 
2009). The new understanding of cinematic motion perception creates a knowledge 
gap in animation theory and raises questions about the very nature of how we 
perceive motion and whether visual perception is discrete or continuous. Indeed, it 
brings into question what the nature of animated motion is. 
Psychologists explain that what makes the illusion of continuous motion in the 
cinema possible is “short-range apparent motion” (J. Anderson & B. Anderson 
1993). Our eyes are constantly moving in very small but rapid movements known as 
a saccade. Slightly before a saccade, visual stimulus to the brain is switched off in 
what is called “saccadic masking” or “visual saccadic suppression” (VSS). VSS is 
what prevents us from seeing a blurred image when the eye moves rapidly. This lack 
of visual information can be tested by looking in a mirror and trying to see one’s own 
eyes move—an impossible task (Bridgeman et al. 1975). We are essentially blind (to 
some stimulus) during a saccade. The brain only receives a sampling of visual 
stimuli at the frequency of the saccadic movements. In other words, visual stimuli to 
the brain is provided as a sequence of static images shown in rapid succession. The 
brain ignores the moments of VSS and fills in the gap to create the appearance of 
smooth continuous motion. Seen in this way, animation is the art of manipulating, 
and to some extent exploiting, the changes that occur in those moments of darkness 
between the frames. Animation pioneer, Norman McLaren, understood this when he 
argued that, “Animation is not the art of drawings that move, but rather the art of 
movements that are drawn. What happens between each frame is more important 
than what happens on each frame” (Solomon 1987, 11). 
Although both may be perceived as real motion, there is a fundamental 
difference between filmed motion (live-action) and animation. In live-action film, a 
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camera records light passing through its lens as a sequence of images. Typically, this 
occurs at a constant frame rate, in which the camera captures the spatial changes or 
shapes of objects according to how they appear in front of its lens. Animation, on the 
other hand, requires the subjective interpretation of movement phases, which have 
been constructed from a sequence of still images. Nothing actually moves at the time 
of recording. 
Animation then, involves a process of constructing short-range apparent 
motion frame-by-frame. It can be described as a form of “poïesis” or a “making of” 
motion. This makes the study of motion integral to understanding animation. As 
philosopher Jeff Malpas (2014) argues, motion should be central to any serious 
discussion of animation: 
The focus on movement ought to be absolutely central in any attempt to 
think seriously about animation…., movement is a much more significant 
notion [than] other concepts that sometimes also figure in discussions 
within animation theory, whether they be not just ‘life’, but ‘process’, or 
even ‘time’, even though the prioritisation of these other notions … often 
obscures the centrality of movement [and so] the understanding of 
animation itself. (Malpas 2014, 70) 
A philosopher coming to the field of animation, Malpas presents some significant 
insights into the current state of animation and the study of motion. Specifically, he 
argues that animation theory, until now, has given primacy to the understanding its 
effect in temporal terms, but understandings of movement must draw upon spatial 
notions as well. This is significant because, it means that, in a fundamental sense, it 
is by controlling the dynamic interaction of temporal and spatial aspects of objects 
that animators give meaning to movement. 
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When discussing temporal and spatial aspects of animation, animators typically 
default to the more simplified terms of “timing” and “spacing”. Timing is simply a 
matter of how long it takes (relative to frame rate) for a change to occur in the 
object’s position, orientation or shape. Spacing is a measurement of the amount of 
change that occurs in the specified amount of time; in relation to the object’s 
position, orientation or shape. The image below shows a very easy but effective 
experiment that is often used to communicate timing and spacing to new artists. 
Variations in timing and spacing are what give animated objects the appearance of 
weight, a sense of physicality and even texture to communicate a certain feeling to 
the audience. 
 
 
Figure 2: Example of timing and spacing4 (Williams 2009, 38). 
 
As can be seen in Figure 2, both coins have the same timing (25 frames or 1 second 
of screen time) but show a variation in the spacing of the object. In both charts, the 
coin begins on the far left and takes one second to reach the position indicated at 
                                                
4 I have used this to teach timing and spacing to animators for over ten years across 2D 
FLASH animation, Stop-Motion Clay animation and 3D CG Animation (I have even used a coin) and 
the concept remains the same, regardless of the medium. 
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frame 25 and they are also at the same position at frame 13 (0.5 seconds). The chart 
at the top shows an object that has even spacing, which means it has travelled an 
equal amount of distance at each frame. In contrast to this, however, the spacing of 
the object in the lower chart has been altered to create the appearance of acceleration 
and deceleration. 
 
2.3 Controlling Apparent Motion 
Movement style is created by the animator establishing the rate at which images are 
projected to the audience, then exploiting the connection of an object’s position in 
space over time. The speed at which images are projected is typically fixed at a pre-
determined frequency or rate (in film, for example, it is 24 frames per second, fps). 
Speeding up the frame rate results in faster motion while, conversely, slowing down 
the frame rate results in slower motion. If the frame rate decreases to less than 
approximately 6 fps, then the apparent motion ceases to exist and we instead begin to 
see a flicker effect or a series of static images. 
In live-action film as well as animation, the speed at which motion is perceived 
is also directly related to the frame rate at which images are recorded. By increasing 
the camera’s capture rate, more images are recorded or sampled per second. If the 
resulting film is played back at the standard 24 fps projection speed, then the visible 
motion will appear to have slowed down. This is what makes slow motion footage 
possible: it is the result of higher frame density caused by a higher sampling rate. 
Because it is changes between the frames that give the illusion of movement, a 
higher sampling rate results in less visible change between each frame. This 
relationship between frame density, projection speed and changes that occur between 
the frames is what allows the animator to create variations in perceived motion. 
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If we return to the previous image, which demonstrates timing and spacing, 
then the circles appear to be clustered at the ends of the chart. This variation in 
spacing creates the illusion of the coin speeding up and slowing down, otherwise 
known as “easing out” and “easing in”. That is, the coin eases out of frame one 
(speeds up) reaching maximum speed at frame thirteen before easing in to frame 
twenty five (slows down). This effect is also termed “slowing in” and “slowing out”. 
Within an industrialised process, the use of animation charts like the one 
above, enables lead animators to create “key” frames and “breakdowns” to illustrate 
timing and performance. The interim drawings, known as the “in-between” 
drawings, tend to be created by a junior, or assistant, animator in traditional 
animation. Part of the vocabulary for discussing movement style comes from the 
need to collaborate on the animation process in this way. 
As Lasseter (2001) realised, when he transitioned to animating on a computer 
at Pixar, key frames in 3D computer graphics are handled differently by the 
computer. In traditional animation, a key frame is typically a drawing that indicates a 
change in direction or character pose. A key frame on the computer, however, is used 
to store data that is relevant to an object’s, position, orientation and scale at a specific 
frame. In computer animation, an animator creates the key frames and the computer 
automatically inserts the in-betweens using spline-based interpolation of the 
changing data values from one key frame to another. The automated creation of 
generic movement on a computer is, therefore, very simple. However, when complex 
character animation is the aim, creating the illusion of life is difficult to achieve 
because it involves much more than just the perception of motion. The computer 
does not know how to interpret intentional meaning behind the movement, nor the 
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personality and performativity of the character. It simply inserts in-betweens 
according to generic, mathematically calculated criteria. 
John Lasseter5 articulates the idea well in his foreword to the influential text, 
Timing for Animation (2009). He writes: 
With computer animation software, anyone can make an object move. 
But getting the object to have a sense of weight, size, scale, motion 
and humor has to do with how you move an object. The computers 
don't create animation for the animator—the animator still needs 
knowledge of the principles of timing in order to make the computer 
animation come alive. With any type of animation, the goal is always 
to make a character look like it's thinking, that all of its movements are 
generated by its own thought processes. No software program is going 
to give you that. (Lasseter in Whitaker et al. 2009) [my emphasis] 
Contrary to the terminology of computer generated (CG) animation then, motion as 
the illusion of life is created by artists and not “generated” by a computer. An 
animator does not let the computer determine how their character moves and will not 
rely on generic spacing provided by the automatic “in-betweening” in the software. 
Typically, feature film animators adjust every frame manually—either by direct 
manipulation of the spline curve (representing the in-betweens) or placement of a 
key frame on (almost) every frame. 
Moreover, to create the illusion of a living, thinking being, an animator must 
ensure that all characteristics of the figure are considered in relation to each other, in 
relation to other figures and in relation to the spatial environment in which it appears. 
                                                
5 Chief Creative Officer of Pixar and Disney 
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Malpas (2014, 68) describes this contingent interdependency of figures and their 
environment as “unitary movement”, which he claims is equivocal, but encompasses 
at least two aspects as “a sense of unity that derives from the way in which the 
movement of an animated figure is movement of a figure in virtue of the larger 
context in which that movement appears”. He elaborates that: 
[the way in which] an animated figure moves depends on the way in 
which that figure is placed in relation to a larger ‘animational’ context. 
The very character of the figure as animated depends on the way the 
figure appears in relation to other such figures, against a certain 
background, and within a larger sociocultural framework… (Malpas 
2014, 68) 
This is a significant observation for this study, as it establishes the need to focus on 
character motion within the context of the character, as well as other characters, the 
sequence, scene and shot. 
The second aspect of “unitary movement” that Malpas identifies relates to the 
constituent parts of the figure itself. He elaborates: 
The figure moves as one, which means that the different parts of the 
figure move in a way that is partially determined by the movements of 
the other parts. This is so even though the cartoon figure, a moving 
figure whose movement is present only in the figure as seen, moves as 
a result of a causal process that is based on the projection of successive 
images onto a screen and, prior to that, in image construction and 
design undertaken by an animator using one or another animation 
technique. (Malpas 2014, 68) 
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That is, the character animator must be mindful of how each part of a figure moves 
in relation to its other parts and must also be mindful of the context of the animated 
world within which it exists, including relationships to the other inhabitants within it. 
 
2.4 Character Motion as an Element of Mise en scène 
The notion of “unitary motion” highlights the importance of recognising that, beyond 
the relationship between frames, understanding character motion also necessitates 
focusing on the frame itself. This means that any analysis of character motion must 
be considered as an aspect of mise-en-scène. Mise-en-scène is a French term used by 
film theorists to describe all of the elements of a “shot” that are under the director’s 
control. Gibbs (2002, 18), who argues that mise-en-scène is central to the 
understanding of film, defines it as “the contents of the frame and the way that they 
are organised”. 
Gibbs expands upon his broad definition to emphasise two integral 
components: the frame’s contents (which includes lighting, costume, décor, 
properties and the actors themselves) as well as the organisation of the contents of 
the frame (the relationships between actors, as well as their relationship with the 
décor, the camera). The latter, he extrapolates, relates to “camera movement, the 
particular lens employed and other photographic decisions” (Gibbs 2002, 18). At a 
very fundamental level then, animation is, necessarily, the direct manipulation of the 
frame’s contents to create meaning for the audience. As Gibbs continues, he focuses 
on the transaction of communication and reception by the audience (the audience’s 
view): 
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Mise-en-scène encompasses both what the audience can see, and the way 
in which we are invited to see it. It refers to many of the major elements of 
communication in the cinema, and the combinations through which they 
operate expressively. (Gibbs 2002, 18) 
With its considerable emphasis on the organisation and control of the frame’s 
contents, and the meaning created for the audience, there is little wonder that mise-
en-scène has found its way into the field of animation studies. As Maureen Furniss 
(1998, 61–83) explains, animated mise-en-scène is a foundation on which to build an 
understanding of fundamental issues concerning animation aesthetics. For Furniss, 
animated mise-en-scène extends the most common aspects of film theory to 
emphasise aspects of most interest to the animator: the subjects of image, colour, 
line, movement and kinetics. She focuses most particularly on movement and 
kinetics because, within animation perhaps more than any other form of film-
making, the animator (or director) has complete control over the characters’ 
movements and shapes within the image. 
As Bordwell and Thompson explain, the characters themselves form visual 
elements that merge with the setting and become a principal aspect of mise-en-scène. 
They write: 
Most important, all of the elements of mise-en-scène interact graphically 
to create overall composition. Characters do not simply exist within a 
setting but rather form visual elements that merge with the setting. 
(Bordwell & Thompson 2008, 113) 
Wells and Rowe (cited in Nelmes 2003, 67) go on to explain that, just as in live-
action film, the movements, facial expressions and body positions held by 
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performers (in this case animated figures) carry strongly coded elements that 
contribute to the overall meaning-making process. They argue that performance and 
movement are, therefore, “probably the richest source of mise en scène”. This 
reinforces the need to focus on character animation within the context of the film 
instead of isolated character studies that exist outside a filmic context. 
Many texts on character motion isolate the character from its setting as they 
explain methods, principles and formulas for the development of its motion. 
However, removing the character from its context risks promoting a repetitive 
application of learnt movement patterns and, hence, a formulaic approach to motion 
that is at odds with the context of the scene, and this does little to communicate 
unified meaning to the audience. As Gibbs concludes on the need to consider the 
interaction of the characters as integral elements of mise-en scène, as well as the 
narrative: 
It is important to be able to describe the individual elements of mise-en 
scène, and it is important to consider each element’s potential for 
expression. But it is worth remembering from the outset that these 
elements are most productively thought of in terms of their interaction 
rather than individually—in practice, it is the interplay of elements that 
is significant. Additionally, we need to consider the significance 
acquired by the individual element by virtue of context: the narrative 
situation, the ‘world’ of the film, the accumulating strategies that the 
film-maker adopts. (Gibbs 2002, 49) 
Mise-en-scène is, therefore, significant to this study of 3D character animation style 
because it provides a necessary framework upon which to develop an understanding 
of animated characters and their motions within the overall context of the shot. 
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2.5 Believability and the Illusion of Life 
The literature discussed so far indicates that creating the illusion of motion and 
influencing the way in which motion is perceived is relatively simple. However, 
when believable and expressive character animation is the artistic endeavour, 
animation becomes an intricate creative process, which is both difficult to master and 
laborious in nature. 
Believability over realism is often cited as the goal of character animation. As 
far back as the Disney studio in the 1930s, the aim was not to replicate reality but to 
depart from reality in a believable way, a concept Disney called the “plausible 
impossible” and the “illusion of life” (Disney 1935). The pursuit of realism is 
understood to be better handled by live-action film since it is based upon a 
photographic representation of the real world. Animation, on the other hand, is 
constructed frame-by-frame by an artist and is, therefore, intently artificial (Wells 
1998; Rowley 2005). Each image in an animated sequence carries nothing more than 
a suggestion of movement. There is never any actual motion; rather, the illusion of 
movement is formed in the viewer’s mind. As Bishko (1991, 1) explains: 
The animator creates increments of movement, key frames and in-
betweens, which form a description of this expressive impulse but are not 
the actual thing. The created frames of animation become virtual 
expression only in the cinematic experience. (Bishko 1991, 1) 
This inherent artificiality of all animated motion makes the notion of believability 
important to any discussion of character animation. Bishko (2007) argues that 
believability functions on two levels: first through the suspension of disbelief (that is, 
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we engage with the character and do not question of the character’s aliveness) and 
second through characterisation (we experience an authentic being whose inner 
intent is communicated outwardly and made unmistakably clear). 
For Bishko (2007), authenticity in character animation encompasses three 
contexts: craft, characterisation, style and content. Like Malpas (2014) she explains 
that well-executed animation is more than the sum of its parts and that characters 
must appear authentic and, therefore, believable when all the elements of the 
animated illusion are unified. This stance on character believability is supported by 
Thomas and Johnson, who similarly explain that the problem of creating a believable 
character encompasses all aspects of the character: 
The problem is not a single track one. Animation is not just timing, or just 
a well-drawn character, it is the sum of all the factors named. No matter 
what the devil one talks about – whether force or form, or well-drawn 
characters, timing, or spacing – animation is all these things – not any one. 
(Thomas & Johnston 1995, 15) 
That is, within each shot, the animator is faced with the problem of bringing a wide 
range of methods, principles and formulas together to create motion that can make an 
audience really believe in the characters (Thomas & Johnston 1995). 
Furthermore, to create believability of characters, the animator must strive for 
cohesion of form, personality and style of motion to produce an authentic 
“performance”. Bishko illustrates this through an analysis of a scene from the film 
Robots (Saldanha & Wedge 2005), which she claims fails to demonstrate an 
authentic, and therefore believable, character. She argues that the character named 
Rachet lacks this synthesis and suggests that “a style of movement has been used 
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without attention to its appropriateness for [the] character” (Bishko 2007, 25). As 
Bishko goes on to conclude, “[we experience authenticity of the character through] a 
matrix of qualities that presents a statement the character feels with his whole body” 
(Bishko 2007, 25). This is the core challenge that animators face when attempting to 
create an interpretation of character action. To sustain character authenticity, and 
therefore believability, animators must ensure that characters appear believable 
through a dramatic “performance” that engages our emotions. 
The application of acting theory to animation is perhaps, therefore, not 
surprising. Actor and animation educator Ed Hooks (2009) provides an example of 
an authentic moment through his analysis of Ponyo (Miyazaki 2008). He describes 
the combination of motion and gesture employed by the director, Miyazaki, to 
communicate the inner personality of the character. In the example shown in Figure 
3 below, Ponyo has found her friend and her posture, gesture and motion clearly 
illustrate her excited happiness. The synergy between motion and gesture is critical 
for creating the illusion of life in character animation. 
 
Figure 3: Ponyo happy to have found Sōsuke (Ponyo 2008). 
 
Of interest to this study is also the significance of the dynamic nature of the character 
pose as gesture. Indeed, when using an interpretive approach to character motion, it 
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is important to make informed decisions on how to pose those characters. Ed Hooks 
(2003) employs Michael Chekhov’s6 psychology of gestures to explain this in the 
example of Miyazaki’s choice of gestures for the main character from the film 
Spirited Away (Miyazaki 2001). He explains that, in the film, we notice changes in 
the motion and gesture of the character Chihiro as she becomes more independent 
and “grown up”. Early in the film, Chihiro is easily frightened and unable to deal 
with confrontation and her predicament (Figure 4). However, when confronting 
similar frightening situations, (for example a confrontation with the witch Yubaba 
later in the film) she does not cower away; instead she demonstrates her new-found 
confidence by standing and looking the witch in the eye, with arms by her side 
(Figure 5). 
 
Figure 4: Chihiro frightened (Spirited Away 2001). 
 
                                                
6 A student of Stanislavski, Michael Chekhov was a Russian–American actor, director, author 
and theatre practitioner. 
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Figure 5: Chihiro faces Yubaba (Spirited Away 2001). 
 
It is important to note, however, that animation is interpretive and the depiction of 
human movement is often represented differently to how people truly move. For 
example, when animating a running character, Miyazaki stresses that what is created 
is simply an “optical illusion” that makes it look like a character is running. Instead 
of trying to represent it realistically, Miyazaki focuses on basic patterns and builds 
characterisation into the motion (Miyazaki 2009). 
Moreover, character motion is expressive of the unique identity of a character. 
As John Lasseter (cited in Miyazaki 1996, 12) argues, the same action performed by 
two separate characters provides “one of the basic elements of defining personality... 
No one does the same thing in the same way – no one”. Lasseter gives an example 
from My Neighbour Totoro (Miyazaki 1988), explaining: 
When Mei and her older sister Satsuki are exploring their new house. 
Satsuki is running around and opening random doors. Then Mei comes in 
and does the same thing, but she does it like a young child. This scene tells 
the audience that Mei is the younger of the two girls. Nothing else needs to 
be said. (Lasseter in Miyazaki 1996, 10) 
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That is, creating plausibly alive characters involves more than movement alone. The 
illusion of life involves understanding a character’s personality, motivation and inner 
thoughts and then demonstrating them through interpretive motion and gesture. 
This extends the discussion of motion into a consideration of the role of 
performance in animation. Since very early in the history of character animation 
animators have made use of video footage of themselves acting out a scene as 
reference material. In this, they might in some sense be aligned with a screen actor. 
However, as actor and animation educator Ed Hooks (2000) has established, there is 
a substantial difference. While he argues that strong acting choices are a significant 
factor in the development of the medium, what actors and animators do is not 
entirely the same thing. In short, he writes that actors “do not think about movement 
the way an animator does”. Hooks goes on to elaborate that: 
The stage actor practices her art ‘in the present moment’ and the animator 
creates the illusion of a present moment. Therefore, when an animator is 
referred to as ‘an actor with a pencil’ this description is not strictly 
accurate. An actor is a person who gets up in front of people and dances 
the dance. An actor aspires to opening on Broadway. An animator has his 
character get up and do the dancing. The stage actor plays for a live 
audience, and the animator plays for an audience in his head. Big 
difference. And yet theatrical principles and theory apply the same to the 
stage actor as to the animator. (Hooks 2005, x) 
That is, while an actor represents the character through their physical self in real 
time, and so embodies the performance, an animator does not. An animator applies 
an actor’s sensibilities and modes of expression, but they do not perform. Rather, the 
animator interprets an emotion and its associated action, then identifies key poses 
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before breaking down the action into a frame-by-frame graphical representation, all 
the while maintaining a macro awareness of how these frames come together to 
create the illusion of motion and emotion for the viewer. An animator’s craft 
involves the creation of an illusion of movement graphically, through a complex 
combination of exaggerated and muted elements, which are deployed to 
communicate a character’s inner emotions to an audience. So while an animator 
might be considered to perform while creating reference material, it is the creative 
reinterpretation of that reference material that results in the animated performance 
presented to the audience. 
An example of successfully referenced performance involves the film Rango 
(Verbinski 2011), in which the animators adopted processes close to the early 
methods developed at the Disney studio, in which the actors providing the voices 
were brought together to play out the scenes (Figure 6). This meant that the actors 
were able work in a naturally collaborative manner, and play out the necessary 
action. In other words, they did the job of the actor, as opposed to working in 
isolation behind a microphone in a recording booth doing a “voice-over”. Having the 
actors come together to perform provided a detailed performance reference for the 
animators. However, the success of the animation ultimately relied on the animators’ 
abilities to interpret the performance and translate the essence of the performance 
into graphical depictions. 
That is, the animator’s task was to create the illusion of life. This is not the 
same as copying the performance or movement directly, as occurred with earlier 
techniques of the rotoscope or occurs in modern forms of motion capture. It is a 
process in which the animator is given one person’s (the actor’s) interpretation and 
handling of the action and then asked to bring their knowledge of animation to depict 
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the scene and to create believable manifestations of the character’s emotion through 
movement. 
 
Figure 6: Depp providing “emotion” reference (Rango 2011). 
 
While acting theory has helped shape the craft of animation and continues to play a 
significant role in the development of the medium, it is important to draw some 
boundaries around the focus of this thesis as a study of character motion. That is, 
while the significance of acting performance to creating believable animation is 
recognised here, and it is acknowledged that there is a significant amount of research 
to be done to develop theories specifically related to acting in and for animation, this 
is beyond the scope of this study, which is limited to the investigation of motion 
styles. Specifically, it is focused on the 12 principles of animation that were 
developed by the Disney studios to create the illusion of life in 2D character 
animation and to consider their applicability to the 3D CG medium. 
 
2.6 Twelve Principles of Animation 
The core lexicon of movement qualities in “cartoon-style” motion is based on the 
foundational principles of animation developed at the Disney studio in the 1930s. As 
I pointed out in Chapter 1 of this thesis, early research and analysis at the Walt 
Disney Animation studio resulted in the development of fundamental principles of 
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animation to create what Disney called “the illusion of life”. These 12 principles of 
animation have become the standard conceptual framework for describing qualities 
of character motion. Although they were developed in the 1930s, they continue to be 
the most widely referenced model for producing believable character animation and 
have been applied to new forms of animation as they emerged, including 3D 
animation. While the style of animation in terms of form (degrees of abstraction for 
example), and the characterisation of motion is unique to each studio (and perhaps 
each animator), the 12 principles of animation developed by the Disney studios have 
become the benchmark for character animation. 
Animators Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston, who were involved in the 
development of the 12 principles, listed them in their influential text, The Illusion of 
Life: Disney Animation (1995). The principles of animation can be summarised as 
follows: 
2.6.1 Squash and Stretch 
The principle of squash and stretch refers to the changes in shape that occur as a 
character moves through various phases of motion. Squash and stretch applies to 
both the physical deformation of the character surface to indicate changes in muscle 
and sinew, and changes in the articulated arrangement of the character’s limbs. 
Examples include a bent arm and corresponding swelling bicep, the squashed crouch 
position followed by extension of a character before a leap or jump and changes in 
facial expression. 
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Figure 7: Example of stretch (Tangled 2010). 
 
The frame capture above (Figure 7) from Disney’s Tangled shows character Flynn 
Rider stretching as the horse pulls on his leg. The character pose is in full extension 
and the animator has stretched the entire body to emphasise the forces acting upon 
the body. The image below (Figure 8), on the other hand, shows the character upon 
impact with the ground. Notice that the body appears flat, and the rib cage and 
buttocks are noticeably squashed down. This emphasises the impact of the fall and 
gives the character the appearance of weight and physicality. The character remains 
elongated (stretched) to maintain the volume of the character during the squash. 
 
Figure 8: Example of squash and stretch (Tangled 2010). 
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In other words, a “correct” change in shape will create the illusion of weight and 
volume in the character and assist with making the object appear less rigid. For this 
reason, Thomas and Johnston (1995, 48) refer to squash and stretch as the most 
important discovery made by the Disney animators. 
Squash and stretch can also be used to emphasise a change in facial expression, 
as illustrated in the sequence below (Figure 9).7 The character, Dash from Pixar’s 
The Incredibles (Bird 2004), is surprised to see that he has been intercepted by the 
guards he is trying to escape, and his face stretches and squashes to convey his 
emotions. Frame five of this sequence shows Dash’s face squashed downward before 
it springs back up into an extreme stretched position in frame ten. To emphasise the 
expression of surprise on his face, the animator has also tilted the head back up from 
the forward tilt shown in frame five. 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Squash and stretch on the face (The Incredibles 2004). 
 
According to the animator of this sequence, Victor Navone, the sequence can 
be broken down into three stages: “5 frames of getting into the squash (anticipation), 
3 frames of stretching (action) and 2 frames of settle (follow-through)”. He goes on 
to explain that “By making the action faster and larger than the anticipation, I gave it 
emphasis, and the variation in timing overall gives the shot texture” (Navone 2012, 
                                                
7 The sequence is shown as the animator sees it in the 3D software, with additional lines drawn 
over the image to highlight the shape changes. 
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2). This short sequence is an example of how squash and stretch can be used to 
illustrate anticipation, follow-through and timing. These are all principles that Disney 
extrapolated further, as discussed in more detail below. 
 
2.6.2 Anticipation 
Anticipation is a simple, yet important, principle in animation. It is denoted by 
movement that precedes a major action and can be created through a small change in 
expression or a broad physical action. It is used to communicate to the audience that 
an action is about to take place, and so to ensure that the major action is not missed. 
 
2.6.3 Staging 
Animation staging is primarily concerned with the spatial arrangement of characters 
and objects within the set, but also involves the sequencing of character actions so 
that only one thing is happening at a time. Staging is closely aligned to 
cinematography and mise-en-scène. It relies upon the animator thinking critically 
about the overall layout of the shot in relation to the camera and directing the 
audience’s attention accordingly. 
Thomas and Johnston (1995, 53) argue that staging is the most general of the 
animation principles because of its association with a long history in the theatre and 
because of its broad scope. However, when discussing staging for live-action films, 
Bordwell (2005, 8) explains that there is “almost no written record of the schemas 
guiding staging” and this also remains true in animation studies. 
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2.6.4 Straight-Ahead Action and Pose-to-Pose 
The principle of straight-ahead action and pose-to-pose animation relates to the 
working methods of the animator. In straight-ahead animation, the animator starts at 
the first position and works frame-by-frame to the end of the sequence in a linear 
manner. By contrast, pose-to-pose animation is a process in which the animator 
creates key poses at specific moments in time and then fills the frames between 
them. 
Richard Williams (2009, 63) has extended the original principle by explaining 
a third approach, which combines the best of straight-ahead and pose-to pose-
animation. This hybrid approach uses the structured approach of pose-to-pose 
animation by setting out the key positions for the character, followed by the most 
important positions that illustrate the intended action. From this, he works in layers 
in a straight-ahead manner, filling in the drawings in between the ones he has first 
established. 
 
2.6.5 Follow-Through and Overlapping Actions 
Together, follow-through and overlapping actions might be best described as 
secondary motions to what occurs as a result of the primary action. According to 
Thomas and Johnston (1995, 59), these actions were developed to correct the stiff 
and unnatural motion of characters coming to a complete stop, or suddenly changing 
direction. Follow-through is applied to the movement that occurs on limbs, drapery, 
hair, etc. after the primary action has stopped, whereas overlapping action describes 
the movement of body parts or drapery at differing speeds and timing to emphasise 
the action and mood of the character. Below, figure 10 demonstrates the concepts of 
follow-through and overlapping actions at work in the face of a bulldog. The jowls of 
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the dog drag behind it as it turns its head, causing an overlap in the timing of the 
various elements of the face. After the primary action has ended, the jowls continue 
to follow through, moving beyond the resting position of the dog’s skull before 
returning to come to rest. 
 
Figure 10: Follow-through and overlapping actions (Williams 2009, 226). 
 
2.6.6 Slow-In and Slow-Out 
The principle of slow-in and slow-out is tightly connected with the concepts of 
timing and spacing. As explained in the previous explanation of the perception of 
animated motion, the speed at which on object appears to travel is a result of the 
distance through which the object has travelled between each frame. By clustering 
the images closer together in each frame, an object will appear to move more slowly 
than a sequence of the objects positioned further apart. Animators at the Disney 
studio typically clustered their drawings closer to the extreme positions, with one 
drawing in the middle. This resulted in characters that appeared to ease out of a pose 
and into the next pose. The image below (Figure 11) demonstrates the concept of 
slow-out and slow-in. 
 
Figure 11: Slow-out and slow-in (Williams 2009, 38). 
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As illustrated above, variation in spacing creates the illusion of the coin speeding up 
and slowing down. The coin starts off slowly (slow-out or “easing out” of repose), 
speeds up, reaches maximum speed at frame 13, and then slows down (“easing in” to 
repose) by frame 25. As Norman McLaren points out, “what happens between each 
frame is more important than what happens on each frame” (Solomon 1987, 11). 
That is, while it is not listed explicitly as an animation principle, spacing is one of the 
most fundamental elements of animation. 
 
2.6.7 Arcs 
There are very few situations in nature that require movement along straight paths. 
Within the field of animation, the path along which an object travels when in motion 
has come to be known as the “path of action”. An arced path of action, or slightly 
circular path, will make the movement appear more naturalistic and reduce the 
likelihood of it appearing mechanical (Figure 12). That is, following the principle of 
arcs provides a better flow of action from one frame to the next. 
 
Figure 12: Arcs (Williams 2009, 91). 
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Through his application of physics to animation studies, Professor Alejandro Garcia 
has recently extended the principle of arcs and the path of action to incorporate a 
more scientific analysis of motion trajectories (Garcia 2011, 2012).8 
 
2.6.8 Secondary Action 
The principle of secondary action relates to character action and performance. 
Secondary action is non-essential action that adds depth to the action itself to 
increase the illusion of a natural scene. At the same time it adds depth to the 
character’s performance by supplementing or re-enforcing the main action and so 
emphasises the personality of the character. Examples of secondary action include a 
character adjusting their tie as they approach another character, or pushing their 
glasses on to their face properly before reading a newspaper, but it might also be 
subtle, such as arm gestures, head movement or the shuffle motion a character may 
make while fitting into a dress. 
This particular principle often tends to be described as “follow–through” or 
“overlapping action”, possibly due to the additional motion it brings into play to 
support the primary action. However, it has specific purposes and effects and, 
therefore, was addressed as a separate principle by the Disney studio. 
 
2.6.9 Timing 
                                                
8 Alejandro Garcia has published a wide range of teaching materials dedicated to 
understanding the application of physics to the field of animation. They can be found at his website: 
http://animationphysics.org. 
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Timing is closely linked to spacing and together they are what make the illusion of 
motion in animation possible. In the simplest of terms, timing is how long it takes for 
something to happen while spacing refers to the distance the object travels over that 
time. However, the principle of timing is critical to the meaning making process 
within animation. Indeed, there is an entire book dedicated to the subject of timing 
(Whitaker et al. 2009). Timing operates on two levels: actual timing, which is 
directly relevant to object spacing to show a change in speed, and theatrical timing, 
which relates to character performance. 
As previously noted in the section on motion, variations in timing can create 
texture in a scene and provide the illusion of weight and physicality. In addition, 
much of the stylisation that occurs in animation is a result of the animator’s 
manipulation of timing. The principle of easing in and easing out are examples of 
modifying the timing and spacing of an object to influence the illusion of motion. 
 
2.6.10 Exaggeration 
Exaggeration is typically used for comic effect and introduces extreme, broad and 
obvious cartoon-style motion. However, subtle exaggeration can be used to augment 
motion to make it appear more natural as well as to highlight the essence of a 
character’s action. When using the rotoscope to trace motion from live-action 
footage, animators have found that it is necessary to exaggerate certain aspects of 
motion to maintain the illusion of life. 
 
2.6.11 Solid Drawing 
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Solid drawing refers to the creation of drawings that appear to have a sense of 
physicality and volume. Disney animation was made in a two-dimensional medium; 
however, the goal was always to convey the illusion of depth and volume. As 
drawing instructor and animator Glenn Vilppu (1997) explains, the term volume 
refers to the three-dimensional quality of a drawing. To achieve this, characters are 
drawn as 3D objects with surfaces and planes rather than 2D graphic shapes on a flat 
plane. Disney animator Glen Keane demonstrates the concept well with his drawings 
of the Beast (Figure 13) from Beauty and the Beast (Trousdale & Wise 1991): 
 
Figure 13: Example of solid drawing (Beauty and the Beast 1991). 
 
2.6.12 Appeal 
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Appeal refers to the overall design and aesthetic appearance of the character, which 
is important to capturing and sustaining the audience’s interest. Although appeal 
relates to visual appearance, it does not refer to beauty; even grotesque, evil 
characters can have an appealing design. Instead, it refers to the believability of a 
character’s visual form in relation to personality and movement. This concept can be 
illustrated through the film Ratatouille (Bird 2007), in which Pixar animators faced 
the challenge of creating an appealing character out of an otherwise unappealing 
animal, a rat. They achieved this by working towards an appealing visual design for 
the creature (Konishi et al. 2007) while its motion is abstracted from typical rat 
movement to appear more human (Gordon and Luhn 2013). The rat maintains a 
degree of believability by never actually speaking with humans. Its movement and 
behaviour, although unique, are essentially believable because it never breaks the 
convention of non-verbal interspecies communication. 
 
2.7 Interpretations and Extensions of the Principles 
While the 12 principles of animation established a foundation for the creation of 
believable characters, other animators from the early years at the Walt Disney 
Animation studios also had their own take on what constituted the fundamental 
principles of animation. Preston Blair published (very early on in the history of 
animation) a popular book, Cartoon Animation (Blair 1995), with a first print run in 
19479 under the title Advanced Animation. Blair demonstrates the various basic 
principles and formulas of cartoon animation underpinning the Disney and MGM 
styles. Some of his principles naturally overlap with Thomas and Johnston’s, such as 
                                                
9 Cartoon Animation was first released by Blair featuring examples illustrated with characters 
that belonged to Disney and MGM. The first release was halted, the book modified and then re-
released. 
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spacing, overlapping action, follow-through and squash and stretch. Most significant 
to this research though is that he also includes the concept of “line of action”, which 
is integral to life-like character animation yet does not appear as a separate principle 
in Thomas and Johnston’s original list. 
 
2.7.1 Line of Action 
Blair describes the line of action as “an imaginary line extending through the main 
action of the figure” that represents the main force of the character pose and provides 
direction to all of the elements of the pose (Blair 1995, 90). Blair expands that the 
line of action “is the basis for rhythm, simplicity, and directness” (Blair 1995, 92). 
The example from Blair’s book (Figure 14) demonstrates the visual effectiveness of 
clear and informative lines of action: 
 
Figure 14: Line of action (Blair 1995, 90). 
  
By accentuating the line of action, an animator can strengthen the dramatic effect of 
the character pose. 
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Disney animator and teacher, Walt Stanchfield, reiterated some of the 
principles outlined by Blair and Thomas and Johnston but went further, claiming that 
there are at least 28 principles of animation. These 28 principles can be found in the 
notes from Walt Stanchfield’s Disney drawing classes. (Unfortunately, Stanchfield 
never published a complete text on his theories and so only a collection of notes from 
his classes remain. They have recently been published as Gesture Drawing for 
Animation, edited by Leo Brodie. Stanchfield lists the 28 principles of animation as 
(2007, 155): 
1. pose and mood 15. beat and rhythm 
2. shape and form 16. depth and volume 
3. anatomy 17. overlap and follow-through 
4. model or character 18. timing 
5. weight 19. working from extreme 
6. line and silhouette 20. positive and negative shapes 
7. action and reaction 21. straights and curves 
8. perspective 22. primary and secondary action 
9. direction 23. staging and composition 
10. tension to extreme 24. anticipation 
11. planes 25. caricature 
12. solidity 26. details 
13. arcs 27. texture 
14. squash and stretch 28. simplification 
 
Many of these principles overlap with Thomas and Johnston and Blair—indeed such 
overlap is common across various sources (which may be attributed to the early 
Hollywood animators working together or being trained in the same studios or 
schools, often with the same instructors), however, the implementation of the 
principles differs. 
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While Stanchfield’s notes do not list or expand upon each principle in the ways 
that Thomas and Johnston did in their text, he uses a short animated sequence of 
drawings to exemplify the implementation of his 28 principles (Figure 15). 
 
Figure 15: Demonstration of 28 principles (Stanchfield 2007, 154–155). 
  
Stanchfield explains that just two frames of the above sequence can provide a wide 
range of observations. He suggests flipping back and forth between the frames or 
rapidly shifting one’s eyes from one image to the other to see these principles at 
work.10  
                                                
10 It is also of interest to this study to note Stanchfield’s empirical approach to analysing the 
sequence. His annotation of the principles is written onto the images, similar to the approach 
undertaken in this study. 
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Figure 16: Observations (Stanchfield 2007, 156). 
  
As the above illustration (Figure 16) demonstrates, it is possible to identify and label 
a wide number of principles at work in the “everyday” creative practice of animation. 
Indeed, Stanchfield lists at least 21 principles at work in the single image below 
(Figure 17). He explains that “aside from its purpose in the scene, each drawing can 
be analysed for different aspects of drawing” (Stanchfield 2007, 157). He shows, for 
example, how important anatomy is to cartoon animation, and highlights the 
importance of creating poses that are rich in the application of the principles.  
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Figure 17: Twenty-one principles in a single drawing (Stanchfield 2007, 157). 
  
Disney’s principles have remained fundamental to the animation practice of creating 
the illusion of motion and believability of characters. The animators who defined, 
refined and extended the traditional principles of animation, such as Stanchfield, 
Thomas, Johnson and Blair, were all Disney animators who also trained artists in the 
Disney style. As these animators gradually left Disney and began working at other 
studios, they took the knowledge they had gained with them, which led to further 
dissemination of the principles. No longer limited to creating animation in the 
Disney “house style”, they naturally began to innovate further and push the 
principles of animation into new aesthetic styles; however, the principles remained 
fundamental to their craft and to those they influenced. Indeed, some authors, such as 
John Kricfalusi (creator of The Ren and Stimpy Show, 2008), go as far to suggest that 
Warner Brothers (WB) and Metro Goldwyn Mayer (MGM) developed a style of 
animation that better applied the principles than the Disney animators who 
discovered them. 
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Canonical texts, such as Preston Blair’s Cartoon Animation (1995) and Eric 
Goldberg’s Character Animation Crash Course (2008), have enshrined the 12 
principles of animation as the norms by which animators interpret their craft. 
However, possibly the most prolific treatise on character animation and the most 
influential to modern practitioners is that of master animator and teacher Richard 
Williams, The Animators Survival Kit (Williams 2009). The animation theory 
(methods, principles and formulas) contained within the Animators Survival Kit is 
based upon what was learnt from animators working through what is now commonly 
known as the “Golden Age of American Animation” (1930s–1940s). Richard 
Williams actively sought out the best animators he could find, such as Milt Kahl, 
Frank Thomas, Ollie Johnston and Ken Anderson at Disney, as well as others outside 
of the studio, such as Art Babbitt, Grim Natwick, Emery Hawkins, Abe Levitow, 
Gerry Chinquy, Cliff Nordberg and Dick Huemer. 
According to Williams, his text is an accumulation of their knowledge into “a 
repository for various strands of animation lore” (Williams 2009, 10). This makes the 
resource a unique consolidation of animation theory and a highly influential 
reference for the field of animation studies and practice. 
Williams’s approach is not to attempt to explain any single movement style, 
but to illustrate how the many concepts of animation can be used together to elicit 
certain visual effects. Besides working methods from the 1940s, he explains many 
key concepts for animators, including movement theory, mechanics of bipedal 
motion, flexibility, weight, movement patterns, acting and directing. While much of 
the content reiterates concepts that can be found in other resources, such as Timing 
for Animation (Whitaker, 2009) and other texts mentioned in this literature review, 
Williams brings a wide scope of cartoon animation theory together in one place, 
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acknowledges the various approaches to character motion and extends our collective 
understanding of how they function together. 
Underpinning Williams’s approach to animation theory is the notion that 
animation involves a lot of seemingly basic things that work together: 
Animation is just doing a lot of simple things - one at a time! A lot of 
really simple things strung together doing one part at a time in a sensible 
order. (Williams 2009, 9) 
Williams argues that these basic concepts, principles and tools are fundamental to 
animation movement, and by following them the animator is free to invest their 
creativity in crafting a believable character performance. That is, while acting is 
intrinsically part of character animation, animators can only free themselves to give 
the performance once they know how to articulate movement and develop believable 
motion. 
 
 
 
2.8 Relevance of the Principles to 3D CG Animation 
Of significance to this thesis is Williams’s claim that the knowledge contained within 
his book and associated material—hence the 12 traditional principles of animation—
remain applicable to CG animation. He argues that, regardless of the medium of 
production, character animation shares a common problem of how to deliver a 
believable character performance with movement, weight, timing and empathy, 
which connect all of the various mediums together (Williams 2009, 20). It is 
interesting to note that Williams draws a parallel between puppet animation and 
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modern CG animation and many 3D CG films demonstrate a strong visual link to 
early stop motion films such as those created by Rankin Bass. For example, the film 
Mad Monster Party (Bass 1967) looks like a precursor to what Wells, Hardstaff and 
Clifton (2008) describe as the dominant 3D aesthetic, which was heavily influenced 
by the early films created at Pixar. 
In his seminal paper, Principles of Traditional Animation Applied to 3D 
Computer Animation, John Lasseter11 (1987) similarly argues that an understanding 
of the principles of traditional animation is essential to producing effective 3D 
computer animation. After presenting his first 3D CG animated short film, 
Adventures of Andre and Wally B (Smith 1985), Lasseter was asked to explain which 
software he had “used to create such believable characters”. He responded by 
explaining, “It was not the software that gave life to characters, it was these 
principles of animation, these tricks of the trade that animators had developed over 
50 years ago” (Lasseter 2001, 1). 
While Lasseter argues that the principles of animation he had learnt and 
applied as a traditional animator at the Disney studio persisted when he was 
animating on the computer, he goes on to concede that the application of squash and 
stretch, slow in and out, arcs, appeal, straight-ahead and pose-to-pose must change 
due to the difference in medium (Lasseter 1987). He writes, “At Pixar, we constantly 
use tricks, old and new, to get what we need on the screen”. Other Pixar animators 
concur that the principles provide the foundation for their successful transition into 
the 3D CG medium. In 2004, when Pixar achieved great commercial success and a 
                                                
11 John Lasseter is the Chief Creative Officer of Disney and Pixar. 
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record-breaking sixteen Annie Award12 nominations with The Incredibles, directed 
by Brad Bird, Bird (2004) explained that it was the sensibilities of 2D animation 
(reductive approaches to the level of detail of aspects, such as character skin and 
surface texture, and caricatured motion in a Disney style) that helped to avoid a 
breakdown in the illusion of life (Figure 18). 
 
Figure 18: Human characters in 3D (The Incredibles 2004). 
 
Since Lasseter’s 1987 paper, and the moment when The Incredibles marked a 
significant milestone in the application of traditional animation theory to CG 
animation, the application of traditional animation theory has become common 
practice and Pixar and Disney have continued to develop naturalistic or “orthodox” 
animation, as Wells (1998, 52) would describe it. However, since then there have 
been further significant technological advances in and around the field of animation 
with films such as Tangled, demonstrating that animation continues to evolve, as I 
will go on to discuss in Chapter 4. Other studios, such as BlueSky Studios, 
DreamWorks Animation, Sony Pictures Animation, have also developed stylised 
approaches close to the conventions of the old WB and MGM cartoons. 
                                                
12 The Annie Awards are presented by the Los Angeles branch of the International Animated 
Film Association, ASIFA-Hollywood. An Annie Award is recognised as the highest honour given for 
excellence in animation. http://www.annieawards.org/. 
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These advances in technology and stylistic variation has led Kerlow (2009, 
305) to argue that while the principles of animation have successfully been applied to 
the 3D CG medium, our collective challenge is to now reinterpret and expand the 
original principles of animation and to add a few new principles that address today’s 
new animation styles, techniques and possibilities. 
Clustering the traditional principles of animation into categories, Kerlow 
argues that these enable “telling a story, acting or directing the performance, 
representing reality, the craft of representing or creating a reality in a believable way, 
and editing a sequence of actions” (Kerlow 2009, 305). He then goes on to offer six 
new, but rather rudimentary, additional principles, including limited animation, 
cinematography, facial animation, visual styling, motion blending and user-
controlled animation. However, these might more accurately be described as forms, 
styles or applications of animation rather than principles. For example, 
cinematography is discussed in the traditional principles as staging; although we may 
need to re-think staging in light of the new possibilities that have come through 
further innovations in live-action film making and editing, it seems like a stretch to 
suggest that it is an entirely new principle as Kerlow has done. I would argue that 
Kerlow has effectively re-interpreted or expanded the theory underpinning some of 
the principles rather than added new ones. 
 
2.9 Laban Movement Analysis 
Theorist Leslie Bishko has also recently progressed the discussion of animated 
motion by applying movement theory to provide a better understanding of animation 
style. An active researcher on Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) and its application 
to character animation, Bishko (2007, 24) supports the twelve principles of 
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animation as being of utmost importance to expressive movement. However, she 
argues that it is important to recognise that they are not complete movement 
concepts. Moreover, she argues that the “cartoon style” (as synonymous with 
Disney-style motion) that stems from the use of the principles of animation has 
become the default movement style of animated film and that when applied to a 
character without consideration of the narrative context it can result in characters that 
lack authenticity and, therefore, believability. 
Bishko (1991, 2007) presents a solid case that LMA is a very useful model for 
articulating components of style because it enables animators to move beyond the 
limitations of the cartoon style. LMA, which was developed by Rudolf Laban (1879 
-1958) in the study of dance, is a style-neutral conceptual framework for the 
observation, description and interpretation of human movement. Developed through 
Laban’s systematic analysis of movement in relation to the dynamic use of the body 
in space (Bishko 2007; Hooks 2000), it provides a movement vocabulary that can be 
used as a frame of reference for the observation and description of movement in 
animation. According to Bishko (2007), the three principles of anticipation, squash 
and stretch and follow-through and overlapping actions form the building blocks of 
animation style and expression. These three principles are the only ones that remain 
applicable to all styles of animated movement because they form the foundation for 
aliveness, believability and characterisation. Although the traditional principles of 
animation communicate movement style, they do not explain what meaning is behind 
the movement and it is here that LMA can makes its contribution to animation. That 
is, LMA links how people move with what their movement communicates to the 
audience. 
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LMA theory and its vocabularies for describing movement can potentially 
make a major contribution to understanding animated motion, and this warrants 
further investigation. However, it is beyond the scope of this particular research 
project to go into the full depth of its possibilities. Bishko’s notion of the principles 
of animation influencing movement patterns and resulting in a formulaic cartoon 
style is useful to this study. Understanding the styles and approaches that have 
developed from the principles of animation helps establish what form of animation is 
under investigation in this thesis. 
 
2.10 Animation Styles and Approaches 
In Understanding Animation (1998), animation theorist Paul Wells offers a potential 
model for theorising what he calls the “textual apparatus of different forms of 
animation” (p. 35–36). This encompasses at least two, seemingly opposed but also 
related, forms of animation, which he tentatively labels “orthodox” and 
“experimental”. Although Wells focuses on cel animation as the dominant form of 
animation (his book was published two years after the first CG feature film was 
released), his model is useful for discussions on 3D CG animation because it 
incorporates many of the industrialised methods of production for cel animation. 
According to Wells, orthodox animation and experimental animation operate 
according to certain creative intentions and these intentions determine seven 
differing aspects of orthodox and experimental animation: 
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Figure 19: Theory of animation (Wells 1998, 36). 
 
In describing orthodox and experimental animation as being opposed, but connected 
as “modes of expression and construction”, Wells recognises the need to account for 
animation that operates between these two stylistic extremes. He offers the term 
“developmental animation” for such intermediate approaches (Wells 1998, 35). As 
the image above (Figure 19) shows,  animation could be considered developmental 
when it combines and selects “elements of both approaches, representing the 
aesthetic and philosophic tension between the two apparent extremes” (Wells 1998, 
36). 
Within the context of this study, Wells’s description of orthodox animation is 
useful for helping to delineate the scope of films that are under investigation. 
Orthodox animation provides a context for understanding specific aspects of the 
animated films that are discussed here; however, it needs to be expanded to account 
for the spectrum of styles that has developed within this genre. 
McCloud’s (1994, 50–57) “map of aesthetic possibilities” in comics provides a 
useful model that can be transposed onto the field of animation, and is helpful in 
clarifying the aesthetic range of orthodox animation. McCloud’s “Big Triangle”, in 
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Chapter two of Understanding Comics (1994), maps two interconnected continuums 
(Figure 20). The bottom axis plots the relationship between what he calls “iconic 
abstraction” and realism. 
 
Figure 20: The “Big Triangle” (McCloud 1994, 52–53). 
 
McCloud’s model is primarily concerned with static images and graphic stylisation; 
however, by superimposing the known stylistic qualities of animated motion onto the 
triangle, we begin to develop a map for understanding animated movement. 
The diagram below (Figure 21) positions animated movement extremes along 
the bottom in a continuum of limited and full animation style. Motion capture is 
positioned at the absolute extreme, as realism or naturalism is derived from physical 
reality and the real-time capture of a pro-filmic event. That is, filmed actors, 
rotoscoped action and computer vision, such as digital computer based motion 
capture or motion tracking, underpin its aesthetic. At the opposite end of the 
spectrum sits sequenced static poses, which are found in limited animation typified 
by motion comics and much Japanese anime. According to LaMarre (2009, 66) such 
animation indicates motion based upon the characters pose, but creates the illusion of 
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motion by dragging an otherwise static character across background layers. At the 
top of the triangle is the extent to which the character changes its physical form 
during phases of movement. One extreme is exemplified by a character visibly 
transitioning from one pose into the next through a change in physical form, 
substance or appearance while the other extreme is the movement of rigid objects 
with articulated joints that change rotation and position yet retain their shape. 
 
Figure 21: Triangle of movement styles. 
 
This attempt to transpose McCloud’s model of conceptualising the aesthetic range to 
movement styles in animation draws from the literature. It takes into account the first 
three of the four criteria that Furniss (2007, 133) provides for analysing full and 
limited animation styles, namely: (1) the movement of images; (2) the 
metamorphosis of images; (3) the number of images; and (4) the dominance of visual 
and aural components. The movement of images is represented along the bottom of 
the triangle as a continuum between a static image on the one side and full, fluent 
motion on the other. This is closely linked to the number of images because more 
fluent motion requires a higher frame density than a static image. Metamorphosis is 
considered the amount of change in the character’s shape as it moves. For example if 
a robot with rigid articulated joints moved in a naturalistic way, it would be placed 
towards the motion capture end of the continuum and close to the base line of the 
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triangle. Conversely, a highly elastic fully animated cartoon form, such as the Genie 
from Aladdin (Clements & Musker 1992), may be situated towards the motion 
capture end of the continuum and close the metamorphosis point of the triangle. This 
demonstrates that the first three criteria are important to this study, as they are 
directly relevant to the representation of motion. 
While the triangle of movement styles presented above is an early attempt to 
transpose McCloud’s model, it does serve its purpose in demonstrating the vast range 
of aesthetic possibilities in animation. Webster’s Action Analysis for Animators 
(2012, 32–34) identifies at least three stylistic approaches to motion within orthodox 
approaches, including simulation, interpretation and representation. This is useful 
because it provides a way to compartmentalise and scope the discussion of animation 
style. 
Animation is considered to be a “simulation” when it replicates precisely or as 
closely as possible, the actual dynamics of objects and effects. Simulation is often 
used when animation is called upon to represent or recreate an objective reality. This 
not only applies to animated figures but also to natural phenomena, such as fluids, 
flames and smoke in live-action films. This approach to animation is typically 
required when the animated character, object or effect must fit seamlessly into a live-
action context alongside “real” characters and elements. To function as a component 
of live-action film, simulation attempts to maximise the suspension of disbelief in the 
audience. It is the level of realism that 3D CG animation provides that engages the 
audience in spectacular events. For character animation, simulation is typically 
created from motion capture data or procedural animation techniques created by 
computer software. Simulation is not the focus of this particular study; rather, this 
study focuses specifically on interpretive animation. 
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Interpretive animation does not necessitate the representation of naturalistic 
motion, and involves a relatively subjective approach to representing character 
motion. Because of its subjectivity, interpretive animation features a broad spectrum 
of motion styles, which are typically referred to as cartoon-style motion. Although 
motion may range from a naturalistic Disney styling to the broad character action 
and extreme shape deformation of Warner Bros. Looney Tunes, to the limited 
movement of Japanese anime, the consistent factor in interpretive animation is a 
desire to represent believable characters and this is central to the ideas being 
presented to the audience. Successful character animation in this area, therefore, 
tends to develop a lexicon of movement qualities which, although stylised, adhere to 
the previously mentioned criteria for authenticity in cartoon-style animation 
described by Bishko (2007). 
Representational animation is typically used when movements are required to 
be believable as opposed to a simulated or captured representation of reality. For 
example, when animating an animal that does not exist in the physical world, yet 
must appear as though it could exist, animators make qualitative judgments about 
how such a creature would realistically move. Webster (2012, 33) explains this by 
example of a dinosaur, writing: 
Consider the animated movement of dinosaurs. There is no doubting 
that these animals were real, but we have no hard evidence of how 
they moved. Therefore, the animator is left with the option of making 
animation that is a representation of what we believe to be true. 
Animators may gather some insight into the way dinosaurs moved in 
life from the evidence offered by their fossilized remains, though even 
these remains may generate a degree of disagreement among 
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paleontologists. Even so, we can make reasonable assumptions about 
dinosaurs’ movements and very good or at least acceptable 
representations of their actions. We gather information about their 
size, an estimation of their weight, and theories about the articulation 
of their joints. All these pieces of information offer valuable clues for 
the animator. (Webster 2012, 33) 
As discussed later in this literature review, animators can similarly use comparative 
anatomy to invent motion that is believable for a completely fictitious creature. 
Interpretive and representational animation both offer challenges and potential 
pitfalls for the animator, which ultimately impact upon character believability. For 
example, the closer animation attempts to represent an objective reality, the more 
difficult it becomes to retain character believability. In contrast, character animation 
that moves closer towards abstraction and stylised motion requires a different range 
of technological solutions and practical applications of traditional methods, 
principles and movement patterns. 
 
2.11 The Tensions of Realism and Abstraction in 3D Animation 
Creating hyper-real animation in the 3D CG medium provides the potential to arouse 
an unnerving feeling in audiences. Hyper-real animation often uses motion capture as 
its starting point, but motion capture that has not been modified by an animator can 
cause a breakdown in the illusion of life. To explain this, some animation theorists 
refer to the “uncanny valley effect”, which is a term that has been adopted from 
robotics. The term is derived from a paper by Masahiro Mori entitled Bukimi No 
Tani (1970), which describes the unnerving feelings that robots can arouse in people 
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when they become highly realistic. Mori established that acceptance of the robot will 
increase the closer it appears to human form until a certain tipping point, when the 
robot becomes so life-like that it suddenly creates an unnerved response in people. 
This is explained in the following diagram (Figure 22) adapted from Mori’s theory 
by MacDorman & Ishiguro (2006, 299). 
 
Figure 22: The uncanny valley (MacDorman et al. 2006, 299). 
 
Interestingly, and even more appropriate to animation and this study, Mori observed 
an amplification of the effect when movement was added. According to technical 
director and author Rob O’Neill (2008, 13), this is because motion adds a level of 
complexity as it depicts the behaviour and psychology of the character. Although 
appearing photorealistic on the surface, characters may appear to lack qualities made 
visible through motion introduced to create the illusion of life, such as a sense of 
weight, physicality and breath. 
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The poor reception of films created by the recently closed Imagemovers 
Digital,13 an animation studio run by director Robert Zemeckis in which motion-
capture and hyper-realism were central to film creation, has been attributed to the 
uncanny valley effect. Their films, Mars Needs Moms (Zemeckis 2011), A Christmas 
Carol (Zemeckis 2009), Beowulf (Zemeckis 2007) and The Polar Express (Zemeckis 
2004) have all managed to arouse an uncanny response within audiences and critics 
alike. This is recognised by Tinwell (2014), who offers a comprehensive analysis of 
the uncanny valley effect in games and animation and identifies the challenges that 
come with realism: specifically, copying motion from human actors. 
Artists at the Disney studio similarly recognised that copying movement 
directly from live-action references caused the results to look strange. To describe 
how the rotoscope14 assists with understanding movement, Thomas and Johnston 
explain that while the moves appear real, the illusion of life is lost. They write: 
There was a certain authority in the movement and a presence that came 
out of the whole action, but it was impossible to become emotionally 
involved with this eerie, shadowy creature who was never a real inhabitant 
of our fantasy world. (Thomas & Johnston 1995, 323) 
Just as the Disney animators came to understand that the direct reproduction of 
reality tends to cause a breakdown in the illusion of life, and can actually be 
repulsive to the audience, so, too, have 3D animators and theorists come to realise 
the risks around the adaptation of technologies that lend themselves to hyper-realism. 
                                                
13 Imagemovers Digital was owned by Disney Animation and closed in 2011 after completion 
of Mars Needs Moms (2011). 
14 The rotoscope is a device for extracting motion from live-action footage by tracing each 
frame. 
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Abstracted, highly stylised animation, with its extremely elastic and 
deformable characters, presents a different range of issues to CG animators. This 
form of character motion and deformation system requires an understanding of the 
many visual tricks used by animators in traditional hand-drawn animation. For 
example, traditional animators often use concepts such as “smears” and “multiples” 
to create an illusion for certain character actions. These techniques can be barely 
recognisable to the untrained eye, yet they are critically important to creating certain 
styles of motion. 
An example of advances in stylised animation through CG can be found in the 
rigging of characters in the CG adaptation of Warner Bros. Looney Tunes. Some 
examples are provided below (Figure 23a-f): 
 
A 
 
B 
 
C 
 
D 
 
E 
 
F 
Figure 23: A selection of smears and multiples in 2D and 3D animation. 
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As can be seen in images B and C above, 2D animators will smear the drawings 
within the frame to create the illusion of high-speed action and motion blur. Images 
A and D show Daffy Duck with multiple limbs and heads to provide the illusion of 
motion blur, which in turn creates the effect of high-speed motion. 3D CG 
technology continues to present many technical problems for animators trying to 
achieve this style of motion in an efficient and effective way.15 Images E and F show 
recent award-winning characters from Warner Bros. Looney Tunes that have pushed 
closer to achieving this effect in the 3D CG medium by creating intuitive systems 
that allow the animator to present multiples of body parts and a wide range of 
character deformation. 
 
2.12 3D Computer Animation Process 
There are various approaches to applying motion to a CG character; the simplest is a 
key frame technique. Working in a “straight-ahead” manner, similar to stop motion 
animation, the animator poses the character, records the position and rotation data in 
a key frame and then moves forward in time to specify the next character pose. A 
more advanced technique involves working with motion capture: a process of 
recording the 3D spatial data from a live-action actor and then applying that data to 
the virtual character’s rig. Another is real-time puppetry, which involves the use of 
input devices that allow the puppeteer to generate the movement of the character as 
though they are manipulating a physical puppet. Movement data recorded from the 
input device is applied to the character rig to create the illusion of movement. And 
finally, procedural animation is generated by a computer program to simulate 
                                                
15 By efficient and effective, I refer to the time it takes to create the rig, the usability of the rig 
for crafting the performance and the visual outcome that results from its implementation. 
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movement and behaviour. Procedural animation is a time-efficient process because it 
allows the computer to decide how a character should move. Typical applications 
involve virtual stunt doubles or crowd simulations that require many characters to 
exist in a single shot. 
Character motion is a significant part of any commercial animation production 
process, however, it is far from the only creative activity that contributes to the final 
film screened for the audience. Animated feature film production requires a team of 
people to work creatively in a highly technical domain. Every aspect of the image is 
constructed by a team of specialists working for a number of years to create a single 
film. An animator working in a studio such as Disney, Pixar or Dreamworks may 
produce as little as a few seconds of animation per week. A simplified production 
process is presented here to further contextualise this research within the 
industrialised process of animated feature film production. The discussion here helps 
demarcate the role of the animator from other creative and technical roles within an 
animation production. What the character animator sees during production is very 
different to the finished illusion screened for audiences. 
Below is a sequence of images (Figures 24-29) provided publicly online by 
Pixar to demonstrate the progression of a single frame from concept to final render. 
This single frame from Monsters University (Scanlon 2013) provides enough insight 
into a typical production process to contextualise the animators practice: 
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Figure 24: Storyboard sketch (Disney Insider 2013). 
 
The storyboard is a series of still drawings are used to pre-visualise the actions and 
dialogue of intended films. Using simple sketches and pins to attach a sequence of 
images to a cork-board, story artists can quickly work out the film’s visual and 
narrative flow. 
 
Figure 25: Art department (Disney Insider 2013). 
 
While the story artists are working on how to construct and visualise the story, the art 
department works on conceptual design elements, including lighting, colours and 
textures of the scene. 
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Figure 26: Modelling (Disney Insider 2013). 
 
Modelling involves creating the actual 3D virtual characters and objects that are to 
appear in the scene. This typically involves a process of creating the underlying 
wireframe mesh and surfacing that mesh with texture and colour. 
 
Figure 27: Layout (Disney Insider 2013). 
 
Layout involves the placement of the camera and objects in the virtual scene to 
construct the various camera angles that will be animated. 
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Figure 28: Animation and simulation (Disney Insider 2013). 
 
Animation involves analysing the storyboard, layout and soundtrack to visualise the 
character actions through motion and gesture. The simulation department then 
provides computer simulations of cloth, hair and even crowds. 
 
Figure 29: Lighting - final render (Disney Insider 2013). 
 
The final step for creating a single frame of animation involves setting up surface 
shaders to respond to lights that are positioned in the scene. This is then rendered by 
the computer to provide the final coloured image ready for display. 
This progression could easily be broken down into several more stages; 
however, for the purposes of this study, this sequence demonstrates reasonably 
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distinct functions within a typical production.16 Note that at time of writing, character 
animation is carried out on lower resolution images and models without simulated 
hair and cloth, final colour or lighting. Using real-time rendering technologies, 
leading animation studios such as Pixar are conducting extensive research towards 
improving this for the animator. The goal is to achieve a “what you see is what you 
get” situation with the 3D software. As the shot progression from above 
demonstrates, in animated feature film production, an animator does not model, rig, 
surface, light or render the images; instead, they focus on interpreting the script, 
dialogue and storyboards to visualise character actions that progress the character 
along their narrative arc. The role of the animator then is tightly focused on 
arranging the posture, gesture and motion of the character to communicate the story 
to the audience in an aesthetically pleasing way. 
Although the animator is not responsible for the design and construction of the 
3D character, the intended range of motion will influence the technological 
development of the character and, conversely, the characters construction will also 
influence the animator’s creative outcome. There are at least two aspects to digital 
character construction that are primarily concerned with the appearance and the 
underlying structure of the virtual puppet. These include modelling and surfacing and 
the underlying rig, which is made up of three interconnected systems for motion, 
control and deformation. 
 
 
 
                                                
16 For a more detailed breakdown of the production process, consult Kerlow, Isaac and Victor 
(2009), The Art of 3D Computer Animation and Effects. John Wiley & Sons. 
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2.13 Digital Character Construction 
Within the context of digital character construction, the modelling process 
typically involves constructing 3D geometry that represents the character’s physical 
body, excluding details such as surface colour, texture or hair. According to Kerlow 
(2009, 93) modelling is the “sculpting, spatial description, and placement of virtual 
three-dimensional objects, environments, and scenes with a computer system”. There 
are multiple ways of creating 3D geometry, including virtual sculpting or 3D 
scanning. Once 3D geometry is created it can be attached to a motion skeleton, 
through a process known as rigging, which will be explained below. 
Shaders provide surface detail to this 3D geometry. Put simply, a surface 
shader is a program that provides the artist with the ability to control how the surface 
of the 3D geometry appears by providing a mathematically calculated description of 
the surface characteristics of an object. Most surface shaders contain parameters for 
influencing reflectance of simulated light and shadow, colour, texture and 
transparency, and so define the surface finish of the simulated material. 
The shader’s collection of surface characteristics is applied to an object during 
the rendering process: a computationally intensive operation that involves calculating 
how the 3D geometry and its shader interact with simulated light and shadow within 
the scene before being recorded through a virtual camera. The rendering process, 
which can be done in layers, creates a two-dimensional digital image that becomes a 
single frame of a final animated sequence, allowing post rendered processing to be 
done easily with photo-editing and compositing software. 
Within the field of 3D CG animation, there are three connected systems that 
make the creation of character motion possible: motion, control and deformations 
(O’Neill 2008, McLaughlin 2011). In very simple terms, a digital character motion 
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system includes the combination of joints that function like the character’s 
underlying skeleton. The control system provides functionality to the motion system 
by providing the animator with controls to operate the character like a digital puppet. 
The deformations system controls the influence of the underlying motion system on 
the geometry of the character model. This provides the necessary change in shape 
and position of the character. It is this change in shape and position over time, which 
makes the character’s motion visible to the audience. 
As a unit, the motion, control and deformations systems are generally referred 
to as a creature or character rig. The image below (Figure 30) illustrates a typical 
creature rig. 
 
  
Figure 30: Creature rig. 
 
On the left is the rig’s motion system and control system and on the right is the rig’s 
mesh, which is deformed as the motion system provides input into the deformation 
system. In short, an animator manipulates the controls to drive the motion system, 
which deforms the character’s mesh, thus providing the illusion of motion. 
Designing and creating the character rig (character rigging) is typically 
undertaken by a character or creature Technical Director (TD). To create a successful 
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character rig, the TD must understand a diverse range of overlapping fields that are 
essential to creating believable characters. As McLaughlin et al. explain: 
Successful creation of a motion system requires a solid understanding of 
anatomy, range of motion, and kinematics. The design of a good control 
system requires a good understanding of how artists interact with a 
character model, and the capacity to design elegant (easy and fast) 
solutions to complex motion problems. The creation of a good deformation 
system also requires a solid understanding of anatomy and a sculptor’s 
touch when it comes to preserving a model’s form and details during 
motion. (McLaughlin et al., 2011) 
That is, the articulation of the 3D CG character is heavily based upon biological 
motion and the skeletal structure of the creature being animated, but the TD not only 
needs an understanding of anatomy, but also art, space, motion, artistic process and 
technology. Moreover, because the TD’s role sits between the creative design of the 
character and the technical implementation of the rig, an understanding of both is 
required. 
In a typical 3D animation production process or pipeline, the character’s rig is 
designed only after the overall character motion style and the intended range of 
character actions have been carefully considered by the director, animators, and 
technical staff. As O’Neill (2008, 13) explains, the overall style and manner of 
motion must be analysed and planned out before the creation of the character rig in 
3D CG production. He writes: 
..the requirements of the setup are predicated on the style of motion 
required of that character for the project. This is especially true for 
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characters that are expected to behave in a more stylized, cartoon-derived 
manner. (O’Neill 2008, 13) 
This is typically known as the pre-production phase of animation production and 
involves interpreting the character designs and intended actions to establish the way 
the character needs to move. After identifying the creative requirements of 
production, the character TD is faced with the task of designing and developing 
motion, control and deformations systems that are not only suitable for achieving the 
desired aesthetic range of possibilities required in production but also capable of 
being manipulated by non-technical animators. 
Within an animation production pipeline, it is, therefore, in the preproduction 
or development phase of the character design process that approaches to motion are 
determined. According to McLaughlin (2005), this phase between character 
design/concept art and technical development is the most important step in the digital 
character development process, as it helps to ensure that the most efficient and 
effective technical and creative solutions can be found for the visualisation of the 
intended character actions and motion. McLaughlin (2005) goes on to explain that a 
character or creature’s design, and scope of use (for example its motion, action and 
position in relation to the camera), raise specific questions and problems that 
precipitate, and necessarily determine, approaches to technological solutions. Indeed, 
the structure of the rig can either inhibit or promote particular types of action and 
influence the presentation of a character’s motion. 
While the rig provides the technical means of joint articulation in 3D 
animation, we must also consider the process of creating the illusion of motion 
frame-by-frame. In the case of representational animation this can sometimes involve 
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a direct caparison to a living source to inform both the design of the rig and the 
resulting motion. 
 
2.14 Comparative Analysis 
An example of how a contemporary professional animator goes about incorporating 
the analysis of living creatures into their practice can be found in the work of 
Brendan Body, a lead animator on Legend of the Guardians: The Owls of Ga’Hoole 
(Snyder 2010).17 Explaining his process for investigating bird flight, Body explains: 
Bird flight is notoriously hard to animate convincingly, and there are many 
reasons for this. The action is very fast, but even in slow motion it is often 
hard to understand what’s happening underneath because the bones are 
concealed by feathers; in addition, the movement is completely alien to us, 
it’s not something we can act out or get a feel for. When investigated 
thoroughly, many things about flight seem odd, even counterintuitive. 
Over the years, I’ve animated quite a few birds and have slowly gained a 
rudimentary knowledge of the dynamics and biomechanics of flight, as 
well as how to apply some of the traditional animation tricks to it (Body 
2009). 
A review of Body’s process shows a close analysis of the skeletal structure of the 
bird, comparison with human anatomy and frame-by-frame analysis of the bird’s 
movement. This knowledge has significance to the digital creature’s control structure 
(the rig) and its manipulation by the animator. As Body demonstrates, “By creating a 
hypothetical rig of a bird’s wing we can see which axes we should animate to 
                                                
17 http://www.brendanbody.co.uk/flight_tutorial/index.html [accessed September 2010] 
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accurately mimic reality”. The choice of rotation used to create movement of the 
digital figure can be informed by its anatomy, as illustrated below (Figure 31): 
 
Figure 31: Hypothetical rig of a bird’s wing (Body 2009). 
 
Body’s hypothetical rig shows a forward kinematic system for rotating the bones of a 
digital bird to ensure the movement appears more realistic. By working down the 
hierarchy from the humerus rotating on all axes, to the ulna and radius rotating only 
on the y axis, to the first carpometacarpus, which can be rotated on the y and z axes 
and, finally, the remaining carpometacarpus, for which the animator would restrict 
rotation to the z axis. In practice, this bone structure would be simplified and most 
likely represented by a three-part hierarchical structure. 
This structure would be set up by the character’s Technical Director (TD) to 
restrict rotations based on the hypothetical model. An alternative to this approach 
would be the use of an inverse kinematic solution, which would provide the animator 
with a different means to manipulating the bone position. Inverse kinematics (IK) 
solves the bone rotations by using translation data applied to inverse kinematic goals. 
Forward kinematics works much like a stop-motion puppet, with articulated joints 
that are controlled via rotations on each joint. IK involves a mathematical calculation 
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to solve the bone rotations based on a location (goal) specified by the animator. IK 
works more like a marionette: the animator pulls the IK goal (the strings) and the 
bone hierarchy follows. 
Of special note here is that Body suggests the application of not only 
knowledge gained from dynamics and biomechanics of flight, but combines it with 
the traditional principles of animation. Creating convincing bird flight relies on a 
knowledge of the real in order to depart from the real, whereas traditional animation 
principles assist in departing from a facsimile of observed motion. Body, therefore, 
not only considers the morphology of the creature but also looks to the traditional 
principles of animation to make the creature appear authentic. 
This is an important point to consider as one could easily construe a 
reconstruction of the real as an answer to animation that requires no further 
consideration. However, as demonstrated by the problems faced by motion capture, 
which will be discussed in the next section, a direct transfer of a creature’s 
movement often fails to maintain the illusion of life. Body uses the example of 
Richard Williams’s (2009, 234) approach of “breaking the joint” to illustrate a 
departure from reality to create a more fluent motion of the bird’s wing. According 
to Williams, “successive breaking joints enable us to get the effect of curved action 
by using straight lines”. This is an important technique for CG animation. Body 
shows the same technique applied to the animation of the bird wing (Figure 32) to 
overcome the stiffness that results from the animation process: 
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Figure 32: Breaking the joint in a wing (Body 2009). 
 
The study of anatomy is not a new concept for the field of animation and knowledge 
of form and function can inform the animator’s practice, but animation studios are 
increasingly employing scientists to help animators understand how to design 
believable movement. For example, DreamWorks recently enlisted the help of 
paleontologist Dr Stuart Sumida for the production of How to Train Your Dragon 
(DeBlois & Sanders 2010). In a recent interview with The Science and Entertainment 
Exchange (Cicerone 2011), Sumida explained that computer animation and digital 
effects artists have become more deeply aware of the importance of skeletons and 
joints and that the best proxy for a rig is the skeleton and its joints. 
However, anatomical knowledge of the real is not enough to maintain the 
illusion of life. As can be seen in Body’s study, animators need to think critically 
about the motion that has resulted from their analysis of the real, and move beyond it 
to ensure the illusion of life is maintained. In addition, creature rigging is an 
important part of the character animation production process in this regard, and the 
performance of the rig is integral to successfully creating the illusion of life. A 
poorly rigged creature leaves little room for the animator to craft believable motion 
and often results in a breakdown in the illusion. 3D animators, therefore, need a 
multidisciplinary approach that includes the understanding of anatomy, principles of 
animation and technical approaches to CG and rigging. 
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Beyond comparative anatomy, as discussed above, and the use of performance 
reference, as described earlier in this literature review, there is a growing use of 
motion capture in 3D CG animation production as a means to provide both motion 
data and performance reference. This has created some tension amongst animators 
but has also brought about new roles within production that still rely on a knowledge 
of traditional animation theory. 
2.15 Animator or Motion Editor 
Motion capture continues to expand throughout feature animation, games and visual 
effects production in a process that has come to be known as “performance capture”. 
When combined with the use of a virtual camera, this approach to film-making is 
typically referred to as a “virtual production”. Despite this alternative approach to 
constructing an animated performance for the screen, the need for a more developed 
understanding of how to create believable character animation continues to 
strengthen. The following discussion outlines the significance of the often 
misrepresented animator’s practice to the field of virtual production. 
Animators are still an important part of the process of preparing a captured 
performance for the screen. At the time of writing, motion capture continues to result 
in movement data that needs to be manipulated by an animator before it is adequate 
for representing a believable character on the screen. As a result, a new role known 
as a “Motion Editor” has begun to emerge in the sector. According to leading New 
Zealand-based visual effects studio, Weta Digital,18 a motion editor is primarily 
responsible for the retargeting and editing of body motion capture data. This is in 
                                                
18 Job advertisement on their website lists the position of motion editor and their role. 
https://www.wetafx.co.nz/jobs [accessed February 2015] 
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many ways similar to the role of the assistant animator in traditional animation 
production. 
In a traditional production process, animators would work with rough drawings 
that focused on movement and behaviour. Assistant animators, also known as “clean-
up artists”, were responsible for redrawing the character so that it would appear “on 
model”, which is to ensure it remained true to the character design guidelines. As a 
necessary part of their process, they would ensure the character action was flowing 
smoothly from one frame to the next. This often involved strengthening the 
animator’s original pose design while retaining the intended performance based on 
the principles of animation. When working with motion capture data, the motion 
editor uses their knowledge of the principles of animation to ensure the illusion of 
life is achieved and the original actor’s captured performance is maintained. For 
example, in Avatar (Cameron 2009), now famous for its extensive use of 
performance capture, animators had to clean the motion-captured data and also 
animate the hands, feet, ears and tails of the characters. 
Side-by-side comparisons (Figure 33) of the performance capture and the final 
image on screen also indicate that the animators working as motion editors 
strengthened the performance through their creative interpretation of the original 
performance capture. 
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Figure 33: Performance capture (Avatar 2009). 
 
 
This was noticed by film theorist Kristen Thompson (2011) in her blog post, where 
she questions the elusive boundary between performance and animation. Using the 
“publicity images that the studios themselves considered good indications of how 
close the expressions of original actors were to those of their characters”, Thompson 
considers how much the final character on screen truly represents the original 
performance. This is taken in light of comments made by James Cameron on the 
topic: 
I'm not interested in being an animator. . . . That’s what Pixar does. What I 
do is talk to actors. 'Here's a scene. Let’s see what you can come up with,' 
and when I walk away at the end of the day, it’s done in my mind. In the 
actor's mind, it’s done. There may be a whole team of animators to make 
sure what we've done is preserved, but that's their problem. Their job is to 
use the actor's performance as an absolute template without variance for 
what comes out the other end. (Cameron cited in Abramowitz 2010) 
Cameron acknowledges that a team of animators is required to “preserve” the 
original performance. However, as the images show, and as Thompson (2011) 
explains, once the film runs through the theatre projector, the audience is unlikely to 
know what the “template” was like. 
Although actors and directors want to claim that the motion and gesture 
captured during performance capture go on to exist unchanged on screen for the 
audience to see, this is simply not the case, as Thompson explains: 
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Despite actors’ and directors’ claims to the contrary, the movements and 
expressions caught by performance capture are changed in many obvious 
and not so obvious ways. A close inspection of the comparison photos 
reveals the details of the transformation, but in watching the film, the 
viewer cannot necessarily gauge what sorts of changes were made. 
(Thompson 2011, n.p.) 
As Thompson points out, it is difficult to pick up on the changes made to character 
movement when watching the film. The degree to which performance-captured data 
requires editing and manipulation was revealed to myself and the other researchers at 
QUT through our combined experimental practice. This has involved working with 
two motion capture systems: an optical system similar to that used in films such as 
Avatar, and an inertial system similar to that used in many games and visual effects 
productions. 
These systems did not capture fingers, toes, or secondary items, such as hair, 
after capture, and a “key frame reduction pass” was required to make the data 
manageable. Further refinement was needed to plant and lock feet to the ground and 
both required tweaks to the motion to remove unwanted ticks or shakiness. The 
motion capture data were very detailed and accurate; however, the motion still 
appeared to lack some qualities of weight and physicality. As mentioned earlier in 
this literature review, this was similar to the “eerie, shadowy creature” observed by 
Thomas and Johnston when using the rotoscope at the Disney studio (Thomas & 
Johnston 1995, 323). 
Like the rotoscope, motion capture is a very capable of recording a 
performance; however, the movement tends to lack the illusion of life. This problem 
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is amplified when the motion requires stylisation or application to a non-human or 
non-bipedal creature. 
Just as the lead animator in traditional animation provided drawings to indicate 
behaviour and motion that required cleaning by the assistant animator, the motion 
capture system provides behaviour via the performer in a suit with motion that 
requires cleaning and strengthening by a motion editor/animator. Performance 
capture is only one part of the process for creating the illusion of a living thinking 
being for the screen. This research is, therefore, more significant to the creation of 
believable characters using performance capture than to more traditional techniques 
of hand-crafting the performance through key frame animation. Both roles require a 
thorough understanding of how to create the illusion of a living thinking being for 
the screen through the illusion of motion applied to a digital puppet. 
 
2.16 Conclusion 
The 12 principles of animation developed by the Disney animators in the 1930s, and 
later extended by animators at other studios such as Warner Brothers, so far provide 
the most comprehensive guide for crafting motion that is capable of supporting an 
authentic animated performance. As the literature and creative works in 
contemporary animation have shown, animators such as John Lasseter at Pixar were 
correct to argue for the application of traditional methods, principles and formulas of 
2D animation to the 3D CG medium. Richard Williams’s (2009) collation of 
animation methods, principles and formulas acts as an aggregator of early animation 
“lore”. 
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Beyond the direct application of the principles of animation to the 3D CG 
medium, the literature also shows that the range of aesthetic styles in this new 
medium has expanded in two diametrically opposed forms. On the one hand, 
animation tends to be moving closer to either a hyper-realistic styling that attempts to 
blend seamlessly with a filmed reality while, on the other hand, there has been an 
increased push towards abstracted cartoon forms that distort the figure and move in a 
highly stylised manner. 
Some theorists, such as Bishko (2007) and Hooks (2013), have begun to 
expand animation theory by drawing upon their varied backgrounds. For example, 
Bishko is a trained Laban Movement specialist and Hooks is an actor and acting 
instructor. Bishko argues for Laban Movement Analysis (LMA) as an alternative to 
the 12 principles of animation, whereas Hooks emphasises aspects of performance 
over the frame-by-frame representation of motion. While Bishko and Hooks have 
been influential, they have not re-interpreted and expanded animation theory 
specifically for the new mediums, as Kerlow (2009) has argued. 
This literature review has established that the foundation of all animation, no 
matter which form it takes, is the frame-by-frame construction of apparent motion, 
which must take account of both “in frame” and “between frame” relationships. In 
terms of believable character animation, the literature that is relayed in this chapter 
clearly indicates that motion must form part of unified and meaningful whole that 
communicates a performance and personality of characters with an audience. 
In providing an overview of the traditional foundations of character motion in 
animation, and recent developments in the theory and practice of animation and by 
considering the aspects and dimensions of the medium and their relationship to 
establishing believable motion, this literature review provides a contextual 
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framework for this research project. It serves as a foundation for the analyses that 
follow, which consider the application and adaptation of traditional animation theory 
(specifically the 12 principles of animation) to the 3D CG medium across a range of 
motion styles. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology and Methods 
 
3.1 Poetics of Cinema 
The research method of this investigation encompasses textual analysis of four 
animated films. It differs from other forms of textual analysis that focus on the 
audience’s or critic’s interpretation or “reading” of the film as text. As described by 
film theorist Alan McKee, who writes, “When we perform textual analysis on a text, 
we make an educated guess at some of the most likely interpretations that might be 
made of that text” (McKee 2003, 1). Instead, its broad methodology can be aligned 
with “poïetic” analysis. 
An ancient Greek term, poïesis provides the root of the English term “poetry”. 
However, it is both verb and noun since it means both “active making” and the affect 
that a creative work produces in the world. Extending the concept of poïesis into a 
descriptive rather than interpretive methodology, Bordwell established what he refers 
to as “a historical poetics of cinema” in The Cinematic Text (1989), and later 
expanded in his book, Poetics of Cinema (2008). For Bordwell, the historical poetics 
of cinema relates to studying the constructional principles and effect of film through 
the process of its making. He writes:  
The poetics of any artistic medium studies the finished work as the result 
of a process of construction—a process that includes a craft component 
(such as rules of thumb), the more general principles according to which 
the work is composed, and its functions, effects and uses. Any inquiry into 
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the fundamental principles by which artifacts in any representational 
medium are constructed, and the effects that flow from those principles, 
can fall within the domain of poetics. (Bordwell 2008, 12) 
That is, Bordwell’s descriptive methodology is predicated on the notion that studying 
the fundamental principles that guide the creative process, as well as the context of 
its production, provides insights that might otherwise allude us. In this sense, poetics 
is a methodology that provides a way to develop an understanding of a film through 
the process, principles and contexts of its making. 
Poetics then, in contrast to a “dominant interpretive paradigm of textual 
analysis”, involves an investigation of the principles that guide the construction of a 
text and the resulting effects, as well as how and why those principles may have 
arisen and changed because of contextual circumstances. That is, a poetics of cinema 
asks questions about the way in which a film has been put together to elicit a certain 
response in the audience. It is descriptive and explanatory as opposed to evaluative 
and interpretive (Hollows 1995, 101). 
While Bordwell focuses on live-action cinema, his approach can be 
extrapolated to animation, for its focus on process and context of production can 
assist in developing an understanding of the principles that guide the frame-by-frame 
crafting of character motion by animators in a given animated film. Indeed, it is 
particularly pertinent to animation, for it involves the process of creating the illusion 
of life through the creative representation and production of character motion. 
Investigating the elements and guiding principles of animation as a constructed 
cinematic text is not entirely new to animation studies. For example, when 
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explaining his approach to analysing the Warner Bros. short film Duck Amuck (Jones 
1953), Paul Wells explains that: 
all media ‘texts’ are constructed. To understand all the components 
within each construction it is necessary to deconstruct the text and 
analyse its elements. (Wells in Nelmes 2003, 218) 
Moreover, in a study that focused on digital visual effects, Barbra Flueckiger linked 
her approach specifically to that of Bordwell’s poetics. She describes her research as 
an “investigation into the theoretical and epistemological foundations of the 
technology” (Flueckiger 2014). Rather than focusing specifically on technology, as 
Flueckiger has done, this research investigates the elements and fundamental 
principles through which character motion is constructed by animators in 3D CG 
films and sheds light on its form and affect through this contextual frame. 
The process of poetic investigation is, therefore, relevant to this investigation 
of character motion in 3D CG films. It provides a process for questioning the 
finished form of an animated film within the context of its production to develop an 
improved understanding of the principles that have guided the frame-by-frame 
construction of character motion. Poetic investigation has been carried by 
establishing the production context, including the technological innovations and 
industry practices and personnel, and then analysing a variety of scenes through 
frame-by-frame visual analysis. This process involved descriptive and visual 
annotation of directly observed principles of animation derived from the 2D 
methods, principles and formulas discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The 
descriptive, analytical and explanatory nature of poetics as an approach is valuable to 
this study because it enables the identification and explanation of principles that 
guide the construction of an animated text within the context of its production. This 
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results in meaningful outcomes for the research project because it provides insight 
into how and why certain principles can be used in animation to create a desired 
effect. 
 
3.2 Action Analysis 
As Bishko (2007) argues, studying movement in an animated film is contingent upon 
understanding the frame-by-frame process of designing movement. She writes: 
Observing animated film in terms of movement provides a direct 
connection to the creative source: the frame-by-frame process of 
designing movement. In animation studies, we are obligated to 
consider movement as the fundamental vehicle of expression in 
animated film, and to feature it as part of any theoretical discussion. 
(Bishko 2007, 34) 
Bishko’s statement reinforces the study of character motion and the process of its 
construction as necessary to develop a detailed understanding of the film. 
Analysing frame-by-frame construction of motion in an animated scene to 
understand how action has been produced in a believable way is known within the 
field of animation studies as action analysis. This is an extension of the approach 
taken by Disney that led to the identification and understanding of the 12 principles 
of traditional animation and helped establish Disney-style animation as the dominant 
aesthetic of its time. Animators were asked to critically engage with their practice, to 
reveal what problems they were confronting and what they would do differently to 
improve the actions or motion of the characters. Disney believed that this would help 
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the studio’s animators to understand how close they were coming to achieving the 
studio’s desired perfection. 
More, specifically, Disney’s aim was to employ a scientific approach to the 
interpretation (and hence the creation of) character actions to improve the 
visualisation of character action and so create a more meaningful animated 
performance. The surviving session handouts and transcripts from the action analysis 
sessions held at the Disney studios through the 1930s, suggest that the process of 
action analysis asks specific questions about how animators have handled the 
visualisation of a character’s actions within the context of the shot, sequence and 
overall narrative. In a memo to artist Don Graham in 1935, Disney outlined what he 
considered to be the best method or procedure for the study of action in animation: 
Take the most recent pictures, minutely analyze all the business, 
action, and results, using the better pieces of animation as 
examples going thru the picture with these questions in mind. 1. 
What was the idea to be presented? 2. How was the idea 
presented? 3. What was the result achieved? 4. After seeing this 
result what could have been done to the picture, from this point on, 
to improve it? (Disney 1935) 
The “business” Disney refers to was the non-verbal physical activities of the 
characters. In adopting this approach to the study of character action, Disney 
animators were able to improve upon their own practice and establish principles for 
guiding the craft of character animation. 
Applying action analysis as the primary method in this research into the 
production of believability through the expression of motion in 3D character 
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animation, therefore, aligns with the process undertaken by the Disney studios to 
establish the 12 principles of animation. Using the same process through which the 
principles were established, a direct method for comparison between the application 
of the principles in both 2D and 3D mediums is possible. It is, therefore, the most 
appropriate way to analyse the poetics of animation styles involved in the study. 
 
3.3 Methods 
To provide a concrete description of the methods used in this research, the process of 
analysis involved stepping through an animated sequence frame-by-frame, observing 
the character motion and digitally annotating each frame to describe the relationship 
between a represented character in the production of motion. A Wacom Cintiq and 
Adobe Photoshop were used for the annotations, which involved writing and drawing 
directly over the changing images. Using video layers in Photoshop facilitated 
multiple passes through the same sequence, with each pass focusing on a different 
aspect (pose design, spacing, shape, etc.) of the image. The examples below (Figures 
34-35) demonstrate a typical result of this process. 
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Figure 34: Annotation of the overlapping action in a character turning. 
 
  
 
Figure 35: Analysis of timing, spacing and pose design. 
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This approach to animation analysis was adopted after carefully reviewing the ways 
in which animation studios improve practices and iteratively draft animations during 
film production. In feature film production, the animation process is typically 
subjected to ongoing critique from supervising animators, directors and peers. These 
critique sessions are commonly referred to as “dailies” or a “sweatbox”.19 During the 
animation daily, artists gather together to view each other’s work on a large screen 
while the director provides feedback and makes animation-related notes. These 
sessions serve as an important part of the creative process as they help to retain a 
consistent artistic vision and validate character action and movement decisions 
throughout production. 
The images below (Figure 36) are examples of the feedback given to animators 
by director Genndy Tartakovsky during the production of Hotel Transylvania: 
 
                                                
19 According to Thomas and Johnston (1995), “sweatbox” evolved as a verb to describe the 
critique sessions at Disney because the small room used to house the film-cutters’ viewer would heat 
up when several people crowded around to study the action before it was sent to ink and paint. The 
purpose of sweatbox sessions was to be sure things like the acting, action and stage directions were 
working properly. 
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Figure 36: Tartakovsky’s draw-overs and final render (Desowitz 2012). 
 
Naturally, this activity results in a vocabulary for communicating ideas about 
animation practice. The 12 principles of animation described by Thomas and 
Johnston (1995, 47) were partly a result of such activity during the 1930s at the 
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Disney studio (Thomas and Johnston 1995). Adapting industry practices as research 
methods for the purpose of this study ensures the research process and outcomes 
remain closely aligned to animation practice. This is significant because the research 
outcomes are directly related to understanding the guiding principles of character 
motion in the 3D CG medium. In relation to poetics, this method also ensures the 
research remains focused on closely analysing and describing the visual elements 
and resulting motion in the finished film. 
 
3.4 Approach to Process 
Before conducting a detailed analysis of existing works using the primary method 
described above, it was necessary to establish a consistent process and analytical 
framework. One possible course of action was to access animation dailies at leading 
studios to record data arising from these sessions as animators were critiqued by 
others, such as the director. An analysis of action is precisely what occurs in 
animation dailies as professional animators critique and reflect upon animator 
practice in situ. However, there were a number of barriers to this approach. The 
issues associated with reporting on commercially sensitive material was the most 
significant barrier. Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs) prevent the use of 
commercially sensitive materials and business practices in the collection and 
reporting of research data. In addition, the presence of a researcher in an otherwise 
closed community of practice has the potential to influence the normal behaviour of 
animators and supervisors. 
Interviews with animators were also considered as a method for data 
collection. However, as interview questions were formulated it became clear that the 
questions were not going to produce the information sought. As Housley and 
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Fitzgerald (2000, 18) explain, questionnaires and interviews are valuable on some 
levels, but they are unable to document and describe the precise characteristics of 
practice-in-action. Moreover, NDAs prevent animators from presenting draft 
iterations of their works that do not have pre-approval from studio executives, and 
interviews would take place long after the practice had been completed, which could 
create retrospective reflection (with a number of factors coming into play, such as 
box office success, the animator’s current relationship with the studio and so on) and, 
therefore, introduce bias in the research outcomes.  
Taking a differentiated approach enabled the extension of new knowledge 
through the evidencing of how the principles have in fact changed and been 
extended. That is, while the personal experiences of animators are significant, it was 
not the intention of this thesis to capture individual opinions of animators. Rather, its 
intention was to analyse the finished animated film as an artifact and as an outcome 
of a process that involves more than individual animators.  
The 3D CG animation process is a collaborative one. Animators do not work in 
isolation and their creative works are heavily influenced by and even shaped by 
technical directors, 3D sculptors, riggers and a vast array of people that each 
contribute to a single frame of the finished film that is presented to an audience. For 
example, the director’s annotations via “draw overs” often change the way the 
principles of animation are applied, and, as the analysis of Hotel Transylvania in this 
thesis shows, the finished frame seen by the audience is also the result of a post 
production process involving complex layering and blending of multiple frames. 
Additionally, while visiting the Disney Studio in LA and speaking to animators, it 
became apparent that the character shape was often manipulated during deformation 
cleanup, after the character animator had finished posing and animating the 
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performance. These processes all impact on the finished work, as revealed in the 
findings. 
In response to these limitations, and because critique is a core part of animation 
practice, it was determined that a better approach to capturing valid research data 
was to analyse video recordings of professional animators as they analyse and 
critique the creative practice of other animators. Housley and Fitzgerald suggest 
turning to practioners’ analyses to provide material for improving professional 
practice: 
..analysis and reflection may be facilitated by a method that, as it’s 
central concern, documents and describes members’ practices in 
situ. The analysis of practice, …provides a corpus of material that 
can be used to develop strategies that can ameliorate professional 
practice as talk-in-interaction. (Housley and Fitzgerald 2000, 18) 
For this research, analysis of animator critiques was carried out through close 
observation of professional animators providing feedback to others in a bank of 
publicly available online critique sessions associated with the “11 Second Club”, 
which is a monthly character animation competition in which professional and 
amateur animators provide a visual response to an 11-second sound clip. Each 
month, the winner of the competition receives a video recorded critique (eCritique®) 
by a leading animator with extensive industry experience in animated feature film or 
game production. The eCritique® is typically a 20-minute video in which the 
professional animator provides visual and verbal feedback for the competition 
winner. This typically incorporates frame-by-frame analysis of the character 
postures, gestures, motion and visual composition through the method of drawing 
over the top of the imagery while verbally describing how and why improvements 
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could be made to aspects of the character motion, as well as commenting on what is 
well executed by the artist. This proved to be a rich and broad source of data for this 
study, as the eCritique® sessions were conducted by animators from a range of 
leading animation studios, such as Disney, Blue Sky, Dreamworks and Sony 
Imageworks to name just a few.20 
Close observation of the eCritique® sessions complimented my own approach, 
which involved the direct analysis of animated film through the annotation method 
described above, by providing examples of how contemporary practitioners are using 
digital annotation to communicate ideas to their peers along with updated 
terminology and reinterpretations of traditional animation theory relevant to the 3D 
CG medium and the specific context of the sequence under analysis. 
                                                
20 The eCritique® sessions used in this research project were sponsored by Animation Mentor 
(an online animation school based in Emeryville, CA) for the 11 Second Club. Animation Mentor 
explain that this process provides animators with valuable insight, feedback and suggestions on ways 
to improve their animation skills. The critique is carried out by a professional animator and 
contributing animators must agree to the terms and conditions of the 11 Second Club. By entering the 
competition, the contributing animator acknowledges that their works are made publicly available for 
commenting by the public and they waive any privacy expectations they may have connected to their 
submission. 
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Chapter 4 The Disney Aesthetic 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Tangled is Disney Animation Studio’s 50th animated feature film and the studio’s 
first fairy tale musical to be created using 3D CG animation. The film was originally 
directed by animator Glen Keane before Nathan Greno and Byron Howard took over; 
naturally, this resulted in the film being heavily influenced by Keane’s traditional 2D 
animation background.21 As a Disney animator since 1974, Glen Keane was trained 
by animators Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston, the progenitors of the fundamental 
principles of animation (as documented in their text, The Illusion of Life: Disney 
Animation, 1995). At first, Keane wanted the film to be produced through a 
traditional 2D animation process, but Disney studio executives David Stainton and 
Dick Cook would only approve the film if it was to be created in the 3D CG medium. 
In response, Keane called a meeting of Disney’s 2D and 3D animators to discuss the 
pros and cons of the two mediums. From this meeting, he decided that a 3D CG 
animation would be produced, but in such a way as to extend the traditional 2D 
Disney aesthetic (Sito 2006, 332); that is, in a style of naturalistic animation that 
conforms to the 12 principles of animation described by Thomas and Johnston in The 
Illusion of Life: Disney Animation (1995). This deliberate effort to extend the Disney 
aesthetic to the CG medium makes Tangled ideally suited to close analysis. As this 
chapter demonstrates, Keane’s knowledge of traditional animation and his 
                                                
21 Glen Keane’s health prevented him from continuing as director. However, he continued to 
be involved with production as executive producer and an animating director. 
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willingness to work in the 3D CG medium with technicians and CG-trained 
animators, such as John Kahrs and Clay Kaytis (amongst many others), has enabled 
the application of traditional principles to the 3D CG medium. By focusing on non-
formulaic, performance-centred animation, Tangled demonstrates a sophisticated use 
of the traditional animation principles to successfully convey the inner thoughts and 
emotions of the characters in a recognisably Disney style. 
 
4.2 Shape Language 
One of the challenges to creating 3D CG animation on a computer is the need to 
actively prevent the imagery from appearing inorganic and ridged. According to 
Kurtti (2010, 37) to create a more organic feel in Tangled, artists adopted a “shape 
language” that reduces the use of parallel lines by “wedging” straight shapes against 
curves. The term “shape language” is derived from traditional animation and refers 
to a design philosophy that “unifies the film by using the same visual vernacular and 
guiding design principles throughout every scene and setting” (Kurtti 2010, 35). 
Pinocchio, for example, avoids the use of right angles and straight lines together with 
a compacting of shapes. Cinderella, on the other hand, achieves a comfortable and 
intimate world through the use of flowing lines arranged in rhythms that create 
graceful and appealing compositions (Kurtti 2010, 35). In Tangled, the overall art 
direction, including the character motions, gestures and expressions, reinforce the 
influence of shape language as a unifying concept. 
The art direction in Tangled was inspired from previous Disney films, such as 
Pinocchio (Ferguson et al. 1940) and Cinderella (Geronimi & Jackson & Luske 
1950), along with the Rococo-style art of French painter Jean-Honoré Fragonard 
(1732–1806). Fragonard’s The Swing (1767), shown below (Figure 37), provided 
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early inspiration for the art style; as the film’s art director, Dave Goetz, explains, 
“[the] undulating forms, decorative colour, rich details, and period fantasy subject 
matter, would lend itself well to a romantic comedy” (Smith 2010, 118). 
 
 
Figure 37: “The Swing” (Jean-Honoré Fragonard 1767). 
 
The rounded shapes found in Cinderella were used to inspire the character design, 
according to the film’s director, Byron Howard, they wanted to capture the 
familiarity that comes from watching a Disney classic character (Smith 2010, 118). 
As the first Disney fairy tale hero to be designed in CG, the artists were careful not to 
make Flynn Rider appear too mechanical. By relaxing his expressions, the design is 
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able to remain angular yet fit within the soft rounded world created for Tangled, thus 
adhering to the signature shape language developed for the film. 
To achieve this extension of the Disney aesthetic in relation to a controllable 
shape language in Tangled, it was necessary to develop new creative processes and 
technologies to enable the film’s animators to manipulate the 3D medium in response 
to traditional animation theories provided by Glen Keane in the form of animation 
“draw-overs”. For example, by using a digital drawing device known as a Wacom 
Cintiq, Keane could critique the CG animator’s work by drawing on top of their 
animation on the computer. Keane’s “draw-overs” and animation notes enabled the 
character animators to refine their CG animation to create an organic feel that 
resonated with the guiding shape language and traditional Disney aesthetic. This high 
level of art direction extended to the control of all aspects of the character, including 
Rapunzel’s hair, which, as animator Jesus Canal notes, is an important part of the 
story and character action. The technical team developed a system that combined rig-
based key frame animation with hair simulation (Simmons 2011) and, thus, enabled 
the character animators to control the motion, poses and silhouettes of the hair in 
response to Keane’s “draw-overs” (Smith 2010, 118). 
 
4.3 Cartoon Patterns 
As discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, adherence to the principles of animation can 
result in formulaic animation that relies upon specific movement patterns (Bishko 
2007, 24). Tangled demonstrates this through the repetitive use of typical cartoon 
actions, such as the classic “cartoon take”. Richard Williams (2009, 285) describes a 
“cartoon take” as an anticipation of an accent, which then settles. His simplified 
example below (Figure 38) demonstrates the concept: 
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Figure 38: Cartoon pattern of a cartoon “take” (Williams 2009, 285). 
 
In Williams’s example, the character clearly moves downwards (anticipation) before 
moving up into an accent and then settling into repose. An example of this pattern of 
movement can be seen in Tangled, when the palace guard turns around to find that 
the crown he was guarding has just been taken by Flynn Rider. 
 
Figure 39: Cartoon take: start (Tangled 2010). 
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Figure 40: Cartoon take: anticipation (Tangled 2010). 
 
 
Figure 41: Cartoon take: accent (Tangled 2010). 
 
 
Figure 42: Cartoon take: settle (Tangled 2010). 
 
The first image (Figure 39) shows the character at rest before being startled, the 
second image (Figure 40) shows him anticipate turning around by moving in a 
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downward motion with some subtle squashing of the head. This is followed by a 
sharp movement upward (Figure 41) combined with some stretching of the head: the 
“accent”. Finally, having now completed the action of turning around, he settles into 
the final resting position (Figure 42). As this sequence demonstrates, Tangled does 
feature typical cartoon patterns of movement even if their application is very subtle. 
The use of movement patterns derived from 2D animation serves to create a similar 
style of motion in the 3D medium. Despite this, however, for the most part, the 
characters in Tangled appear to be authentic as opposed to clichéd, formulaic 
animation. The character motion is often very subdued, with actions that are relevant 
to the context of the story and the character’s intent. According to Bishko (2007, 25) 
characterisation is authentic when there is “congruence between a character’s intent 
and its resulting action”. An example of authenticity in Tangled can be found in how 
Rapunzel reacts to seeing the floating lanterns in the lantern scene. 
The lantern scene begins with Rapunzel and Flynn in a boat placing flowers in 
the water. Rapunzel’s reaction to seeing the lights is important to maintaining the 
authenticity of her character, as this moment not only resolves her life-long dream of 
seeing the lights, but also shows a transition to her new dream—being with Flynn. 
When Rapunzel is apprehensive about seeing the lights rise into the sky, she asks 
Flynn what she is to do if they turn out to be everything she dreamed they would be. 
Flynn responds by telling her she will get to find a new dream. The scene is pivotal 
to consolidating who Rapunzel was before meeting Flynn and who she will become 
in the later part of the film. 
In this subtle yet pivotal moment, we see Rapunzel’s thought process as her 
focus shifts from the lights to Flynn and their possible future together. As she leans 
forward and looks into the water, she sees the reflection of a single lantern floating 
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up into the night sky. She looks up at the sky, holding her pose for approximately 40 
frames before the film cuts to a point of view shot revealing the single lantern 
floating in the sky. An impulsive movement follows this short pause as she pushes 
herself up and scrambles towards the front of the boat for a better view of the 
floating lantern. There is a noticeable lack of cartoon motion, such as squash and 
stretch, as Rapunzel propels herself towards the front of the boat. Without taking her 
eyes off the floating lantern she almost falls onto the figurehead and, as she clings to 
it, nothing else has her attention. In contrast to her frantic scurry towards the bow, 
she is now almost motionless, moving only to counter the motion of the boat floating 
in the water. She holds this position for approximately 60 frames, only moving to 
adjust the grip of her left hand and to move her head closer to the scrolled figurehead 
and from one side of the figurehead to the other, in 20 frames. Rapunzel holds almost 
perfectly still for another 20 frames before the shot cuts to another point of view 
shot. We see the single lantern has drifted further into the sky while a large quantity 
of lanterns slowly floats up above the castle wall. Cutting back and forth between a 
close up of Rapunzel and the floating lanterns, we see that Rapunzel is holding the 
same pose as the night sky fills with lights. 
Rapunzel slowly blinks, relaxes her shoulders and brings her head down to rest 
on the ship’s figurehead. This pose and facial expression (Figure 44) is a reference to 
an earlier shot in the film (Figure 43) in which Rapunzel is a young child looking at 
the lanterns from her tower window. 
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Figure 43: Young Rapunzel looking at the floating lanterns (Tangled 2010). 
 
 
Figure 44: Older Rapunzel looking at the floating lanterns (Tangled 2010). 
 
This moment indicates that the floating lanterns have been a childhood comfort for 
Rapunzel in the way a child may find security in a cherished blanket or toy. She 
holds that position for as many as 35 frames before it cuts to a shot of her pet lizard, 
Pascal. Returning again to a mid-shot of Rapunzel, we see she is gazing up at the 
lanterns in the same held pose. She holds this pose for approximately 60 frames with 
nothing more than some subtle eye movement and blinks. The eyes and her blinking 
show her inner thought process as she realises that she is still there with Flynn. She 
drops her right arm down and we see her expression change. Leading the action with 
her eyes, she turns to look at Flynn, who has prepared two lanterns for them to 
release into the night sky. At this point, Rapunzel’s movement changes from slow 
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and deeply thoughtful to an almost childlike excitement as she hurries to sit down 
with Flynn. 
The subdued motion, held poses and lack of cartoon style is significant in this 
scene as it reveals that cartoon patterns of movement have not been used. Rather, the 
animators have focused on creating motion that is authentic and, therefore, 
believable. The action is appropriate for this character at this moment as the lanterns 
have a deep emotional meaning for Rapunzel: they have been her link to the outside 
world while locked in a tower for 18 years. There is also a familiarity in the 
performance because we have seen her gaze at the lights as a child. Had the animator 
chosen to have Rapunzel jump around with excitement as if she were at a fireworks 
display that had no emotional connection to her, it would have resulted in a character 
action that was not authentic and, therefore, not believable. According to Bishko’s 
(2007, 25) criteria for authenticity in character animation, an action, such as the one 
just given, would not be authentic because there would be incongruence between the 
character’s intent and its resulting action. 
 
4.4 Pose Design 
Held poses typically are a problem in the 3D CG medium because, as Lasseter (2001, 
46) explains, the combination of the realistic look and smooth motion causes the 
motion to “die” when the character enters a held pose. However, Tangled contains 
many strong story-telling poses that are often held completely still for several 
frames. The technique is known as a “hold” and is common practice in 2D animation 
because it allows the audience time to absorb the attitude of a strong pose (Thomas 
& Johnston 1995, 61) and as Williams (2009, 368) explains “very often a hold is the 
strongest statement we can make”. Holds are, therefore, a technique typical of 2D 
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animation where an animator may slow a character into a pose and hold that pose for 
several frames. In Tangled, there are moments when characters are completely 
motionless, in the lantern scene, for example, Rapunzel holds a static pose for almost 
2 seconds. The held poses in Tangled, therefore, conflict with the common practice 
of 3D CG animation. 
Other examples can be found throughout Tangled, including an early shot 
(Figure 45) that introduces Flynn Rider on top of the palace roof.  
 
Figure 45: Flynn Rider in a static or held pose on palace roof (Tangled, 2010). 
 
This is the first time we see a clear shot of Flynn after he has made his way across 
the rooftops, the use of a hold gives the audience a chance to absorb the attitude of 
his pose. In this shot, Flynn holds for approximately 30 frames, yet remains plausibly 
alive despite the absence of motion. In fact, there are multiple moments in which 
Flynn is completely still in this sequence. The shot below (Figure 46) shows Flynn 
Rider in a close-up with two fellow thieves behind him. Even though we have a close 
up of Flynn’s face, the animator still holds his pose for as many as 20 frames. 
This scene is also of note because the absence of motion by Flynn redirects our 
attention to the background characters. The animator then shifts our attention back to 
Flynn Rider as he again moves while the two characters in the background move 
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only slightly. Then the flicking motion of Flynn’s (gesturing) right hand again sends 
our attention to the background characters as Flynn settles into a held pose for 
another 20 frames (Figure 47). In this way, the held pose functions as a way of 
influencing where our attention is focused. 
 
Figure 46: Pose 1: Flynn holds pose for 20 frames (Tangled 2010). 
 
 
Figure 47: Pose 2: Flynn repositions and holds for 20 frames (Tangled 2010). 
  
Tangled, therefore, successfully uses holds to enable the audience time to absorb a 
character pose and to influence the audience’s attention. However, this redirection 
does little to explain why the characters remain plausibly alive despite the absence of 
motion. There are several concepts that support the use of holds in Tangled. This 
includes a concept known in 2D animation as a “moving hold” and other concepts 
adapted from life drawing and figurative sculpture called “rhythm, tilt and twist”. 
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According to Thomas and Johnston (1995, 61), Disney animators realised that 
when a drawing was held for too long, “the flow of action was broken, the illusion of 
dimension was lost and the drawing began to look flat”. To address this problem, 
animators would use what is known as the “moving hold”. The concept of a moving 
hold is relatively simple to grasp. Thomas and Johnston (1995, 62), explain a moving 
hold as simply two drawings that maintain all the elements of the pose, with one 
being more extreme than the other. Williams (2009, 368) adds that it is important 
that not everything comes to stop at once and that it can be helpful to have the 
character blink as they stop. 
Moving holds are not the only hold used in Tangled. As already identified, 
there are times when the hold is literally a held pose, absent of any motion. Recalling 
a conversation with Frank Thomas, Beiman (2010, 36) calls this kind of hold a “pure 
hold” and uses the analogy of punctuation to explain the difference between a 
“moving hold” and a “pure hold”. She explains that moving holds work like a 
comma in a sentence while pure holds act as a full stop: 
Imagine. If. Every. Sentence. Was. Like. This. It’s far better, really, to 
vary our punctuation. (Beiman 2010, 36) 
In Tangled, the “punctuation” is varied, as Thomas suggests. At times, the animators 
make use of a moving hold and, when appropriate, a pure hold. When pure holds are 
used, it is the pose design that maintains the illusion of life. 
Tangled shows us that a well-posed character can communicate story, attitude 
and emotion even without movement. This indicates that pose design is an extremely 
important element of character animation. Early Disney animator, Ham Luske, 
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believed that animation was only as good as the poses, and that timing, overlapping 
action and follow-through were not enough to create good animation (Larson 2013). 
According to the animators who worked on the film, Glen Keane placed 
importance on character poses over motion and would continually push the 
animators to loosen up the pose by incorporating rhythm, tilt and twist in the pose 
design (Kaytis 2012). As elements of pose design, rhythm, tilt and twist work 
together to create appealing story-telling poses that help support the illusion of life. 
In Tangled, the characters often appear in a contorted yet graceful pose, with 
the lower limbs facing in an opposite direction to the torso. The promotional image 
below (Figure 48) illustrates an exaggeration of tilt and twist applied to the 
characters. The use of tilt and twist are relatively obvious throughout the character 
pose. The head, shoulders and hips are tilted on a single plane to create a pose based 
on the principles of contrapposto. The contrapposto pose creates asymmetry and the 
illusion of weight distributed through the body. Twist is used to create appealing 
poses that convey a sense depth in the composition of the image and a life-like 
movement quality in the figure. Twist in these poses is a simplified approach to the 
concept of figura serpentinata. This is a term used to describe a serpentine twisting 
of the figure around a central axis (National Gallery 2013). 
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Figure 48: Rhythm, tilt and twist of the figures (Tangled 2010). 
 
Rhythm is a more abstract concept than tilt and twist and is more difficult to identify 
throughout the film. There are a variety of approaches to explaining the concept of 
rhythm in pose design. According to Loomis (1943, 137), rhythm is a “flow of 
continuous line resulting in a sense of unity and grace”. He goes on to describe the 
feeling of rhythm as a “follow-through” of various contours of the body. Lines 
flowing along a contour of the body follow through the solid form and are “picked 
up” by another contour. Mattesi (2006, 23) has a more functional explanation, 
describing rhythm as a seamless interplay of forces in the body that helps it stay 
balanced, or creates equilibrium. Rhythm is created when the attitude or direction of 
one line or force applies itself towards the next. 
The image below (Figure 49) shows the subtle application of rhythm, tilt and 
twist applied to Rapunzel to create an appealing pose. In this image, the green lines 
indicate tilt applied to the hips, shoulders and eyes. The head is tilted up and to the 
side to counter the shoulders. The yellow line indicates the outside of the neck is in 
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alignment to the inside of the weight bearing foot, giving a sense of balance. The red 
S-shaped line gives an example of rhythm as the contour from the hip is “picked up” 
by the torso. The shoulders and hips are also twisted; the shoulders are facing 
towards the camera and the hips point towards screen right. The lower limbs are 
offset creating depth and a more natural looking life-like pose. 
 
Figure 49: Example of rhythm, tilt and twist (Tangled 2010). 
  
Rhythm, tilt and twist work together throughout Tangled to reduce what would 
otherwise be a stiff appearance of CG animation, thus conveying a more organic 
feeling, closer to that of a life drawing. Tangled shows that characters can hold poses 
just as they do in the 2D medium so long as the pose is created with an 
understanding of how to keep it looking dynamic while directing the audience’s 
attention in a meaningful way. 
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4.5 Variation on Movement Style 
In addition to sophisticated pose design, there is also a diverse range of motion 
present throughout the film. At times—for example in the lantern scene discussed 
earlier—the characters move with very subdued actions and minimal cartoon-style 
motion. At other times, there are moments of contrast, with very broad character 
action that features a lot of squash, stretch, smears and timing typical of a more 
stylised cartoon approach. For example, in the scene where Rapunzel and Flynn visit 
the Snuggly Duckling, the characters tend to “pop” from pose to pose, with a lot of 
stretch applied to the transitional frames between each pose. 
 
Figure 50: Round head while at rest (Tangled 2010). 
 
 
Figure 51: Head stretched out of shape (Tangled 2010). 
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In the first image (Figure 50), the character’s head remains rounded in its natural 
state before stretching in the direction of travel as the character quickly moves his 
head, as shown in the next image (Figure 51). Another example appears in the 
struggle between Flynn and the horse, Maximus. In this scene, Flynn is trying to 
escape from Maximus with the crown he has stolen. Maximus tries to retrieve the 
crown before Flynn and they wrestle their way forward. 
 
Figure 52: Stretch (Tangled 2010). 
 
 
Figure 53: Squash (Tangled 2010). 
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Figure 54: Normal shape (Tangled 2010). 
 
Note in the first image from this sequence above (Figure 52) that the body is 
stretched out to emphasise the direction of travel and forces acting on the body. As 
he hits the ground (Figure 53), the body is squashed to illustrate and accentuate the 
impact with the ground before quickly returning to its natural state, as shown in the 
final image (Figure 54). Broad cartoon motion has been used throughout Tangled to 
produce moments of comic relief, such as that shown above. By contrast, emotional 
moments are handled with a more subdued motion and subtle character action. This 
indicates that movement style can change throughout an animated film so long as it 
reflects the intent of the animated actors; that is, a character’s emotion and the 
narrative context of the scene. 
 
4.6 Unity of the Face 
The eyes are another important communication device used throughout Tangled. The 
eye shape, pupil motion, blinking and the eyebrows work together to communicate 
character emotion, thought process and subtext. Saccadic motion (eye darts), in 
particular, sustains the illusion of a living being and illustrates internal thought 
processes. For example, Flynn Rider’s death scene illustrates the animation of 
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Rapunzel’s eyes as integral to portraying the emotion of the performance. After 
Gothel stabs and mortally wounds Flynn Rider, Rapunzel pleads with her to let her 
heal him. Bound in chains, Rapunzel looks up at Gothel and promises to go with 
Gothel if she allows her to heal Flynn. While making the promise, Rapunzel does not 
blink and there is very little saccadic motion in her eyes (Figure 55). There is some 
subtle micro flexing of the lower eyelids and tightening of the eyebrows. The 
absence of blink and eye movements in this case punctuate the promise that 
Rapunzel is making. 
Rapunzel’s eyes behave differently when Gothel falls from the window to her 
death. She holds her eyes wide open (Figure 56) and, in a series of six eye darts, her 
eyes make their way over to look towards Flynn. The eye darts vary in speed and 
distance and her eyes begin to slowly relax as her attention shifts to Flynn. 
This is a classic example of showing the change in thought process for 
Rapunzel. Gothel raised her and the shock of seeing her “mother” falling to her death 
has an emotional impact. As an audience, we see Rapunzel pause and then come to 
terms with what has happened as she then returns her attention to Flynn Rider, who 
is now dying. The eye darts and shape of the eyes communicate all of this to the 
audience in as few as 100 frames before she turns her head towards Flynn. The 
moment after Flynn dies sees the eye movement working together with the eye shape 
and eyebrows to further enhance the organic appearance of the face, which promotes 
the emotional connection between the character and the audience. 
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Figure 55: Rapunzel pleads with Gothel (Tangled 2010). 
 
 
Figure 56: Rapunzel pauses to think (Tangled 2010). 
 
 
Figure 57: Facial expression of Rapunzel (Tangled 2010). 
 
At this moment (Figure 57), the eyes are a completely different shape to how they 
appear throughout most of the film. They are now half-closed and taper off towards 
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the edges. There is little to no saccadic eye movement in this moment and, for what 
is there, it is hard to pick up through the smaller eye opening as Rapunzel begins to 
cry. She blinks slowly, taking as many as 5 frames to close her eyes, which remain 
almost shut, opening only slightly before blinking again. There is a subtle flex of the 
orbicularis oculi (the muscle surrounding the eye), which does not affect the eyebrow 
but shows a tightening of the area between the upper eyelid and the eyebrow. This is 
then extended to the entire eyebrow as the movement radiates out to include the 
lower eyelid and upper cheek. The micro gestures in moments like this are so 
effective in Tangled that the audience is able to forget that Rapunzel is a digital 
puppet and believe that she cares deeply for Flynn. This is significant as it shows that 
3D CG animation can adapt to and even extend traditional animation theories of 
facial animation to create an empathetic bond with the characters. 
 
4.7 Conclusion 
This analysis has shown that the traditional principles of animation have been 
applied in the film Tangled, and the result is fluent and organic CG animation that 
successfully extends the traditional Disney aesthetic into the 3D CG medium. In 
Tangled, a focus on strong story-telling, poses and a reduction of gestures results in 
subdued motion that prevents characters from being “over animated”; that is, having 
movement for movement’s sake. The concept of rhythm within a pose results in all 
body parts working together to express the essence of motion and support the use of 
longer holds without causing a breakdown in the illusion of life. When the film calls 
for action or comedy, there are notably different movement qualities in the character 
action. Tangled blends subdued character action and realistic motion with moments 
of broad cartoon motion. In particular, there is a strong presence of squash and 
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stretch and cartoon patterns of motion and timing. The motion in Tangled, therefore, 
reflects the emotional context of the scene helping to progress the story in an 
engaging manner. 
The weight and physicality of the characters is portrayed through a 
sophisticated use of timing and spacing with the moments of physical interaction 
between characters and objects appearing to plausibly influence each other through 
various forces acting on the body. Moments of subdued character action allow for 
nuances in the character motion; in particular, the characters’ eyes are critical to 
conveying their inner thoughts and emotions to the audience. Tangled has applied the 
traditional principles of animation to the 3D CG medium with a degree of 
sophistication that often makes them difficult to identify; however, close analysis 
reveals that they are present. 
Focusing on the character motion in Tangled provides further insight into the 
challenges confronting the creation of believable animation in the 3D CG medium. 
In particular, it is significantly important to emphasise strong and dynamic poses that 
retain a sense of life and vitality, even when not in motion. Indeed, this very practice 
has enabled Tangled to challenge the commonly held belief in 3D animation that 
everything must always be in motion. This analysis has also shown the significance 
of choosing the correct style of motion to retain authenticity. This chapter resolves 
questions about the suitability of the traditional principles of animation for the 3D 
CG medium as it demonstrates that the fundamental principles of Disney-style 
animation have successfully permeated the 3D CG medium and the effects are a 
positive extension of the Disney aesthetic. Further reinterpretation and expansion of 
the principles is, therefore, warranted through an investigation into how the 
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principles have possibly changed to accommodate or enable a growing range of 
animation styles in the 3D CG medium. 
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5 
   
Chapter 5 Limited Motion Style 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The analysis of Tangled in Chapter 4 establishes that Walt Disney Animation 
successfully extended the traditional Disney animation aesthetic into the 3D medium 
and that the debate for the suitability of the 12 principles of animation developed by 
the Disney studios in the 1930s is now resolved in the affirmative. However, the 
increasing range of styles being developed for the 3D CG medium, beyond the 
classical Disney-style, means that further research is needed to gain a better 
understanding of how the principles have persisted or changed to enable the illusion 
of life in alternative motion styles, such as the new ‘8-bit’-inspired style of motion in 
Wreck-it Ralph. 
Soon after Tangled was released, Disney studio animators, who had been 
trained in the Disney style, were tasked with developing a “limited style”22 of motion 
for Wreck-it Ralph, which referenced the aesthetic style of 1980s video games and 
their distinctive visual characteristics. Chief creative officer of Pixar and Walt 
Disney Animation Studios, John Lasseter, explains that it “celebrates the sights, 
sounds and physics of those classic arcade games everyone loves, like Donkey Kong, 
Dig Dug, and Pac-Man”. These early games, which were constrained by the 8-bit 
microprocessor power of early game consoles (such as the Nintendo Entertainment 
                                                
22 Limited motion has a range of approaches but generally refers to animation that relies on 
non-deforming shapes, isolated motion on body parts and even static poses sliding across 
backgrounds. 
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System (NES) and Sega Master System), were comprised of 8-bit graphics.23 Each 
frame was created from raster graphics—a dot matrix of pixels plotted on a grid and 
displayed at such low resolution that each pixel is visible to the human eye as a small 
square of colour. Adapting a movement style from 8-bit raster graphics to a 3D 
computer graphics medium naturally challenged the 12 principles of animation, as 
animators were tasked with achieving appealing and believable character 
performances through a very limited movement vocabulary. 
In adapting these visual characteristics to Wreck-it Ralph, the Disney artists 
were confronted with the challenge of devising a way to create a style using 
advanced 3D graphics that would reflect the aesthetics brought about by the 
technological limitations of early 80s video games. In this chapter, the formal and 
stylistic aspects of Wreck-it Ralph’s unique character motion is examined to establish 
how Disney animators innovated a new approach to creating stylised character 
motion that is instantly familiar to those who played early computer games. 
 
5.2 Shape Language and Pose Design 
Wreck-it Ralph features several game worlds, including an 8-bit sprite-based world 
of Fix-it Felix Jr., a 3D first-person shooter for Hero’s Duty and a 3D cart racing 
game for Candy Crush. Each adheres to different shape language, which supports the 
theme of the game. As explained in Chapter 4, shape language refers to set of design 
principles that “unif[y] the film by using the same visual vernacular … throughout 
every scene and setting” (Kurtti 2010, 35). As was evident in the analysis of 
                                                
23 Compared with a modern computer that incorporates 64-bit systems, the 8-bit model has 
limited memory available for processing data. This hardware limitation meant that early game 
animators had to work with a very limited number of frames, which were slowly rendered. Indeed, 
movement would often be indicated by as few as two images. 
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Tangled, shape language is an important aspect of animated film form because it 
informs both the environment and character design. Fix-it Felix Jr. uses a square-
shaped language to reflect the “squareness” of the 8-bit pixel art in early video 
games. Hero’s Duty applies the triangulation of the polygonal environments of first-
person shooters and, in the world of the cart racer, Sugar Rush adopts the flowing 
lines and roundness of traditional animated Disney films, such as Alice in 
Wonderland (Geronimi, Jackson & Luske 1951) and Pinocchio. The images below 
(Figures 58-60) show three differing shape languages from the game worlds in 
Wreck-it Ralph: 
  
Figure 58: Square shape language of Fix-it Felix Jr. (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
  
Figure 59: Triangle shape language of Hero’s Duty (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
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Figure 60: Round shape language of Sugar Rush (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
Shape language is also important because it dictates the way in which the animator 
poses the characters. In the world of Fix-it Felix Jr., for example, where the 
squareness of 8-bit pixel art defines the square language, the pose design regularly 
features square-like character designs, with straight lines and corners. The image 
below (Figure 61) depicts one of the characters from Fix-it Felix Jr., Gene, after 
being shocked to find Ralph at the door. Of note in this pose is the “squareness” of 
Gene’s shape from the positioning of his limbs. While the character design itself is 
rounded, it is the posture that is used to retain the square shape language used 
throughout the environment. 
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Figure 61: Pose design informed by square shape language (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
Square shape language is not limited to broad actions and full-body poses. The image 
below (Figure 62) shows Gene in a dialogue scene. Not only does the positioning of 
the limbs reflect the square design philosophy, but the negative space formed 
between the hands does so as well. 
  
Figure 62: Shape language perpetuated in the pose (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
It is also important to note that there is a strong sense of symmetry in the character’s 
gestures. This is commonly referred to as “twinning” and is typically avoided unless 
the animator is trying to emphasise a gesture (Thomas & Johnston 1995, 67). As 
Lasseter explains: “the Nicelanders walk in right angles and move their arms in 
unison and symmetrically - or twinned poses, as we call it in animation” (Lasseter in 
Lee 2012, 6). In this instance, symmetry is used to underscore the uniformity of the 
pose, causing the motion to appear somewhat robotic, as occurs in 8-bit computer 
games. Twinning, therefore, supports, and emphasises the square shape language to 
create an 8-bit computer game aesthetic. 
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5.3 Motion from Pose to Pose 
Character animation typically involves carefully controlling the transition of the 
character from one pose to the next to create the seamless illusion of life. However, 
the challenge of creating the 8-bit game aesthetic arises from the fact that when 
viewed at full speed, there is a tendency for the motion of the 8-bit characters to 
appear as though they simply pop from one pose to another over a single frame. 
Close inspection of the major changes in pose in Wreck-it Ralph reveals that the 
change is more complex. There is a tendency for the posing to feature a strong 
contrast in the line of action. As established by Preston Blair, one of the earliest 
animators to publish on animation theory and practice, the line of action is “an 
imaginary line extending thru  the main action of the figure” (Blair 1940, 5). It 
represents the main force of the character pose and provides direction to all of the 
elements of the pose. A considered approach to the line of action provides clarity for 
a pose as the character action is staged to create a more appealing visual design that 
is easily read by the audience. On the other hand, by accentuating the line of action 
the animator can strengthen the dramatic effect of the character pose. 
The two images below (Figure 63) show Gene in two consecutive poses that 
feature a contrasting line of action—this is to say, the imaginary line extending 
through the figure has changed significantly. Here, an exaggerated line of action 
improves the sense of force, attitude or movement in a single pose. 
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Figure 63: Contrasting lines of action (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
This demonstrates that as few as two consecutive images can suggest movement has 
occurred when the two poses feature a significant change in the line of action. For 
this particular style of motion, change in the line of action occurs over only a few 
frames, causing the characters to appear as though they “pop” from pose to pose as 
they do in 8-bit graphics. 
While there is some variation, a typical transition from one held pose to 
another tends to take four frames to convey a small anticipation, a large change in 
position and then a small ease-in to the next held pose. The sequence below (Figure 
64-67), animated by the film’s animation supervisor, Doug Bennett, demonstrates 
this approach: 
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Figure 64: Starting pose (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
 
Figure 65: Small anticipation (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
  
Figure 66: Large change in position (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
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Figure 67: Hold in new pose (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
Believable character animation is not entirely formulaic, so this strategy necessarily 
varies depending on the dramatic context of the scene. According to Doug Bennett, 
although the style looks consistent, closer analysis reveals that each animator has a 
different solution for achieving a staccato effect (sharp and separated—not flowing) 
and, as a result, there is no singular approach (Vasquez & Arroy 2014). The above 
sequence, however, does offer insight into the general approach to creating major 
changes in the positioning of the character over time as a form of anticipation and 
action. As explained in Chapter 2, anticipation is known as a fundamental principle 
of animation and typically involves a small movement that precedes the main action 
(Thomas & Johnston 1995, 52). The first frame shown above is the last of a hold, by 
which I the character has been motionless for a few frames. This then gives way to a 
small movement, shown in the second image above, in anticipation of a large change 
that is about to occur. While in other instances anticipation may be built through an 
isolated movement, such as the eyes or hand moving before the major change occurs, 
in this case, it is through a small movement of the right hand. This movement is a 
very small change in position in the opposite direction and creates a grid-like 
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movement. The hand moves across to one side and then up in a straight line, which 
reinforces the square shape language in the character motion. 
The main movement is seen in the third image shown above where there is a 
major change in the position of the limbs. The positioning of the character in this 
frame is very similar to the final pose. By easing into this position in this way, the 
movement appears to favour the new pose, which provides a visually interesting 
texture to the movement. Favouring the resting position so strongly limits the 
appearance of arcs in the motion. Although the absence of arcs contradicts common 
practice for creating naturalistic animation, here it helps to perpetuate the shape 
language and convey the illusion of the character moving in straight lines and square 
trajectories. 
In between extremes of motion in any sequence, animators typically include an 
important frame, which is referred to as a “breakdown” or “passing position”. A 
midpoint of the action, the breakdown image shows how the object gets from one 
extreme to another, which makes it important to controlling the shape of the object’s 
trajectory. Animator Richard Williams demonstrates this concept (Figure 68) with a 
simple pendulum: 
 
Figure 68: Extremes and breakdowns (Williams 2009, 49). 
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As the image above shows, the positioning of the object in the middle frame changes 
the shape of the object’s trajectory. To achieve a natural sweeping arc of the 
pendulum, the middle frame needs to be positioned lower than the two extremes. 
Failure to do so results in motion appearing to travel in a straight line between the 
two extremes. 
Unlike Williams’s example, which places the breakdown position in the 
middle, the breakdown position in Wreck-it Ralph is located very close to the final 
pose. With so few frames occurring in between the extremes, the illusion of arcing 
motion is muted while the illusion of weight is maintained as the objects ease in to 
repose. This approach reinforces the square shape language by causing objects to 
appear as though they travel in a straight line while retaining a sense of character 
physicality. 
There are also sequences in the film in which additional care has been taken to 
ensure the characters’ movements are grid-like. For example, the images below 
(Figures 69-71) show three frames taken from an action that occurs over 
approximately ten frames. Shown in this sequence are three extreme positions: the 
middle position is used to control the shape of the transition from the first extreme to 
the final extreme. Movement between these positions loosely adheres to the approach 
discussed in the previous sequence. That is, there is a small anticipation followed by 
a major change and an ease in that is positioned very close to the new extreme 
position. 
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Figure 69: First extreme (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
 
Figure 70: Extreme (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
 
Figure 71: Final extreme (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
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However, when played back at full speed, the middle extreme in this particular 
sequence is almost unrecognisable—that is to say, its fleeting display makes it hard 
for the untrained eye to recognise. Nonetheless, it plays an important role in 
sustaining “squareness” in the movement between the poses shown in the first and 
final extreme. Rather than appearing to travel in a diagonal line from one pose to the 
next, the movement appears to travel through a square trajectory. 
 
5.4 Asynchronous Action 
So far, this analysis has focused on broad action and provided a generalised way of 
thinking about the major changes in a character’s pose. Contrary to the principle of 
overlapping action, in Wreck-it Ralph there is a distinct isolation of the various body 
parts with movements occurring one body part at a time. Disney animators Frank 
Thomas and Ollie Johnston (1995, 59) describe overlapping action as the visible 
overlapping in motion that results from various body parts moving at different 
speeds. To create a naturalistic movement in a traditional animation style, the 
animator would typically try to move the various body parts at different times, but 
would do it in such a way as to have the movement of one body part overlap and 
influence the other parts of the body. For example, in the side-by-side images below 
(Figure 72) from Disney’s Tangled, Rapunzel’s shoulders, left hand, head, right hand 
and arm move in an overlapping sequence. 
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Figure 72: Overlapping action (Tangled 2010). 
 
As Rapunzel’s shoulders continue to move in an upward direction, she begins 
moving her left hand towards her body. Then, while still moving her left hand, she 
begins to rotate her head to screen-left before moving her right hand in an outward 
gesture. All of these elements move one after the other, but they overlap to create 
natural-looking motion. 
The 8-bit style of Wreck-it Ralph, in contrast, features little, if any, overlapping 
action in the character motion. Instead, to counter the natural-looking motion, the 
focus is on creating the “idea” of these animation principles. Animation supervisor, 
Doug Bennett, describes the approach as “trying to use different elements and 
different masses to create the idea of overlap and the idea of follow through and 
anticipation” (Vasquez & Arroy 2014). Referencing his shot of Gene hitting the 
ornament from the top of a cake, Bennett expands on this concept by explaining that 
Gene’s body stretches up over one frame and stops, but the head keeps going for one 
frame. Various parts of the characters’ bodies tend to move either in unison or in 
complete isolation from one another. This approach further contributes to the 8-bit 
motion style by enabling follow through while limiting the use of overlapping action 
in the character motion. 
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The example below (Figure 73) similarly shows changes in position in a short 
sequence involving a character turning and walking away. 
 
 
Figure 73: Overlapping action (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
In this sequence, the character Mary, one of the residents in Fix-it Felix Jr., has just 
pushed a large cake into the room and turned her head to look screen left at Ralph. 
As Ralph approaches her and the cake, she quickly turns to scurry out of the way. 
Her movement begins with a small motion downwards as she turns her torso towards 
the camera. The downward motion anticipates the large movement about to occur in 
the next frame, when she pops up into the air and hangs for a moment while turning 
the lower half of her body to also face the camera. The movement of the lower half 
of the body occurs over a number of frames and generally adheres to the movement 
pattern described earlier. The character then drops back down to the ground and 
walks towards the camera and out of the shot. 
Of significance here is that character believability is retained despite the 
isolation of the various body parts. When the character turns her torso, the legs 
remain stationary. Likewise, when she turns her hips to face the same direction as the 
torso, the movement of the lower body has no impact upon the positioning of the 
upper body. This demonstrates the concept of actions being asynchronous as opposed 
to overlapping; that is, the various body parts move one after the other without 
synchronisation or overlap. 
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5.5 Shape Deformation 
In the instance described above, there is also an interesting use of a stretched pose as 
the character returns to the ground. Thomas and Johnston (1995, 47–48) describe the 
principle of squash and stretch as being the most important discovery from early 
research at the Disney studio. Squashing and stretching illustrates movement within 
the shape as it progresses through an action, making characters appear to have a 
sense of weight and physicality—an important aspect of creating the illusion of life. 
However, in the case of the Mary character in the above sequence, the stretching of 
the neck emphasises the appearance of isolated body parts. The head is not dragged 
downward by the character’s body but instead appears to move independently. 
The lack of frames that occur between each pose limits the use of squash and 
stretch in the 8-bit characters. However, it is used at times in Wreck-it Ralph when 
the illusion of weight and physicality of the character is significant to the character 
action. For example, the sequence below (Figure 74) shows Gene defying gravity as 
he remains suspended in mid-air for a short while before returning to the ground with 
considerable impact. 
 
Figure 74: Stretch and squash (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
Stretching the character helps to create the illusion of him being pulled to the ground 
by gravity while the squashing creates the illusion of his body mass compressing as 
he hits the ground. There is a visible change in his body shape as the centre of 
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gravity located around the hips and stomach leads the action back towards the 
ground. Additionally, the limbs appear to drag behind before catching up with the 
centre of mass on the next frame. At the moment of impact there is a subtle 
compression of the head, which supports the illusion that the character has weight as 
the mass of the head follows through and comes to a stop. The use of stretch and 
squash is typical of more naturalistic animation. Its use in this 8-bit style motion 
helps to sustain the illusion of these characters existing in physical space even if it 
adheres to modified laws of physics. In this way, the deformation of character shape 
in a range of character actions, adds further complexity of motion beyond simple 
changes in posture over a single frame. 
Another form of deformation in animated characters is known as a “smear 
frame” or, as Williams (2009, 96) describes it, an “elongated in-between”, which can 
be applied to broad character actions. A smear frame can be used to create an overlap 
in the spacing of an object as it travels a large distance in a very short period of time. 
An elongated in-between, for example, helps to visually connect two positions when 
an object moves more than its own width over a short period of time. In the example 
below (Figure 75), Richard Williams demonstrates what an elongated in-between 
looks like from an animator’s perspective. 
 
Figure 75: An elongated in-between (Williams 2009, 96). 
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In this sequence, the hand has moved more than its own width over three frames. The 
stretched in-between visually connects the two extremes to create a more convincing 
illusion of motion. 
Animation supervisor on Wreck It Ralph, Zach Parrish, supported the use of 
smears in this way. Referring to the motion of Ralph’s head, he explains that “[I]f 
you are moving more than a heads width in one frame, you are going to need a smear 
because you need to visually connect those things across those frames” (Parish 2013) 
An example is provided below (Figure 76): 
 
Figure 76: An elongated in-between (Wreck-it Ralph 2012). 
 
The middle pose clearly shows Gene being unnaturally deformed as the screen left 
side of his face leads the turning motion. Also noteworthy in this case is the way in 
which the leading edge of the face aligns with character’s profile in the final pose. In 
this way, the overall shape made by the body and the face perpetuates the square 
shape language in an otherwise naturally rounded rotational motion. 
The stretched in-between is, therefore, a valid technique in creating an 8-bit 
motion style when it features broad character actions over a very short time span. 
Nonetheless, smear frames are infrequent in Wreck-it Ralph and, as the sequence 
above illustrates, very subtle. The shape language clearly dictates all aspects of the 
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character motion, and this precedence determines how the animators create 
believable character motion that is congruent with the stylised aesthetic of the film. 
 
5.6 Conclusion 
The 8-bit movement style of character motion in Wreck-it Ralph challenges 
commonly implemented movement patterns and traditional animation principles. We 
might, therefore, have assumed that the animators of Wreck-it Ralph had disregarded 
the fundamental principles of animation to create a limited, robotic form of motion 
style in keeping with a square shape and limited movement options of the 8-bit 
graphics in old computer games. While a deliberate effort has been made to ensure 
that the character poses harmonise with the square shape setting and comply with the 
overall shape language, Wreck-it Ralph does not do away with Disney conventions 
completely; indeed, a number of strategies have been applied to adapt and extend 
them. For example, arcs are carefully controlled to create square trajectories through 
the use of strategically positioned breakdown positions, which perpetuate the square 
shape language as the character moves from pose to pose. In addition, strong 
contrasting lines of action create dynamic poses that reinforce the illusion of motion 
within a very limited number of frames. Therefore, although movements occur over a 
short frame-range, they retain a sophisticated use of anticipation, smear frames and 
spacing that favours the final extreme position. Furthermore, asynchronous action 
departs from typical principles of overlapping action but the deformation of the 
character in smear frames helps to visually connect poses that would otherwise be 
spaced too far apart. 
Rather than an absence of animation principles then, Wreck-it Ralph 
demonstrates a sophisticated adaptation of the traditional principles of animation as 
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animators appropriate an old, limited movement vocabulary and reproduce it as a 
new movement style in 3D computer-animated characters. It also shows that arcs and 
contrapposto posing are not always necessary, as long as creative decisions are 
deliberate and well-crafted to reflect the guiding shape language. 
Through this comparative analysis, this chapter has established that the 
principles of animation can be adapted to produce a very limited movement 
vocabulary and motion style in the 3D CG medium. It has shown that such limited 
motion styles can adhere to a guiding shape language, produce well thought out 
appealing character poses and produce very tightly controlled transitions between 
those poses via the use of square motion trajectories. 
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Chapter 6 Exaggerated Cartoon Style 
 
6.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 2, it was established that research and development conducted at the 
Disney studios in the 1930s resulted a naturalistic cartoon style of motion, which 
quickly became the dominant aesthetic of animated feature films. The 12 
fundamental principles of Disney animation were taught to new animators “as if they 
were the rules of the trade” (Thomas & Johnston 1995, 47). Through continued 
research and development, Disney animation eventually reached a point where 
Disney dominated animation with a very naturalistic movement style. As artists 
trained in the Disney processes joined other studios, they re-interpreted the principles 
of animation to create a diverse range of aesthetic styles, and other studios, such as 
Warner Brothers (WB) and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM), began applying the 
principles in vivid displays of broad character action. For example, the animated 
gestures of characters in a Bugs Bunny cartoon are often extremely exaggerated and 
pushed beyond the physical limits expected of a character made of flesh and bone. 
Some animators, such as John Kricfalusi (2008)—the creator of The Ren and Stimpy 
Show—go as far to suggest that WB and MGM developed a style of animation that 
applied the principles better than the Disney animators who discovered them. Other 
studios, such as United Productions America (UPA), took animation in a different 
direction again by focusing on graphic symbolism and a limited movement 
vocabulary. In Japan, manga artist Tezuka Osamu developed a style of animation 
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that was inspired by Disney, yet significantly different in its approach to motion and 
staging. Possibly due to a lack of understanding on how to produce animation, and 
drawing upon his success as a manga artist, Tezuka’s early works combined a more 
cinematic layout with a limited movement vocabulary (Hu 2010, 99). This quickly 
inspired a form of animation so abundant in Japan and so recognisable as a unique 
style that the truncated term Anime was adopted to differentiate it from other forms 
of cel-based animation. 
These early forms of animation clearly had clearly distinctive stylistic qualities 
and such differentiation continues into 3D CG animation, as it has replaced cel-
animation as the dominant form of animated feature film. Broadly speaking, Pixar 
and Disney have continued to create naturalistic Disney-style motion by extending 
the Disney principles to the new medium, whereas studios such as Sony Pictures 
Animation and DreamWorks have explored a more broad and extreme approach. 
Nonetheless, as the previous chapter revealed, while deliberately emulating the 
limited movement vocabulary and highly stylised motion of 8-bit graphics from early 
animated computer games, Disney’s Wreck-it Ralph employed a sophisticated 
adaptation of the fundamental principles of animation to sustain the illusion of life. 
This chapter continues to investigate how the principles of animation have 
been adapted outside of the Disney studios in relation to exaggerated cartoon-style 
motion in 3D CG animation. It examines such stylised movement by focusing on the 
“pushed” cartoon style of the film Hotel Transylvania, which was released by Sony 
Pictures Animation in the same year as Wreck-it Ralph. In this film, the range of 
movement styles in 3D animation has continued to expand as artists trained in 
traditional techniques have adapted early movement styles to the new medium and 
expanded principles for creating highly stylised motion. 
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6.2 Background 
The visual style of Hotel Transylvania owes a lot to the creative vision of its director 
Genndy Tartakovsky. While Hotel Transylvania was Tartakovsky’s first animated 
feature film and his first 3D CG animated film, he was already well known for his 
distinct visual style in the stylised 2D animated series he has directed and produced 
for Cartoon Network, such as Power Puff Girls, Dexter’s Laboratory, Samurai Jack, 
Star Wars: Clone Wars and Sym-Bionic Titan. Unlike the Disney naturalistic style of 
animation, Tartakovsky’s earlier works feature a flat, graphic angular styling with 
strong character posing and sharp exaggerated movement patterns. The following 
images from Samurai Jack (Figure 77) and Star Wars: Clone Wars (Figure 78) 
demonstrate this distinct visual style: 
 
Figure 77: Graphic stylisation in Samurai Jack (Cartoon Network 2001–2004). 
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Figure 78: Graphic stylisation in Star Wars: Clone Wars (Cartoon Network 2003). 
 
The aesthetic style of Samurai Jack and Star Wars: Clone Wars draws inspiration 
from the graphic symbolism that UPA are known for and the cinematic feel of 
Japanese anime. In terms of movement, the characters typically hold extreme 
dynamic poses and transition quickly from one pose to the next. 
Recognising this visual style of Tartakovsky’s earlier works is significant to 
understanding his approach in Hotel Transylvania. While studios such as Pixar and 
Disney tend to produce a consistent movement and visual style across their films, 
Sony Pictures Animation (SPA) prides itself on not imposing any particular house 
style on its animated film-makers, as producer Michelle Murdocca has publicly 
stated: 
We give our directors the latitude to bring with them the style of the 
movie they’re creating. That’s what makes the movies we’ve made 
here different and distinctive—they don’t follow any given pattern. 
(Murdocca 2012, 14) 
That is, Tartakovsky had the freedom to explore new styles, and use his 2D 
animation sensibilities to develop a movement vocabulary in Hotel Transylvania that 
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differs in look and style from typical Disney-style motion as well as previous SPA 
films (Murdocca 2012, 14). 
It is worth comparing his approach to Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs, 
which was also created by SPA. It features a highly stylised approach to character 
motion, but it is significantly different to Hotel Transylvania. According to 
animators working on Cloudy with A Chance of Meatballs, it has a style that is broad 
and customised to the most appropriate choice for a particular shot (Vasquez 2013); 
that is, the movement style is not predicated on any particular prescriptive approach. 
This left animators to experiment with the movement style throughout the film by 
working collaboratively with the directors to create a complex tapestry of movement 
patterns. In other words, the style of motion and movement patterns vary throughout 
the film and do not necessarily adhere to a predetermined stylistic approach. The 
production of Hotel Transylvania, on the other hand, was closely scrutinised by 
Tartakovsky to achieve the specific and consistent style he envisaged for the project. 
Tartakovsky describes Hotel Transylvania as being inspired by old WB 
cartoons, specifically referencing the work of animator Frederick Bean (Tex) Avery. 
He writes: 
I wanted to bring in more of a Tex Avery, Warner Bros sensibility. I 
knew it was going to be a little bit of an uphill climb in this day and 
age because people have forgotten what was so great about that style 
of animation. I’m not even talking about the big bulging eyeballs or 
the big crazy takes. It’s more about the energy, the performance and 
the posing. (Sarto & Tartakovsky 2012.) 
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The “Tex Avery and Warner Bros” sensibility that Tartakovsky refers to is well 
known amongst the animation community for its broad action, clever timing and 
strong posing. Cavalier (2011, 122) credits Avery and his team with reinventing 
animation, explaining that they took what was known in character animation and 
pushed it to the limits with “zany, exaggerated, and extreme style” (Cavalier 2011, 
122). The image below (Figure 79) demonstrates the extreme posing that Tex Avery 
helped to pioneer: 
 
Figure 79: Exaggerated pose (Northwest Hounded Police 1946). 
The extreme distortion, sweeping lines and fluid poses evident in Tex Avery’s work 
can be challenging to replicate in 3D animation. The very nature of hand-drawn 
animation supports a flexibility in the creation of shapes by an animator. This is not 
the case in 3D CG animation, which relies on a complex control system, or “rig”, to 
position an articulated virtual puppet. This technological limitation meant that 
animators had to break the character rigs in Hotel Transylvania to achieve the shapes 
that Tartakovsky hoped to achieve with the character poses. The technical team had 
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to create new production workflows and approaches to rig deformation to allow the 
animators to respond to Tartakovsky’s direction (Desowitz 2012). 
Although Tartakovsky did not animate the film himself (a team of 3D 
animators did), his influence is evident throughout the production process and 
resulting film. He critiqued the animator’s work by drawing directly over the top of 
unfinished scenes. The following images (Figures 80-83) sourced from Desowitz 
(2012) show Tartakovsky’s superimposed pose design as it was drawn over the top 
of the animator’s unfinished scene to exaggerate and elongate the pose: 
 
Figure 80: Genndy’s suggested pose design (Desowitz 2012). 
 
 
Figure 81: Final rendered frame reflects Genndy’s notes (Hotel Transylvania 2012). 
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Figure 82: Genndy’s suggested pose design (Desowitz 2012). 
 
 
Figure 83: Final rendered frame reflects Genndy’s notes (Hotel Transylvania 2012). 
 
The images above show how Tartakovsky directed the animators to achieve more 
extreme shapes that are closer to the Tex Avery-style he set out to achieve. 
This process of drawing over the top of 3D CG scenes has proven to be an 
effective way for directors to expand the depth of styles in 3D CG animated films. In 
2004, during production of The Incredibles (Pixar’s first film to feature a human cast 
in stylised pose), director Brad Bird inspired the development of a proprietary tool to 
annotate scenes (Wolff, 2004). As discussed in Chapter 4, traditional Disney 
animator, Glen Keane, also worked in this way to guide the CG animators on 
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Tangled to create character poses and motion that extended the traditional Disney 
style. Such iterative methods enable the director of a film to communicate their 
authorial intentions and to push the capacity of 3D animation by providing animators 
with new creative ideas that challenge the technologies that make those ideas 
possible. 
 
6.3 Pose Design 
Perhaps the most obvious stylistic difference between Hotel Transylvania and a 
Disney-style film such as Tangled or Frozen, or even a Pixar film, such as Brave 
(Andrews, Chapman & Purcell 2012) or Toy Story 3 (Unkrich 2010), is the practice 
of exaggerating poses by distorting characters into shapes that emphasise their 
emotional state. Disney and Pixar films have a tendency to use expressive poses that 
stretch and deform during moments of broad action and then settle into poses that do 
not hyper-extend or completely reshape limbs or other body elements. In contrast, 
the poses in Hotel Transylvania are often pushed into exaggerated shapes that force 
the character’s body beyond the limits the audience would expect from a physical 
being. 
According to Tartakovsky, this approach allows for a wider range of 
expressions, which ultimately results in improved character believability. He writes: 
To me, it was always ridiculous that you can’t emote if you’re doing 
something cartoony and exaggerated. I always argued the opposite. 
The more cartoony and exaggerated you are, the more range of 
expression you have and it will be more believable. And so, that was 
the whole point. Push the expressions. Push the animation. Push the 
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posing to a much more exaggerated level. (Tartakovsky & Digiacomo 
2012, n.p.) 
Walt Disney also believed exaggeration to be significant for creating effective 
animation. In 1935, long before Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston listed 
exaggeration as a fundamental principle of animation in their text, The Illusion of 
Life Disney (1995), Disney listed exaggeration as the third most important skill of 
accomplished animators. He described exaggeration as being the “ability to 
caricature action—to take a natural human action and see the exaggerated funny side 
of it” (Disney 1935, 3). 
Thomas and Johnston (1995) explain that this created some confusion amongst 
animators at the studio. While Disney asked for more realism he simultaneously 
criticised them for a lack of exaggeration in the character action. Yet, when 
animators created more distorted drawings or disturbing action, they found they had 
missed what Disney wanted (Thomas & Johnston 1995, 65). Disney was not after 
realism, his aim was to devise a form of animation that was a caricature of realism 
and, thus, would have a more effective impact on the viewer. The result is a style that 
does not distort the figure, but pushes the actions and posture of characters beyond 
realism to accent the character’s emotion. 
Although exaggeration is, therefore, present in both Disney-style motion and 
the characterisation of motion in Hotel Transylvania, it is approached quite 
differently. Hotel Transylvania deliberately takes the “distorted drawings” approach 
by positioning the figure in exaggerated postures that break the physical limitations 
of the body. This is evident in the images below, which compare two dynamic poses 
from Disney’s Frozen (Figure 84) with several from Hotel Transylvania (Figures 85-
88) : 
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Figure 84: Dynamic pose in Frozen (2013). 
 
 
Figure 85: Stretched pose in Frozen (2013). 
 
 
Figure 86: Pushed pose in Hotel Transylvania (2012). 
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Figure 87: Pushed pose in Hotel Transylvania (2012). 
 
 
Figure 88: Pushed pose in Hotel Transylvania (2012). 
 
The examples shown from Frozen encompass visually appealing, dynamic and 
expressive exaggeration. Compared with the scenes from Hotel Transylvania, 
however, they appear to remain very much constrained to the physical limitations of 
the body. Even in the most comical moments, such as that shown in the second 
example, the character is not stretched far beyond actual physical limitations. 
In contrast, Hotel Transylvania exaggerates the posture to emphasise the 
character’s emotional state, with limbs bent and fingers contorted to create unreal 
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and improbable shapes. Characters are often stretched and bent far beyond the 
physical limits of human beings. 
The images that are presented above are not isolated examples. Close analysis 
reveals that this approach to exaggeration is carried out throughout both Frozen and 
Hotel Transylvania. Despite their stylistic differences, one consistency to the 
application of exaggeration in Frozen and Hotel Transylvania is the variation of the 
extent to which exaggeration is applied relevant to the context of the character’s 
actions. In both films, moments of broad cartoon action are significantly more 
exaggerated than dramatic emotional moments, which tend to remain visually 
subdued and in harmony with the intention of the scene. As Tartakovsky explains: 
People were afraid of holding something for a long time. But it feels 
great because it gives you that contrast. We have a lot of that quick 
zippy stuff, but when we do some more dramatic emotional scenes, the 
characters are very controlled. There is nothing zippy about it. (Sarto 
& Tartakovsky 2012, n.p.) 
Disney’s Tangled similarly blends controlled subdued motion with broad cartoon 
motion, as explained in Chapter 4. Such an approach not only provides contrast, it 
also produces authenticity in the character’s actions and so enhances the emotional 
communication of the scene. 
 
6.4 Fast Motion 
In addition to exaggerated poses, Hotel Transylvania employs fast, drastic changes in 
shape to create rapid transitions between poses, which further contribute to the 
overall exaggerated cartoon style of the film. Unlike the Disney approach to 
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naturalistic animation, which tends to rely heavily upon the animation principle of 
squash and stretch, Hotel Transylvania exaggerates the entire shape of the character 
using a “smear” frame, reflecting the heavy influence of the early experimental 
approaches to animation that made studios such as WB and MGM famous. 
The “smear” is an ‘in-between’ frame that supports the transitioning of a 
character quickly from one pose to another typically through an elongated drawing. 
According to animator Richard Williams (2009, 96), the elongated in-between was 
developed by animators after studying the transparent blurs in live-action film. The 
image below (Figure 89) shows Williams’s example of a smear, which he calls a “zip 
turn”: 
 
Figure 89: Richard Williams’s “Zip Turn” using a smear (Williams 2009, 96). 
One of the earliest examples of a prolific use of animation smears can be found in a 
short film directed by Chuck Jones at WB called The Dover Boys at Pimento 
University (Jones 1942). The images below (Figure 90) show the villain from the 
Dover Boys, Dan Backslide, elongated as he moves quickly from one pose to 
another: 
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Figure 90: Smear from The Dover Boys at Pimento University (Jones 1942). 
As these sequences above demonstrate, the character can be wildly distorted into 
interesting shapes during a smear. However, as John Kricfalusi, points out, the smear 
frame is a “cool trick” that is wasted “if you don’t have great poses to get to” 
(Kricfalusi 2009). 
Hotel Transylvania demonstrates a well-balanced combination of strong 
interesting poses and fast expressive smear frames. As, the sequences below 
demonstrate (Figure 91), the character is typically held in a pose with a strong 
silhouette that is easily read by the audience before being stretched into the next 
expressive pose over a very short number of frames. This approach to fast action is 
widespread in the film. 
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Figure 91: Smear frames (Hotel Transylvania 2012). 
The use of smears is not the only technique used to create the illusion of fast motion. 
At the beginning of this analysis, it was anticipated that the stylisation of Hotel 
Transylvania would also draw upon a common technique in cel animation, which 
uses duplicated body parts to sustain the illusion of extreme speed. This technique is 
commonly described as a “multiple” and is present in Hotel Transylvania, as can be 
seen in the two images below (Figure 92), which feature multiple legs during a fast 
running action. 
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Figure 92: Multiple legs create the illusion of fast motion (Hotel Transylvania 2012). 
However, somewhat surprisingly, of the many scenes and character actions analysed 
for this study, the two examples above are the only ones in which the use of 
multiples is present. That is, it appears that multiples may have been reserved for 
repetitive actions, such as run cycles, whereas smear frames were used between 
exaggerated character poses. Both techniques are used in the film, blended with a 3D 
motion blur effect to retain clear shapes. 
 
6.5 Retaining Clear Shapes 
According to the production notes (Sony Pictures Animation 2012), the 
mathematically calculated motion blur of 3D animation tended to reduce the visual 
impact of the smear and multiples techniques by blurring the deformation of shapes 
that were created in these frames. The technical team, therefore, had to devise a new 
method to retain the forms and readability of the character’s shape during fast 
actions. 
Visible blurring or “motion streaks” along the trajectory of fast moving objects 
is a natural aspect of human perception (Apthorp 2012). This effect is replicated on 
film when an object moves during the capture process. A longer exposure time for 
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each frame or an increase in an object’s speed will result in more visible blurring in 
the captured image. Audiences are, therefore, naturally accustomed to experiencing 
motion blur in objects they see in their environment as well as on screen. In 3D 
animation, there is no pro-filmic event to record and, therefore, motion blur does not 
naturally occur and must be simulated within the computer. Motion blur is important 
to 3D animation because it simulates natural human perception. It also reduces the 
possibility of a strobing effect by visually connecting images of fast moving objects 
across frames. 
Although necessary to creating appealing 3D animation, applying motion blur 
caused some problems for the visual style that Tartakovsky was trying to achieve in 
Hotel Transylvania because it reduced the visual impact of the character poses. As he 
explains: 
That whole issue of motion blur was basically my enemy because it 
blurs all these great drawings away. So we had to find a system that 
retained some of the fun and energy of the animation without it 
blurring away to nothing. Not to get too technical, and I didn’t even 
know this, but the animators had sub-frames in between frames. So, 
we’d go in and add extra poses in the sub-frames and that tempered the 
motion blur a little bit. (Sarto & Tartakovsky 2012, n.p.) 
The aim of “tempering” the motion blur was to reduce the transparency and 
perception of streaking in the images when characters move very quickly. In the 
film-maker’s commentary, Tartakovsky goes on to expand upon what this technique 
for handling the motion blur entailed. He mentions that multiple passes (renders) 
were created and then blended together to create clarity in the poses. In a short 
documentary explaining the technique as “[the use of] additional key frames between 
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poses, frame specific motion blur and a lot of artistic blending”, Sony Pictures 
Animation (2013) dubbed the approach “Genndy Blur” after Genndy Tartakovsky. 
The image below (Figure 93) features Dracula doing a front flip during a dance 
scene before and after motion blur has been applied. The application of motion blur 
clearly decreases the clarity of the character shape as the image becomes transparent 
while streaked in the direction of travel. 
 
 
Figure 93: Before and after motion blur (Sony Pictures Animation 2013). 
The image below (Figure 94) also provides a side-by-side comparison of standard 
motion blur and the improved result of using additional poses to reduce its effect. 
 
Figure 94: Before and after “Genndy Blur” (Sony Pictures Animation 2013). 
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However, here it should be noted that the “Genndy Blur” is used in conjunction with 
another motion effect. While multiples are also used to create high speed cyclic 
motion on the two brooms in the top two images, these examples clearly demonstrate 
the improved clarity achieved by “tempering” the motion blur.  
The image below (Figure 95) also shows its use in conjunction with other 
techniques (stretch). Here, an elongated pose is blended with motion blur in such a 
way that it retains the facial features and shape of Dracula’s head while producing a 
blur of the body. 
 
Figure 95: The illusion of fast motion (Hotel Transylvania 2012). 
In the film-makers’ commentary, visual effects supervisor Daniel Kramer explains 
that along with doing multiple passes with varying amounts of motion blur in the 
pursuit of believable character motion in the 3D medium, the animators would 
typically “bias the motion blur toward the front of the character line”. This enabled 
them to retain the silhouettes that Tartakovsky wanted to achieve. In this way, the 
use of Genndy Blur, enables the successful combination of extreme pushed poses 
and fast motion in a 3D animated film. 
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6.6 Conclusion 
As Chapter 2 of this thesis established, animators such as Disney and Pixar’s chief 
creative officer, John Lasseter (1987, 2001), once argued that the traditional 
animation principles that were developed at the Disney studio could be effectively 
applied to the 3D CG medium. Since then, they have, indeed, been successfully 
adapted and applied to creating believable 3D animated characters and creatures. 
This aesthetic progression has largely focused on extending the naturalistic Disney 
style to the new 3D medium. However, the cel-based animation of other studios, 
such as WB, MGM and UPA, by contrast, did not always use the principles of 
animation to create naturalistic movement but to push the limits of animation and 
create exaggerated movement qualities that cannot exist within the limitations of 
actual physical movement. As animators experienced in these other forms of cartoon-
style animation, such as Genndy Tartakovsky, have moved into 3D animation they 
have brought with them a desire to create animation that reflects their own 
sensibilities. The range of movement styles in the 3D CG medium has, therefore, 
continued to broaden. 
Hotel Transylvania is an important example of how the diverse movement 
styles that developed in cel-based animation have begun to infiltrate the 3D CG 
medium and expanded its aesthetic and movement styles beyond the dominant 
naturalistic style of Disney and Pixar Animation. Genndy Tartakovsky’s animation 
sensibilities of exaggerated character poses, which were inspired by old WB cartoons 
and animation pioneers, such as Tex Avery and Chuck Jones, shape the movement 
style of the film. 
However, it is important to note that while Tartakovsky and the animation team 
working on Hotel Transylvania have successfully extended the exaggerated cartoon-
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style of studios such as WB and MGM into the 3D CG medium, this transfer of 
stylised motion into the 3D medium was possible only because of the innovation of 
new production processes. First, Tartakovsky critiqued the work of 3D animators by 
literally drawing over the top of the unfinished animation. This helped guide and 
push them towards creating the shapes and postures that Tartakovsky strove for in 
the film. 
Second, although the character motion in Hotel Transylvania evidences a 
deliberate focus on creating highly stylised, interesting shapes and fast staccato 
movement rather than physically accurate postures and motion, it still demonstrates 
evidence of adhering to strong dynamic character poses, tightly controlled transitions 
between poses and a tendency to adopt subdued motion for dramatic moments, with 
contrasts of broad fast action for moments of comedy and action. This is made 
possible by smear frames and the innovation of the “Genndy Blur”, which allows 
characters to move quickly between extreme positions while retaining visual clarity. 
In addition, frame-specific motion blur has been combined with additional key 
frames and extreme poses to ensure the interesting shapes created during fast 
movements retain their silhouettes. In addition, Tartakovsky has created contrast in 
the movement vocabulary by combining moments of extreme cartoon exaggeration 
with very controlled and subdued movement for dramatic moments. The result is 
appealing and believable 3D CG characters that move in a highly exaggerated style. 
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Chapter 7 Hyper-Realistic Cartoon Style 
 
7.1 Introduction 
Until this point, the focus of this thesis has been on cartoon stylisation. However, as 
explained in the literature review in Chapter 2, animation in 3D CG has begun to 
extend towards the two aesthetic poles: abstraction and realism. Compared with 
Disney-inspired naturalistic films, such as Frozen, or exaggerated cartoon-style 
films, such as Hotel Transylvania, which receive relatively little criticism for their 
visual style, films of a hyper-realistic style, such as Final Fantasy: the Spirits Within, 
The Polar Express, Beowulf, A Christmas Carol, and Mars Needs Moms, have all 
under-performed at the box office. Figures from BoxOffice Mojo, for example, 
indicate that Final Fantasy: the Spirits Within had a production budget of 
US$137,000,000 and a domestic total gross return of $32,131,83 while Mars Needs 
Moms had a production budget of $150,000,000 and a domestic total gross return of 
$21,392,758. These are disappointing returns relative to other animated films 
released around the same time. Pixar’s Monsters Inc. (2001), for example, had a 
production budget of $115,000,000 and a domestic total gross return of 
$289,916,256 while Toy Story 3 (2010) had a production budget of $200,000,000 
with a domestic total gross return of $415,004,880. 
Hyper-realistic films have also struggled to achieve the same widespread 
acceptance and have received mixed reviews from film critics, who complain that 
characters lack believability, a term used in animation to describe “the extent to 
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which a viewer engages and empathises with an animated character” (Seif El-Nasr et 
al. 2009). For example, in a Rolling Stone review of Final Fantasy: the Spirits 
Within, Peter Travers wrote: 
At first it’s fun to watch the characters. But then you notice a coldness 
in the eyes, a mechanical quality in the movements. (Travers, 2001) 
This chapter turns its attention to the use of hyper-realism in The Adventures of 
Tintin, an animated feature film that blends motion capture with graphic stylisation 
and photorealistic surfaces to create digital beings in a hyper-realistic style. It is 
discussed here as an instance of visual style and character motion that differs from 
the now dominant cartoon stylisation of Disney, Pixar and many others through its 
use of hyper-realism. The character Tintin has been described by Kyle Buchanan 
from New York Magazine as “simultaneously too human and not human at all, his 
face weirdly fetal, his eyes glassy and vacant instead of bursting with animated life” 
(Buchanan 2011). In this regard, it might be considered representative of hyper-
realistic animation, and the criticisms that have dogged it. 
The aim of this chapter is to ascertain why many people continue to find hyper-
realistic characters less engaging and harder to empathise with than more abstract 
cartoon characters, at times even describing them as being somewhat repulsive. More 
specifically, its aim is to investigate whether the principles of animation apply to 
character motion when it is derived from motion capture performances, or needs to 
be adapted substantially to ensure the believability of characters. 
First, it is important to frame the discussion that follows by revisiting the 
notion of believability in character animation. As established in earlier chapters, the 
debate about the believability of virtual characters is not clear-cut. Believability is, of 
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course, highly subjective. What appears believable to one person may fail for others. 
Within the context of this discussion, the important point is that hyper-real characters 
are generally not as widely accepted as their cartoon counterparts and the reason for 
this is still not fully understood.  
Discussing the challenge of creating believable digital beings, Flueckiger 
(2008) explains that there are three fundamental problems that can be associated with 
the construction of a digital character: the connection of appearance and behaviour, 
the modelling of complexity and the interaction of the digital character. All three 
problems are important; however, it is the connection between appearance and 
behaviour that is of particular interest in this chapter. A digital character’s 
appearance and behaviour is made visible to the audience via three interconnected 
elements: the character’s shape, surface and motion. When handled in a certain 
manner, the dynamic interaction of these elements can create the illusion of a living, 
thinking being capable of forming and sustaining an empathetic bond with an 
audience—in other words, a character that is believable to the audience. On the other 
hand, when these elements become unstable or dissonant, the believability of the 
digital being is diminished and the illusion of life is threatened. The interaction 
between the elements of shape, surface and motion provides a point of entry for 
theorists and practitioners to establish principles that may guide the creation of 
believable digital beings. 
Close analysis of The Adventures of Tintin in this chapter illuminates the 
significance of unifying the elements of shape, surface and motion to establish and 
sustain believability in hyper-realistic characters. 
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7.2 Believability, Hyperrealism and the Uncanny 
Creating a believable, photo-realistic digital being has continued to challenge artists 
and technicians for some time. Consequently, several approaches to their evaluation 
have begun to emerge. As discussed in the literature review in Chapter 2 of this 
thesis, perhaps the most widely acknowledged model for evaluating the believability 
of digital beings is the uncanny valley theory, which was derived from the field of 
android science by roboticist Masahiro Mori (1970). Mori described a phenomenon 
in which “perceived familiarity increases with human likeness until a point at which 
subtle deviations from human appearance and behaviour create an unnerving effect” 
(MacDorman & Ishiguro 2006, 299). 
 
Figure 96: The uncanny valley (MacDorman et al. 2006, 299). 
 
Although primarily based on conjecture, this explanation of audiences’ feelings of 
repulsion can be linked to theories derived from Jensch (1906) and Freud’s (1919) 
concepts of the “uncanny”, which relate to the unsettling feeling people experience 
when shown something familiar but frighteningly strange. As Mori’s uncanny valley 
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theory suggests, when we are confronted with the living dead or zombie, human 
familiarity is at its lowest and the frightening feeling of strangeness is at its highest. 
This is the bottom of the uncanny valley. 
Mori’s uncanny valley conjecture has been widely attributed to the failure of 
films such as Polar Express, Mars Needs Moms and Final Fantasy: the Spirits 
Within. The latter, in particular, has become widely recognised as an exemplar of the 
uncanny valley effect in computer-animated films. As Flueckiger (2008, 41) 
explains, although “photorealistic on the surface, these characters lack various 
human traits. They seem not to breathe and they have a very limited expressive 
repertoire. In short, they seem somehow dead”. 
Some theorists, such as David Hanson (2005) from Hanson Robotics, go as far 
to argue that the “valley” does not exist, whereas some animation theorists, such as 
Flueckiger (2008), Hanson (2005) and Tinwell (2009), argue that the uncanny valley 
theory is inadequate for understanding the full aesthetic range of modern digital 
beings or androids. Flueckiger presents the case of Gollum from The Lord of Rings 
(Jackson 2001, 2002, 2003) as justification for “seeking alternative explanatory 
models” (p. 42). She argues that Gollum is a successful example of a digital being 
that does not fit the uncanny valley model because he diverges in some respects from 
his seemingly human qualities. More recently, other digital beings have continued to 
challenge the uncanny valley theory as new techniques and aesthetic possibilities 
have been explored. 
The characters in Tintin are also difficult to place along Mori’s path of 
familiarity because of the integration of human motion with cartoon-stylised 
proportions and hyper-realistic textures. The characters in Tintin are shaped like 
exaggerated cartoon figures that move like natural humans and their surface textures 
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are almost photorealistic. They move beyond photorealism towards a stylised version 
of reality or, what VFX supervisor Matt Aitken referred to as, an “idealised reality” 
(Frei & Aitken 2011, n.p.). Unlike characters that are entirely hyper-realistic, the 
question of whether they are a cartoon or an attempt to simulate a real person, 
therefore, prevents them from finding a position on either side of Mori’s uncanny 
valley, or indeed, to fall into the valley. Situations such as this are now causing 
people to challenge Mori’s conjecture further and suggest the need for a revised 
theory. 
 
7.3 Alternatives to the Uncanny Valley 
As an alternative to Mori’s uncanny valley, Hanson proposed a paradigm that he 
labels the Path of Engagement (POE). He explains why as follows: 
If the illusion of life can be created and maintained, the uncanny 
effects may be mitigated. It may be that any level of realism can be 
socially engaging if one designs the aesthetic well. This, in effect, 
would represent a bridge of good aesthetics, which inspires us to name 
the revised theory the path of engagement (POE). (Hanson 2006, 4) 
Hanson suggests that perhaps an engaging aesthetic is all that is needed to sustain the 
illusion of life at any level of realism. 
This aligns somewhat with the findings of an empirical study by Flueckiger 
(2008) that involved the close analysis of digital beings in Hollywood feature films. 
Rather than rebut the existence of the uncanny valley effect altogether, from her 
findings, Flueckiger provides an alternative approach, which she describes as the 
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“model of distance” (p. 42). This model measures the deviation of the appearance 
and behaviour of a character from a defined standard value. As she explains: 
My hypothesis is that the different aspects of a character should be 
situated at a similar distance from a transparent mode of 
representation. Between photorealistic and stylized depictions there 
runs a fine yet essential line, which separates fundamentally different 
forms of representation. (Flueckiger 2008, 42) 
The “essential line” indicated by Flueckiger is of particular interest as it represents 
the critical point at which abstract forms approach photorealism. Unlike the uncanny 
valley theory, Flueckiger’s distance model accounts for a wide range of aesthetic as 
well as behavioural characteristics of digital beings. All the fundamental elements of 
a digital being (shape, surface, motion) can be “projected” on to a matrix she has 
developed. Flueckiger explains the model as follows: 
[the matrix] depicts the various parameters, arranged on the left side in 
a continuum spanning the natural to the abstract. At one end there are 
hypothetical, transparent forms of representation, which afford an 
undistorted view of the depicted object world, comparable to looking 
out of a window, and thereby evoke emotions through mimesis. At the 
other end there are opaque forms of representation that guide attention 
toward their own materiality and/or virtuosity, and thereby evoke 
artifact emotions. (Flueckiger 2008, 42–43) 
Via the distance model, an explanation is provided for why the characters in Final 
Fantasy fail. It is because their appearance and behaviour are situated on opposing 
sides of the essential line. 
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Flueckiger’s model provides a more robust and appropriate approach to 
interpreting the believability of the characters in Tintin. In the diagram below (Figure 
97), various aspects of the characters in Tintin are plotted on to the matrix in relation 
to the parameters specified by Flueckiger: 
 
Figure 97: Tintin shown against Flueckiger’s distance model (Flueckiger 2008, 42). 
 
Final Fantasy, Gollum and Disney Animation appear in the reproduction of the 
diagram as Flueckiger originally mapped them. By comparison, the characters in 
Tintin are not entirely successful because various aspects of the characters’ 
appearances and behaviours cross the essential line, albeit not so dramatically. More 
specifically, the character appearance straddles the essential line by mixing stylised 
proportions with photo-real surfaces. 
Visual effects supervisor, Matt Aitken, explains the rationale of the film-makers for 
the visual style of the characters: 
Getting the look of the characters right was one of the big challenges 
of this production. Right from the start we wanted to honor the design 
that Hergé created for his characters, that signature look. But our 
characters also had to believably exist in the world we were creating 
for them: a highly detailed world of idealized reality. We used 
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exaggerated facial features and the proportions of the comic book 
characters with their oversized heads and hands to carry the look of 
Hergé’s characters on into the world of the film. But we made the 
details of the characters natural: their skin textures, the way their faces 
moved when they spoke and especially their eyes are much closer to 
real humans than their overall form. (Frei & Aitken 2011, n.p.) 
This approach places the character at risk of failing to sustain believability because 
the stylised character proportions and shape create a level of visual dissonance in the 
spectator. Visual dissonance, which is closely related to the concept of cognitive 
dissonance from the field of social psychology is “a state of psychological tension 
caused when one experiences a disparity between what one expects to see and what 
one actually sees” (Solso 2003, 235). 
In Final Fantasy, the visual dissonance caused by the characters could be 
considered to be a by-product of technological limitations, which resulted in poor 
movement quality and an insufficient level of visual complexity;  together, this 
meant that it was unable persuade the audience that the characters were real. In 
Tintin, however, visual dissonance is caused by the disparity between the cartoon 
shape and the surface detail. From their experience in animated film worlds they are 
familiar with, spectators are not accustomed to and, therefore, do not expect to see a 
cartoon-shaped human with realistic surface textures. However the primary cause of 
visual dissonance stems from the characters’ movements and behaviours. The 
character shape in Tintin suggests to the audience that these are cartoon characters; 
therefore, the audience anticipates stylised movement. However, movement in Tintin 
was created (for the most part) via performance capture, which is a process that 
involves recording and mapping human motion onto the virtual figure. The result is 
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very naturalistic motion that does not quite fit the exaggerated proportions of the 
digital character, whose head and hands at times appear as though they are being 
moved more like a marionette than from their own internal forces. There is then a 
breakdown in the integral relationship between shape, surface and motion, which is 
essential to creating believability. 
This breakdown in the illusion of life when copying motion from live action 
reference onto stylised cartoon figures is not limited to 3D computer animation. This 
process has always proved to be a challenge, as Disney animators Thomas and 
Johnston explained of the rotoscope: 
There was a certain authority in the movement and a presence that 
came out of the whole action, but it was impossible to become 
emotionally involved with this eerie, shadowy creature who was never 
a real inhabitant of our fantasy world. (Thomas & Johnston 1995, 323) 
This “eerie” effect is somewhat mitigated in Tintin, as captured motion data has been 
modified by animators to make it more appealing. Speaking of this process in 
relation to the production of Tintin, Spielberg described it as being able to 
“underwrite or overwrite a performance and through the animators put [something 
into a performance] that even the actors didn’t bring to the bay” (Boucher 2011, 
n.p.). As a result, the character motion at times appears to become more stylised and 
slightly more exaggerated, even breaking the laws of physics. This is represented on 
the matrix above by the satellite-like extension that cross the essential line and brings 
an element of balance to the character’s appearance and behaviour. 
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7.4 Rethinking Appeal 
Character appeal has long been understood by animators as fundamental to creating 
believable characters. Disney animators, Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston, went as 
far as to list appeal as one of the 12 fundamental principles of character animation 
that were identified at the Disney studio during the 1930s (Thomas & Johnston 
1995). The principle of appeal, as it pertains to character animation, is a concept 
encompassing all aspects of the character, including its appearance and behaviour. 
That is to say, appeal is concerned with “anything that a person likes to see, a quality 
of charm, pleasing design, simplicity, communication, and magnetism” (p. 68). 
Aesthetic appeal is subjective; however, through continuous refinement, Disney 
animators developed a cartoon style that was appealing to a large and diverse 
audience. This applies to characters of all forms such as villains and monsters and 
not just “cuddly bunnies and soft kittens” (Thomas & Johnston 1995, 68). At a basic 
level, Disney characters are simplified graphic representations of people and 
anthropomorphised animals or objects constructed from simple shapes with minimal 
surface detail. An appealing design captures the audience’s attention, contributes to 
the building of character and promotes audience identification with the situation 
represented in the story (p. 68). 
In Understanding Comics (McCloud 1994), Scott McCloud explains that 
audience involvement is highly dependent on “the degree to which the audience 
identifies with a stories characters” (p. 42). According to McCloud, the contrast of 
simplified, iconic character forms placed against detailed backgrounds promotes 
viewer identification by allowing the viewer to “mask” themselves in a character, as 
he explains in relation to the image below (Figure 98): 
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Figure 98: Simplified character against a detailed background (McCloud 1994, 43). 
 
Although McCloud is specifically referring to traditional, hand-drawn animation, this 
reductive/iconic approach to character design has proven effective in the 3D 
computer graphics medium as well. For example, the characters in the Pixar 3D 
animated feature film Up (Docter & Peterson 2009) are graphic cartoon forms that 
exist in a highly detailed world, as the image below (Figure 99) shows: 
 
Figure 99: Characters in Up (Docter & Peterson 2009). 
 
The designer of the Tintin cartoons, Georges Prosper Remi’s (Hergé) “Ligne Clarie” 
art style is well known for combining simplified iconic characters with unusually 
realistic backgrounds (McCloud 1994, 42). This creates a certain level of expectation 
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amongst viewers of how Tintin may appear as a three-dimensional object. However, 
when designing the aesthetic for Tintin, Spielberg chose not to follow the approach 
described by McCloud. Instead, he opted to exaggerate the proportions of the 
characters in a cartoon style but render their surfaces with the same level of detail as 
the environment in which they exist. This places pressure on the ability for audiences 
to identify with the characters as the “masking” effect McCloud describes is 
diminished. 
The image below (Figure 100) shows a close up of the surface details on the 
faces of Tintin and Haddock. In comparison to the example above from Up, there is a 
disparity between the exaggerated proportions and detailed surfaces in Tintin. If 
Solso’s (2003) explanation of visual dissonance is correct, then we might expect that 
the way Tintin appears could contribute to a breakdown in the overall appeal of the 
characters. 
 
Figure 100: Detailed surfaces of characters in Tintin (Spielberg 2011). 
 
An example of an alternative cartoon-stylised approach to the character can be seen 
in the figurines that represent the iconic characters in a physical three-dimensional 
form (sourced from a producer of Tintin figurines). 
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Figure 101: A Tintin figurine developed from and reflecting original art style.24 
 
This sequence (Figure 101) shows the process of transferring the original hand-
drawn figure into a virtual 3D object before it is printed as a physical model. The 
simplified form is more closely aligned to the Disney/Pixar aesthetic and clearly 
demonstrates that the character can be represented in 3D yet remain closely aligned 
to the expectations of Tintin’s appearance. The visual style in Spielberg’s version of 
Tintin was, therefore, no accident; nor was it a result of technological limitations or 
budget restrictions. The character’s appearance was a deliberate creative decision 
that was driven by more than trying to stay true to the original art style. 
Early iterations of Tintin’s design reflected the iconic design of Hergé more 
faithfully, as the pre-production image below (Figure 102) shows. However, 
according to the Weta Digital Models supervisor, Marco Revelant, the expressive 
range of Tintin’s simplified shape was insufficient for handling the range of 
expressions required of a realistic film (Weta 2011). Therefore, greater complexity 
was introduced in the form of more facial detail in both shape and surface texture. 
                                                
24 (http://www.tintin-collection-figurines.com/figurines-collection/). [accessed September 
2014] 
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Figure 102: Early concept for translating Tintin to a 3D digital model (Weta 2011). 
 
Flueckiger argues that the modelling of complexity is a fundamental challenge for 
the creation of believable digital beings. In Tintin the challenge was to remain 
closely aligned with the simplified graphic stylisation of a flat cartoon character, 
while at the same time creating a character with the complexity necessary for 
representing the full expressive range of human emotion in 3D and in motion. The 
final Tintin character design that is seen in the film was the result of combining the 
round face and head of classic Tintin with a three-dimensional scan of actor Jamie 
Bell’s head, who’s facial expressions would ultimately be mapped onto the digital 
model (Weta 2011). 
 
 
Figure 103: Combining the Tintin model with 3D scan of the actor’s head (Weta 2011). 
 
This balancing of the shape of the character between abstraction and realism helps to 
explain why the characters in Tintin do not fail to the same extent that other films 
that cross over to the realistic side of Flueckiger’s essential line do. According to 
Solso (2003, 235), there are three possible ways to reduce visual dissonance: 
reducing the importance of one of the dissonant elements, reinterpreting one or more 
of the elements or changing one of the dissonant elements. In Tintin, the importance 
of both the cartoon stylisation and the level of photorealism has been reduced, which 
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has resulted in a more balanced aesthetic than hyper-realistic 3D CG characters in 
other, less convincing films. 
Perhaps the characters in Tintin could have been even more successful had the 
elements of shape, surface and motion been more uniformly situated on the essential 
line indicated in Flueckiger’s model of distance. This is represented in the matrix 
below (Figure 104) as a proposed model of distance for Tintin:  
 
 
Figure 104: A proposed model of distance. 
 
The nodes extending beyond the essential line and towards the abstract end of the 
spectrum indicate a possible level of abstraction that would be necessary to deal with 
insufficiently complex modelling, deformation and motion due to technological 
limitations at the time of production. 
 
7.5 Authenticity 
In addition to the elements of shape, surface and motion operating at a similar 
distance to a transparent mode of representation, there is also the need to consider the 
authenticity of the behaviour of that character and how their actions fit within the 
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context of the film. According to Leslie Bishko (2007), authenticity is a determining 
factor for the believability of a character. She explains that to be authentic and, 
therefore, believable a character must adhere to at least three criteria: congruence of 
design with expression, congruence of the character intent and resulting action and 
alignment of style with content. That is to say, all of the elements of the character 
must work together to create a unified whole. 
When measured against Bishko’s criteria, the characters in Tintin lack 
authenticity. In the context of craft, there is a disparity between the design and 
expression of the characters and a misalignment of style with content. As an 
animated film with stylised characters, audiences might anticipate a certain level of 
broad cartoon-style action. As the analyses of Tangled, Wreck-it Ralph and Hotel 
Transylvania have shown, it is typical in animated films to find subdued movements 
for dramatic scenes to contrast with broad cartoon action for comedy and action 
scenes. However, because Spielberg used performance capture for the character 
movement in Tintin, the resulting motion and, ultimately, the character behaviour, is 
at odds with the exaggerated, cartoon-style proportions of the characters. 
This is evident in the images below, which are taken from a short comedic 
sequence in Tintin. Despite the cartoon-like comedy and fast action, the character’s 
body does not deform in a typical squash and stretch cartoon fashion and there is no 
visible successive breaking of the joints—two devices developed in the 2D medium 
to improve the illusion of weight, physicality and flexibility in the characters 
(Williams 2009). In the example below (Figure 105), an absence of these two 
techniques results in a physicality that appears stiff and constrained to the typical 
shape and proportions of the stationary character. In this case, the character’s action 
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seems authentic; nonetheless, the motion is at odds with the action and the cartoon 
proportions of the character. 
 
 
 
Figure 105: Cartoon action without cartoon motion (The Adventures of Tintin 2011). 
 
In a different example (Figure 106), during which Tintin and Captain Haddock crash 
an aeroplane in the desert, the character behaviour and motion are both ill-aligned 
with the context of the scene. In this scene, Tintin is at risk of being killed if he was 
to slide into the spinning propeller of the crashed aeroplane. His dog Snowy and 
Captain Haddock act desperately to prevent this.  
 
 
 
Figure 106: Captain Haddock is pulled into the propeller (The Adventures of Tintin 2011). 
 
This context establishes an expectation that the characters can be fatally injured by 
the moving blades of a propeller. However, despite this apparent danger, Haddock is 
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not injured when he himself becomes entangled in the propeller. Instead, Haddock is 
wound up and flung around like a typical cartoon character. A situation like this 
would be well suited to a Looney Tunes cartoon or a Pixar/Disney cartoon-style film. 
However, an event such as this lacks authenticity in a hyper-realistic film because the 
naturalistic motion and actions of the character do not marry well when the sudden 
cartoon-style gag is interjected into otherwise naturalistic, and somewhat stiff 
motion. 
 
7.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has provided an important contribution to this research project by 
challenging the application of the 12 principles of animation for a hyper-realist 
styling. While The Adventures of Tintin successfully challenges the dominant 
Pixar/Disney 3D CG aesthetic to explore a style of animation that blends exaggerated 
cartoon proportions with naturalistic motion and photorealistic surface textures, and 
while more successful in achieving character believability than other hyper-realistic 
films, it still falls short of the widespread appeal of typical cartoon-style films.  
The blended aesthetic of Tintin has provided an opportunity to examine how 
the interaction of the basic elements of shape, surface and motion contribute to (or 
diminish) the believability of the characters. However, because its animation style 
does not appear to entirely adhere to Disney animation principles, and nor does it 
attempt to achieve a state of complete photorealism, popular models for evaluating 
animated characters, such as the 12 principles of animation or the uncanny valley 
theory, proved to be inadequate for evaluating this visual style. Therefore, it was 
necessary to consider other evaluative models for analysing the characters in The 
Adventures of Tintin. Flueckiger’s (2008) distance model has helped to provide a 
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framework for discussing the interaction of the stylistic elements and how they 
function to connect the character’s appearance with their behaviour. This approach 
helped to establish that, within the context of character animation, when the elements 
of shape, surface and motion do not function together, visual harmony gives way to a 
state of visual dissonance and the illusion of life is diminished and the believability 
of the character is threatened; hence, a film fails to appeal to a wide audience.  
This means that, if the shape, surface and motion of the characters in Tintin had 
been more uniformly situated at the same point along the continuum that spans from 
natural to abstract, the extent of visual dissonance in it could have been minimised 
and the character’s appeal improved. A more stable connection of the visual style 
with the subject could have further improved the character believability by 
decreasing the disparity between cartoon action and naturalistic motion. The 
Adventures of Tintin demonstrates how pose design that does not adhere to a specific 
shape language can lack appeal. Relying on the interpretive lens of motion capture to 
transition between poses resulted in a lack of weight and physicality in the characters 
at times and resulted in motion that remained consistent instead of changing with the 
rhythm of the film.  
When considered against the other chapters of this thesis, The Adventures of 
Tintin highlights the need for unification of the guiding shape language with 
carefully considered character poses, controlled motion trajectories and variation in 
the movement patterns that reflect the context of the scene. This highlights the 
significance of finding a balance in the aesthetic style of the character while 
marrying motion with the context of the character’s actions. Indeed, the absence of 
the principles of animation in The Adventures of Tintin helps to establish their 
continued significance to the medium. 
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Chapter 8 Analysis, Overview and the Emergence of a New 
Principle: Aesthetic Harmony 
 
8.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, the analysis of a hyper-realist 3D GC animation in Tintin 
highlighted the importance of a coherent visual experience for producing a sense of 
authenticity and character believability. This requires a consistent shape language 
that informs the movement vocabulary and works together with authentic character 
actions to reflect the context of the scene. When these visual, movement and 
contextual attributes of a character’s appearance and behaviour work together and 
are in balance, they produce an appealing effect, which I have termed aesthetic 
harmony. 
We might consider the principle of aesthetic harmony in relation to the films 
discussed in this thesis. As Chapter 4 established, the concepts of appeal and solid 
drawing were applied to Tangled via simplified form and reductive surface textures 
while the application of rhythm, tilt and twist contributed to character pose design. 
Chapter 5 explained how Wreck-it Ralph demonstrated strong character designs that 
reflected the shape languages used throughout the character’s world. This was 
reinforced by the character motion trajectories and pose design, which also adhered 
to the overall design philosophy expressed in the shape language. In addition, while 
Hotel Transylvania, as discussed in Chapter 6 adopted an extreme cartoon style and 
“pushed posing”, as exemplified by early Warner Brothers animated short films with 
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extremely distorted shapes that reinforced the inner emotions of the character, the 
consistent aesthetic was echoed in the motion style. In these films, aesthetic 
harmony, ensures a reduction in visual dissonance by ensuring the elements of shape, 
surface and motion are balanced with the characters’ behaviours. In Tangled, Wreck-
it Ralph and Hotel Transylvania, the pose design, character shapes and motion 
trajectories change to suit the character’s actions within the context of the scene. 
Subdued movement and constrained poses were used in dramatic moments while 
squash and stretch, snappy fast movement and broad gestures were used for comedic 
and broad action scenes. 
In contrast, The Adventures of Tintin, has been criticised for a lack of appeal 
because of the lack of believability of the characters. This lack of plausibility arose 
because the film failed to adhere tightly to a shape language as it combined abstract 
and realistic surfaces and shapes. The combination of motion capture of live action 
and (at times extreme) abstracted character motion created another form of disunity, 
which was also out of harmony with the overall context of the scene. Moreover, the 
character shape and surfacing are at odds with the poses and motion. That is, widely 
reported issues with believability arose from discordance within and between the 
attributes of shape language, visual style, movement vocabulary and character 
actions. Tintin lacked aesthetic harmony because the character movement and shape 
deformation did not change to suit the context of the character’s actions. 
We might conclude then, that to produce believable character animation in the 
3D medium, the application of the principle of aesthetic harmony is essential. This 
research has shown that characters can be believable, irrespective of the visual style, 
as long as the various elements of shape, surface and motion support the characters’ 
behaviours and are appropriate to the context of the scene, sequence or shot. The 
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movement vocabulary can also shift within a film as long as it is done so in a 
meaningful way. In Tangled, for example, character motion was very subdued and 
naturalistic in moments that required a deep emotional connection with the audience. 
In contrast to this, there were times when the movement vocabulary was very 
cartoon-based, with characters deforming and moving with faster transitions between 
strong poses. 
The principle of aesthetic harmony is supported by the literature in several 
ways. Bishko (2007) established that characters appear to be authentic and, therefore, 
believable, when all the elements of the animated illusion are unified. Flueckiger 
(2008, 6) proposes that, when placed on an aesthetic continuum, aspects of a 
character’s “appearance and behaviour should operate at a similar distance from a 
photorealist image defined as a standard”. Indeed, aesthetic harmony resonates also 
with the early principles of animation, as it is closely linked to the principle of 
appeal, which was first described by Thomas and Johnston (1995, 68–69) as a 
fundamental principle of animation. A difficult concept to explain, Thomas and 
Johnston did not elaborate a great deal, but explained that appeal encompasses all 
aspects of the character and results in an effect that is pleasing to the human eye. 
They also suggest that the principle of solid drawing contributes somewhat to the 
notion of appealing design, and they touch on the importance of considered pose 
design, being what Thomas and Johnston describe as “animatable” shapes that are 
pliable and capable of being manipulated to create the illusion of a living being (66–
67).  
Because aesthetic harmony encompasses Disney’s principle of appeal, this 
makes it both very significant to character animation practice and a difficult principle 
to articulate clearly. However, as this study has shown, there is a need to consider at 
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all stages of the animation workflow how the basic elements of shape, surface and 
motion are working together to best support the character’s behaviour. In connection 
to performance, a character’s actions also need to marry with the context of the shot 
to create a unified whole that is capable of sustaining the illusion of life. 
How then does the concept of aesthetic harmony impact upon the practice of 
animating characters? In the context of Hollywood animation production, the 
animator has a clearly defined role in film production which is delimited to the 
animated performances. As Chapter 2 explains, via the example from Pixar 
Animation Studios, whereas other aspects of production, such as story, character 
design, modelling, camera placement, lighting, rendering or editing, influence the 
animated illusion, the animator’s role within production is the making of apparent 
motion through frame-by-frame techniques to create the illusion of a living thinking 
being for the screen. That is, animators are responsible for crafting the motion, 
gestures and expressions of 3D CG characters. After decisions about performance 
(authentic action) are made, there are at least two fundamental aspects of character 
animation that are under the animator’s creative control and, therefore, able to be 
guided by the principle of aesthetic harmony. First, and possibly most important, is 
pose design, which is followed closely by the way in which the animator handles the 
transition of the character between any two poses. 
 
8.2 Pose Design 
The analysis of Tangled in Chapter 4 revealed that pose design is possibly the most 
important aspect of character animation. Disney animator, Glen Keane, emphasised 
the importance of appealing poses over motion and the resulting aesthetic was 
extremely fluent forms, which mirrored the classic Disney style. The analysis of 
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Wreck-it Ralph and Hotel Transylvania in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively, reinforced 
this finding by displaying strong story-telling character poses that heavily influenced 
the aesthetic style of those films. Hotel Transylvania, in particular, demonstrated 
how far the character can be pushed out of its default shape while still maintaining 
the illusion of life. This was largely because the posture is exaggerated in such a way 
as to emphasise the character’s emotional state. In Chapter 7, it was the apparent 
absence of carefully crafted poses in The Adventures of Tintin that weakens the 
illusion of life when character poses appear to lack a sense of physicality, or are at 
odds with the character shape and context of the scene. Although Spielberg used the 
comic book panels of Hergé to inspire the actor’s choice of posture, the final 
translation of that posture onto the 3D model lost elements of appeal that are 
important to sustaining audience engagement. 
An emphasis on character posing is not new to animation. Traditional 
animation theory—such as the lecture notes of Walt Stanchfield (2007), the 
principles of animation by Thomas and Johnston (1995) and the early publications of 
Preston Blair (1949)—offer a detailed treatment of what constitutes good character 
posing for animation in the 2D medium. This research project has revealed that many 
of the concepts discussed in this early literature remain applicable to the 3D CG 
medium. This may be because, whereas early Disney animation was created using 
drawings, the animators focused on creating imagery that had a three-dimensional 
quality and simulated physical space. 
Importantly, it should be noted that in 3D CG animation, every frame is 
essentially a pose and, hence, the significance of pose design to the medium. With 
the exception of stereoscopic films, 3D CG films are not actually 3D at all. (The 
rendering process, like a photograph, turns the 3D space into a flat image, which is 
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then projected as a two-dimensional image on the screen like any other film. This  
means that the animator is actually constructing a two-dimensional image for the 
screen.) By tracing over the postures and identifying negative space around the 
posture in the graphic stylised postures in Hotel Transylvania, it became clear that 
the character is considered an element of the overall composition of the frame (as a 
2D image), with consistent adherence to a guiding shape language. 
In relation to the 12 fundamental principles of animation then, contemporary 
pose design in the 3D medium could be considered an extension or re-interpretation 
of concepts associated with the principles of solid drawing, exaggeration, appeal and 
staging. However, my textual analysis of the films featured in this thesis revealed 
several aspects of pose design that are significant to controlling movement style 
while sustaining the illusion of life in the 3D CG medium. 
One of the biggest challenges for 3D CG animation is giving a figure a sense of 
its own weight and physical presence in the scene. When posing, a character it can be 
challenging to make appear as though holding itself up by means of forces emanating 
from within its own body. In addition, there is also a tendency to appear lifeless 
when brought to a complete hold. However, as this thesis has shown, these 
challenges can be overcome by incorporating the following principles of pose design 
established in traditional animation theory, including line of action; rhythm, tilt and 
twist; adherence to a guiding shape language; and exaggeration to emphasise 
emotion. 
Having established the aspects of the pose that contribute to the inner character 
traits, it is then necessary to also consider the pose in relation to its contribution to 
the contents of the frame and the way that they are organised. In other words, how 
the character’s pose design contributes to the mise-en-scène. In the traditional 
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principles of animation, this would have been discussed in terms of staging. 
However, the character pose is much more than simply making objects appear clear 
to the audience, as Thomas and Johnston (1995) claim. Bordwell and Thompson 
explain that characters do not exist within the composition of the frame in isolation, 
but rather “form visual elements that merge with the setting” (Bordwell & Thompson 
2008, 113). 
In relation to aesthetic harmony, the pose should perpetuate the guiding shape 
language and operate as part of the overall composition. This research enables 
further elaboration of this proposition. That is, as a contributing factor of the overall 
composition of the frame, there are at last three aspects of pose design that should be 
taken into consideration by the animator. These include: first, a contrast of simple 
and complex negative space; second, avoiding tangents that complicate the 
composition of the frame; and third, using the character pose to direct the audience’s 
attention. This finding aligns with the concept of unity introduced in Chapter 2. That 
is, when all aspects of the character are unified, there is harmony of the components 
of the character within itself, as well as in relation to the “animational” context 
within which it is placed (Malpas 2014, 68); therefore, the animated illusion is able 
to function as a unified whole. The audience is able to suspend their disbelief and 
engage with the characters. 
 
8.3 Transitioning Between Poses 
While adhering to the principles of pose design, it is also necessary to consider the 
flow of action across any given sequence of poses. Getting the character into and out 
of a dynamic pose involves far more consideration than perhaps was first thought. As 
discussed in the literature review in Chapter 2, the computer does not know how to 
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consider the meaning behind the movement and simply inserts imagery in between 
two predetermined frames according to mathematically calculated criteria. This 
requires the animator to think about how they will craft the movement phases to 
further support the emotional force behind the movement as well as the physical 
properties of acceleration, deceleration, weight, drag and so on. 
In relation to the concept of aesthetic harmony as a guiding principle for 
crafting the transition between poses, this research has revealed two significant 
concepts that must be considered by the animator. The first (and most important) is 
the use of spacing to control the path of action. Spacing—as a principle of its own—
is missing from the original 12 principles of animation, however, it is mentioned in 
relation to the principle of slow-in and slow-out and is central to creating the 
principle of arcs. This is because, as discussed in Chapter 2, changes in the spatial 
arrangement of an object work in conjunction with timing to create apparent motion. 
In terms of the 3D CG medium, little has changed in relation to timing and 
spacing because they are the most basic and essential elements of all animation. 
However, as this study has shown, spacing is significant to controlling the way in 
which a character moves from one position to another in 3D CG animation. This is 
not just in the sense of a curved path of action to simulate natural motion, or in the 
creation of acceleration and deceleration through the clustering of frames (a well-
known strategy of animators). These concepts remain essentially unchanged for the 
3D medium. Rather, spacing can be a far more sophisticated in showing the 
motivation of the action or character personality, beyond the simulation of physical 
aspects, such as weight and acceleration/deceleration. For example, Chapter 5 
identified the use of the breakdown position in Wreck-it Ralph to force the character 
motion along a square trajectory. In that particular case, the spacing of the 
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breakdown pose forced the character’s limbs to move according to the specific style 
of motion. However, this same concept applies to controlling how a character 
performs any given action no matter which style of movement is employed. 
Another aspect of spacing that was revealed in this research was the use of the 
character’s shape to visually connect two poses. If we consider the pose at each end 
of an action as the story-telling pose, then it is helpful to think of the transitional 
position of the body to be progressing the story from one point to the next. How the 
character progresses from one story-telling pose to the next tells the audience about 
the character’s personality and motivation for performing the action. Spacing has 
always been significant to animation in any medium, however, the implications of 
poor spacing is amplified in 3D virtual space. Further research into spacing in 
stereoscopic 3D films might reveal an even wider range of implications for the 
animator’s practice. 
The second significant concept that must be considered by the animator in 
relation to aesthetic harmony as a guiding principle for crafting the transition 
between poses is character shape as it moves between poses. In early 3D CG films, 
technological limitations made it difficult to push and pull a character’s shape 
beyond the limitations of the deformation system. Animators were essentially 
restricted to posing the characters using the controls provided on the rig, and the 
deformation of the character’s mesh was driven by mathematical calculations based 
on the positioning of the joints or bones. As this research project has shown, this is 
no longer the case in contemporary 3D CG film-making. As can be seen in Tangled, 
Wreck-it Ralph and Hotel Transylvania, the character is often deformed when the 
narrative moment calls for it. In Tangled and Wreck-it Ralph, in particular, we see an 
elongation of character shapes to visually connect two positions where the spacing is 
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more than the object’s (body part or character) width apart. Hotel Transylvania 
handled this concept differently because, although exaggerated to create a specific 
graphic effect, distortion was used to create a specific visual style as well as visually 
connect two poses across very short time spans. 
On the other hand, there was an obvious lack of shape distortion in the 
Adventures of Tintin, which could be a contributing factor in the unappealing motion 
that has resulted from the motion capture process. Although beyond the scope of this 
research, it would be interesting to build a character rig that could calculate the rate 
at which an object is moving in any given direction and then automatically calculate 
a distortion along the path of action. This, like motion blur, may help motion-
captured performances appear more harmonious with the cartoon stylisation of the 
action and character appearance. 
When considered in relation to aesthetic harmony, the transition between poses 
should be considered as being significantly important to further progressing the 
character’s authenticity and, therefore, believability. While the pose of the character 
communicates important information about the character and the story to the 
audience, the transition between those poses is what carries the emotion and story 
from point to point, which means these two aspects of character animation need to 
function together to create a unified illusion of life. 
 
8.4 Conclusion 
As a new principle of animation, aesthetic harmony reinterprets and expands upon 
the traditional principle of appeal by considering how the concept of appeal is 
threaded through all aspects of the animated illusion. The term “harmony” has been 
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carefully considered as the most appropriate way of describing the dynamic nature of 
character animation and the significance of unifying the various elements of the 
illusion in an appealing way. This term might better be understood by relating it back 
to music, where harmony is used to describe the combination of simultaneously 
sounded musical notes to produce a pleasing effect. Harmony in terms of music can 
also extend to the complex tapestry of sounds, their progression and principles that 
guide them. In this sense, harmony in character animation relates to the simultaneous 
use of animated elements to create a visually pleasing effect. This extends to the 
complex tapestry of poses, movement patterns, their progression through a narrative 
and the principles that guide their creation. 
As this thesis has shown, the character and its motion exist as an element of the 
overall composition of the frame and therefore needs to be considered as an element 
of mise en scène; that is, the character and its motion are another element of the 
image that carries meaning for the audience. Contemporary 3D CG films create a 
guiding shape language to unify the environmental setting and character design. 
Aesthetic harmony recognises the significance of this guiding design philosophy and 
argues that it is necessary for animators to perpetuate the shape language in the 
character pose design and motion. Further to this, as this thesis has revealed, the 
concept of aesthetic harmony also extends into the behaviour of the character and the 
need to harmonise the character motion (which makes that behaviour visible) with 
the character action, appearance of the character in terms of surface and shape and 
the emotional and narrative context of the scene. 
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Chapter 9 Conclusion 
 
9.1 Research Summary 
Character motion, as the foundation for character believability, has been the primary 
focus of this research project. The creation of believable animated creatures and 
characters has been a goal of the animation industry since its inception. Indeed, with 
the aim of improving the believability of animated characters for the purpose of 
audience engagement and entertainment, Walt Disney invested heavily in the 
research and development of character animation as early as the 1930s. This resulted 
in the development of a naturalistic style of character animation and associated 
theories for sustaining the illusion of life in a feature length animated film. However, 
as Kerlow (2009) has observed, continued technological development, changing 
audience expectations, and new aesthetic styles and possibilities, have instigated the 
need to reassess, re-interpret and expand upon the animation methods, principles and 
formulas developed out of early research at the Disney studio. This project was 
undertaken in response to this need to re-interpret and expand animation theory to 
account for recent technical and stylistic developments in the 3D Computer Graphics 
medium. The first research question was answered by way of a detailed literature 
review, which went beyond the most classic text by Thomas and Johnston (1995) to 
integrate the methods principles and formulas of Richard Williams (2009), Walt 
Stanchfield (2007) and for 3D animation John Lasseter (2001) and Isaac Kerlow 
(2009).  
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The 12 principles of animation developed at the Disney studio during the 
1930s have remained central to this investigation because they provide the most 
widely acknowledged conceptual and theoretical framework so far for establishing 
authentic motion, and believable character performance through the sequential 
images that form animated films. As Lasseter has argued, and demonstrated, the 12 
principles of animation remain important to 3D CG animation practice. However, 
some theorists, such as Bishko (2007, 24), argue that their application to movement 
patterns in the 3D medium can result in character motion that lacks authenticity and, 
therefore, believability. Animation director, Brad Bird, goes on to argue that a direct 
application of the principles can result in animated characters that appear to all move 
in the same way. 
The problem with simply transferring existing methods, principles and 
formulas of animation to the 3D CG medium then, is not their relevance to it. Rather, 
it is the tendency for them to result in unconvincing, generic movement patterns and 
motion styles. Therefore, some refinement and extension of the principles is 
necessary for the effective remediation of the principles from 2D-drawn cel 
animation to 3D CG animation. This study has built upon and extended this lineage 
of investigation by examining how the principles of animation have been applied to 
the new 3D CG medium. The research methodology and methods of this study 
provide an update to old techniques of action analysis, which were developed in the 
formative years of the Disney studio for the study of live-action and life-like 
animation. 
Through the use of empirical methods, based on what Bordwell describes as 
“historical poetics” (Bordwell, 1989), which focus on how animated films are put 
together to achieve particular effects, I have applied frame-by-frame analyses of 
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character motion in this research project to gain insights into the application of the 
principles of animation in several 3D animated Hollywood feature films. That is, I 
have investigated how animators have adapted traditional animation methods, 
principles and formulas to the new 3D CG medium through observation and analysis 
of the outcomes, specifically in relation to movement style. 
The aim of the project, as a whole, was to develop a deeper understanding of 
how the 12 principles of animation (which were developed for 2D animation) are at 
work in the 3D medium and how they have been modified and extended in 
contemporary practice to achieve variations in movement style while creating 
believable motion across a range of styles. 
First, I have investigated the extent to which Disney’s 12 principles of 
animation have been transposed into the design and production of 3D CG animation. 
The analysis of Tangled in Chapter 4, helped to confirm that earlier arguments by 
Lasseter (1987, 2001) have now progressed to a point where the traditional Disney 
aesthetic has successfully been achieved in the 3D CG medium. This answered the 
second research question by confirming that the traditional principles of animation 
can be, and indeed have been, successfully applied to the 3D medium and that the 
debate over their appropriateness for the medium has been resolved in the 
affirmative. Thus, in terms of contradictions, this research did not reveal any 
significant evidence to negate traditional animation theory, but confirms the initial 
argument set up in Chapter 1 regarding the relevance of traditional animation theory 
to the new 3D medium. 
This foundational insight enabled further investigation into broader styles of 
animation and whether the principles have been modified in their application within 
the Disney and Sony Pictures Animation studios. This led to the third research 
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question, which can be summarised as: how are the principles being modified and 
expanded to take advantage of new computer graphics technologies? To answer this 
question, the limited movement style developed for Wreck-it Ralph was analysed, 
followed by the pushed or extreme cartoon style of Hotel Transylvania. Although 
very different films in terms of aesthetic style, the movement styles in these two 
films reinforced the importance of authentic character action and the use of subdued 
movement, contrasted with broad cartoon action, for moments of dramatic scenes 
and fast action as well as for comedic effect. In addition, these two films confirmed 
the importance of adopting a guiding shape language and applying it to the character 
pose design and motion trajectories. That is, some adaptation of the principles is 
necessary when they are transferred across motion styles such as naturalistic, limited 
and exaggerated styles. 
  This fundamental understanding of cartoon motion in the 3D medium across 
a range of movement styles provided a basis upon which to launch an investigation 
of the hyper-real style of animation employed in The Adventures of Tintin, and so to 
investigate a third key question of this research project: what new movement styles 
have been developed as a result of technical advances in 3D animation and the 
realistic shapes, textures and movements made possible through motion capture, and 
how do they affect believability, authenticity and the performance of characters? As 
the focus of Chapter 7, Tintin proved to be an interesting example of animation that 
does not adhere to the traditional principles in the same way as the films analysed in 
earlier chapters. A disparity between shape, surface and motion was identified, which 
was the likely cause of the visual dissonance in the audience that has been widely 
reported. When compared with the films Tangled, Wreck-it Ralph and Hotel 
Transylvania, which are discussed earlier in the thesis, Tintin highlights the 
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significance of creating a coherent visual experience through the use of a consistent 
shape language that informs the movement vocabulary and works together with 
authentic character actions to reflect the context of the scene. Flueckiger’s (2008) 
model of distance provided an important conceptual framework for establishing a 
deeper understanding of how significant the connection of appearance, behaviour 
and context is to sustaining the believability of a character. 
  From this, I developed the notion of aesthetic harmony as a principle for 
crafting believable motion through character posing and the transition from pose to 
pose. As re-interpretation of the Disney principle of appeal, aesthetic harmony has 
emerged from the research presented here as a new principle for creating the illusion 
of life in animation. In brief, it involves—at all stages of the animation workflow—
the harmonisation of basic elements of shape, surface and motion as a unified whole 
in support of the character’s behaviour and within the context of the shot. It informs 
two central aspects of character motion: character pose design and transitions 
between poses. In relation to the latter, this study has revealed that early assumptions 
that a held pose, otherwise known as a “hold” in the 3D medium, would lead to a 
breakdown in the illusion of life were incorrect. Contemporary 3D CG animation 
regularly features held poses and the success of these “holds” lies in the pose design. 
What matters most in the creation of authentic performance of 3D CG characters and 
in maintaining the illusion of life is the coherence or harmony of interrelated 
aesthetic elements of shape, surface and motion within the context, narrative, 
personality and intention of the scene as mise en scène. 
 
9.2 Implications for Animation Studies 
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The site of investigation for this research project is in the crucial ground that 
connects character motion with performance. However, the findings of this research 
are not intended to expand acting theory for animation, or to expand the already 
saturated field of character motion studies. Instead, this research has taken a different 
approach and investigated the principles that guide the creation of motion to reflect 
the context of the shot and to support character performance. The outcome of this 
research project is, therefore, not another book on acting theory for animators or 
another library of movement patterns and visual tricks. Instead, this research makes a 
contribution to the field of character animation and animation studies by showing 
where in the animation process an animator can shape movement style to support 
character authenticity and believability. This locus of intervention occurs in a small 
but significant part of the animation process, which is the frame-by-frame 
construction of apparent motion using articulated virtual puppets created using 3D 
computer graphics. 
This study was predicated on the understanding that there are essentially two 
connected aspects to believable animation. First, the choice of character action must 
be authentic and relevant to the context of the scene and second, the motion must 
marry with the visual style and be a physical manifestation of the character’s 
emotion as relevant to the context of the scene. These two aspects of character 
animation are typically reflected in the literature as very specific sites of study within 
animation studies. On one hand, Ed Hooks and Nancy Beiman focus specifically on 
performance and the choice of actions while other theorists, such Williams and 
Webster, focus on the mechanics of motion. By applying Laban Movement Analysis 
to the study of character animation, Bishko has possibly been the most active 
contributor to investigating the connection of movement and meaning and it is here 
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that the knowledge contained within this thesis finds a site of intervention in the 
field. It achieves this by illuminating the connection between two aspects of 
character animation (authentic action and contextualised motion) and showing how 
the principles of animation are modified to function across a range of animation 
styles in the 3D CG medium. 
More specifically, this study contributes to the literature concerned with a 
remediation of traditional animation principles into the 3D CG medium and, for this, 
it is most likely to be of interest to students of animation who are seeking further 
insight into how they might approach the application of traditional animation 
principles to 3D CG animation. Animation students typically study both traditional 
animation principles and methods and contemporary 3D CG animation processes. 
This research helps to connect the two by showing how traditional animation 
methods, principles and formulas function in the new medium to achieve the illusion 
of life. In addition, the new guiding principle of aesthetic harmony highlights the 
need for animators to balance the elements of shape, surface and motion with 
characters’ behaviours in relation to the context of the scene they are animating. In 
this, the research enhances the collective understanding of animators involved in 
production and reduces the challenge of creating new and interesting projects that 
leverage the opportunities that digital beings provide for rendering stories visible in 
new ways. 
 
9.3 Future Research 
This thesis has built upon a long lineage of investigation, theories and principles for 
character believability and contributed further insights by testing the maintenance of 
the principles by animators working in the 3D CG medium. It has made a 
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contribution to the field by confirming the importance of the traditional principles to 
the new medium, as well as by explaining the tensions and adaptations that have 
occurred in the remediation of the principles into the new medium. It has also 
contributed to the field by articulating and illustrating a new principle of aesthetic 
harmony. However, the continued widespread use of digital characters and creatures 
in animation, games and visual effects creates many opportunities for future research 
and development. Some of these opportunities include technological developments in 
the form of new hardware and software technologies: pedagogical practice for 
improving artist and technician knowledge of digital technologies and the 
implications of their use; and more efficient and effective production techniques and 
processes (Dodgson et al. 2010). More specifically, there are at least three 
opportunities for future research that have arisen from this specific study, which 
include: 
1. A direct continuation of this study by further re-interpretation and expansion 
upon the methods, principles and formulas of traditional animation. 
Specifically the principle of straight ahead and pose-to-pose animation need 
to be redefined in light of current working methods in the 3D CG medium. 
2. Expansion of the proposed “triangle of movement” styles introduced in 
Chapter 2, which is an early attempt to map the range of movement styles 
according to positions on a continuum from mimeses to abstraction, along 
with consideration of the range of deformation in the character shape. 
3. An analysis of whether, and to what extent, animation principles are at work 
in stereoscopic films. 
In such a rapidly emerging field, these three opportunities for future research are not 
exhaustive. They are simply opportunities that have been revealed out of this body of 
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research. First, and perhaps the most easily addressed opportunity, is the direct 
extension of this study. While it has focused primarily upon principles concerned 
with character motion, there is also a need to focus on other principles that guide 
animation methods and appearance. For example, it would be beneficial to animation 
students and practitioners to have the principles of pose-to-pose and straight-ahead 
animation updated to reflect contemporary character animation workflows. In 
addition, and as identified in Chapter 2, there is almost a complete lack of theory 
concerned with animation staging. There is certainly an opportunity to investigate the 
conventions of animation staging in 2D and 3D media in a similar way to David 
Bordwell’s research on cinematic staging in Figures Traced in Light: on Cinematic 
Staging (2005). 
Second, in the literature and contextual review I presented a potential model 
for mapping the aesthetic range of animated motion styles. This was based on 
McCloud’s “Big Triangle”, which can be found in the second chapter of his text, 
Understanding Comics (1994). While a fully developed theoretical model was 
beyond the scope of this research project, this thesis may provide a starting point to 
develop the concept into a full theoretical model or framework for understanding or 
mapping the growing aesthetic range of animation styles. 
Third, and possibly the most rapidly growing need for further research, is 
character animation in stereoscopic films. Stereoscopic films present a wide range of 
implications for the animator’s practice. Unlike non-stereoscopic films, character 
pose design is represented in a three-dimensional virtual space that does not get 
flattened to a two-dimensional plane when projected to the audience. This impacts 
upon the pose design, the character motion and the spatial arrangement of the 
character within the scene. A thorough investigation of character animation within 
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the context of animation staging in stereoscopic films could provide a better 
understanding of how to achieve aesthetic harmony while using the depth of the 
frame. 
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